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18 CHAIR KANE: (Gavel). I'd like to call the Council's
19

Committee of the Whole to order on this meeting for

20

May 8th, 2002. For the record, we have all members

21

present, except Council Chair Patrick Kawano, who is

22

excused for this morning's meeting.

23
24

COW 41
-

CHARTER COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

25
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1 CHAIR KANE: Good morning, members. We have an
2

interesting schedule today. We have one item that

3

we're going to be discussing, Item No. 41, the

4

Charter Commission recommendations. Members, the

5

Chair would like to open the meeting first by

6

setting some parameters for today's meeting and some

7

clarifications so that not only us but the general

8

public can understand what our role is today

9

regarding the recommendations that are coming from

10

the Charter Commission, and so I'm going to read a

11

text that we had prepared.

12

Members, the limited purpose of this meeting

13

is to review the Charter Commission's proposals in

14

determining whether the Council should suggest any

15

alternatives to the proposals pursuant to HRS

16

Chapter 50 as noted on the meeting agenda. The

17

purpose of this meeting is not to take a position

18

for or against the Charter Commission's proposals,

19

but merely to consider whether Council should

20

suggest any alternatives.

21

If the Council submits alternatives, the

22

Charter Commission can either, one, accept the

23

Council's alternatives and allow them to be placed

24

on the general election ballot in competition with

25

the corresponding Charter Commission proposals, or,
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1

number two, they can reject the Council's

2

alternatives. The Council will have a ten-day

3

window of opportunity to recall any rejected

4

alternatives and place them on the ballot, but

5

because of Sunshine Law requirements and scheduling

6

concerns, it may not be feasible for the Council to

7

take advantage of this option.

8
9

However, the Committee of the Whole will
later hold one or more meetings, whatever is

10

necessary, to discuss proposed Charter amendments

11

initiated by Council members pursuant to the --

12

Article Number 14 of the Charter. That will be a

13

separate and distinct process from what the

14

Committee is considering at today's meeting, which

15

is being held pursuant to HRS Chapter 50. Again,

16

HRS, I'm sorry, Hawaii Revised Statutes.

17

Proposed Charter amendments on subjects not

18

addressed on the Charter Commission's proposal will

19

be considered at the future Committee meeting or

20

meetings, not today's meeting, and I bring that and

21

make that very clear because our window of

22

opportunity or the time frame that we've been given

23

is 30 days total, and so we have to stick with what

24

the proposals are from the Charter Commission and

25

get through those, because if we don't, then we lose
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1

our opportunity to provide even comment. So the

2

Chair is making sure that everybody understands that

3

we're not here to talk about your personal proposals

4

or here to criticize or commend the Charter

5

Commission's work. We're here to merely provide --

6

get information about it, get a better understanding

7

from the people that we have in front of us, and

8

then provide comment and/or alternatives to those

9

recommendations.

10

Any questions, members, that the Chair can

11

attempt to answer or we can have answered by our

12

folks in front of us? For the record, we do have

13

Brian Moto, a Deputy Corporation Counsel, as well as

14

Mr. John Van Dyke. Mr. Van Dyke is serving for the

15

Charter Commission and is here to provide us with

16

any clarification as to the proposals that are

17

before us from the Charter Commission. Obviously we

18

have staff here as well.

19
20

Members, any questions before we begin?
Hearing none --

21 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes, Mr. Chair.
22 CHAIR KANE: Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Arakawa.
23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: May I take it that the process
24

that you're going to use is we're going to start

25

with Proposal No. 1, work through that, and go
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7

down --

2 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.
3 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: -- down the line?
4 CHAIR KANE: And I was just about to get to what I'll be
5

doing is opening up for public testimony. We had on

6

your -- on the agendas that was provided to the

7

public that oral or written testimony can be

8

provided. We're going to allow for three minutes on

9

the agenda item, not three minutes for each

10

proposal, okay, and we're going to allow a minute to

11

conclude. And at that time, members, as always, you

12

have the opportunity to ask questions of the people

13

testifying.

14

There has been one request, and I ask for you

15

folks to consider it. Mr. Ron McOmber from Lanai

16

did call me yesterday afternoon and told me that

17

because of the boat and his transportation to get

18

here, he won't be able to arrive here till about

19

9:45, but he asked that if he be allowed to testify.

20

So, members, I told him that I would bring this to

21

the body's attention and ask for that consideration.

22

So if by any chance we end up closing testimony --

23

which I doubt we will, because we have several

24

people here that are here to today and I'm sure

25

we're going to go past 9:45 on just the testimony
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part, that if you folks allow Mr. McOmber as soon as

2

he gets here from traveling from Lanai this morning

3

to have his opportunity to testify as well.

4 COUNCIL members: No objections.
5 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Once we do close testimony, then
6

we will go, Mr. Arakawa, in the order of each

7

proposal, and I believe the proposals have been sent

8

to us in order of what the Charter is, so it starts

9

from the very beginning on what they're looking to

10

provide to us as a proposal and it just goes right

11

from front

12

I think it provides us with a good order.

13
14

page 1 right to the back page, and so

Mr. Arakawa, before I recognize Mr. Nishiki,
any further questions?

15 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: No. I was just trying to get the
16

format down so I can prepare.

17 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, thank you very much.
18 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you.
19 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
20 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, in regards to Mr. Van Dyke,
21

there are many concerns that I have in the capacity

22

that he was used by this Charter Commission. Is

23

that going to be allowed so that I can ask that

24

question of him today?

25 CHAIR KANE: Do territory for me, Mr. Nishiki.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
2 CHAIR KANE: And I don't know if -- if -3 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's all right.
4 CHAIR KANE: -- if the intent of this meeting is to
5

question procedure of another body's function.

6

You -- I mean, I want to try and accommodate you,

7

but at the same time I don't know if we'd be going

8

outside of the bounds of this agenda item and this

9

meeting for today by venturing into that -- into

10

that line of questioning, Mr. Nishiki.

11 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: But we will have further meetings,
12

right?

13 CHAIR KANE: Not -- well, we will -- as I stated earlier,
14

the Committee will be prioritizing time to have

15

proposals looked at by the various members at a

16

future date. What we're doing now is staff is

17

trying to set up a time line as to when we need

18

proposals in, when we need to get discussions

19

handled, things voted on, get a, you know, proposal

20

sent out from Committee, if they pass, and get to

21

the full Council for approval prior to the deadline,

22

which I think the drop dead deadline to have any

23

type of considerations from the Council to the

24

County Clerk's Office is I believe September 6th.

25

So we need to go backwards from that and provide,
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1

you know, enough time for us to prepare any type of

2

things --

3 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
4 CHAIR KANE: -- proposals for that.
5 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And if I may -6 CHAIR KANE: Go ahead.
7 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- may further my question about
8
9

Mr. Van Dyke. I know that we hired or gave the
Commission the ability to hire Mr. Van Dyke. I was

10

just wondering in his capacity whether he was able

11

to look at some of these recommendations and really

12

give legal opinion or concerns to the direction that

13

they took or, you know, the concerns raised by, you

14

know, the direction that this Charter Commission

15

took. That's all --

16 CHAIR KANE: Perhaps for clarification what we can do is
17

ask Mr. Van Dyke to explain to us what his -- his

18

specific role was with the Commission. If that is

19

in line with what you're asking, I don't think --

20 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
21 CHAIR KANE: -- there's no problem with that.
22
23

Mr. Van Dyke, if you can just state your name
for the record prior to your comments, please.

24 MR. VAN DYKE: Thank you. It's an honor to be here this
25

morning with all of you. I'm John Van Dyke. I'm a
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professor at the William S. Richardson School of Law

2

at the University of Hawaii in Manoa, and I was

3

hired by the Charter Commission to serve as analyst.

4

This was a position that they advertised and several

5

people applied for it. It's not necessarily and

6

inevitably a position that a lawyer has to fill,

7

although being a lawyer helped a lot in this work.

8

Basically the analyst position was to

9

translate the wishes of the Commission into language

10

that will work in terms of amending the Charter and

11

then to explain what the purpose of it was, and

12

during the course of the deliberation I was

13

frequently asked for ideas or options by the

14

Commission, and I did my best to give suggestions.

15

Sometimes I would offer a view as to what I thought

16

was a good approach or a less good approach, but I

17

didn't have -- vote on the Commission and my views

18

were just accepted as, you know, approaches that

19

they could consider. And sometimes they were

20

considered and sometimes they were not considered,

21

and -- which was fine, and the Commission worked

22

diligently over the past year to consider all the

23

various perspectives that were brought to them by

24

the public.

25

As you know, there were two rounds of eight
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1

public meetings -- public hearings, as well as

2

umpteen hearings in which the public was welcome to

3

participate, so we had a hard-working Commission. I

4

was honored to have a chance to work with them, and

5

I think the product speaks for itself as a set of

6

varied ideas that will be offered to the public for

7

their consideration as to whether they wish to amend

8

the Charter along these lines.

9

And, of course, today is very important

10

because this Council has the opportunity to review

11

those and to offer its own perspectives on some of

12

these issues or, you know, challenge or criticize

13

the approaches that the Commission has come up with.

14

So this is -- today's hearing is very much a part of

15

this ongoing process. And then the -- as you know,

16

the Commission has one more chance to consider your

17

recommendations and will be meeting early next month

18

to do that.

19 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
20 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I guess, as we get -- yeah,
21
22

thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As we get to the specific proposals, I really

23

thought that some may just be in violation. The

24

ethical ones, language in here, was my concern,

25

Mr. Chairman, that to me this is totally wrong that
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1

even this kind of language can be proposed. I think

2

it's against the law.

3 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Well, we'll do the review of the
4

specific proposals when we get to them, each and

5

every one, members, and then the Chair will allow

6

you the opportunity to provide your comments to

7

that. Members, any further questions?

8
9

Hearing none, at this time we're going to go
ahead and open up public testimony. We have many

10

people here to testify. As stated earlier, those of

11

you who are signed up to testify, we're going to

12

give you three minutes. You need to please state

13

your name for the record, and if you are with an

14

organization, please state that affiliation. We'll

15

give you three minutes. At three minutes, we will

16

tell you of that three-minute mark and at that time

17

you will have a minute to conclude your comments.

18

We will not be providing time for people to come

19

back.

20

Again, we -- we keep this to where we need to

21

let people understand that we got to get our work

22

done because we have the 30-day clock ticking, and

23

once we get it out of this Committee, we got to get

24

it to full Council for approval, so, again, we need

25

to make sure that we keep things rolling but at the
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same time acknowledge your folks public testimony

2

and the input.

3

With that, first person signed up to testify,

4

Lynne Woods, and following Ms. Woods will be

5

Ms. Diane Zachary. At this time while Ms. Woods is

6

walking down, if there's anybody in the audience who

7

has a cell phone or a pager attached to yourself, if

8

you can please at this time put to the silent or off

9

mode, we'd appreciate it, that way we can avoid any

10
11
12

type of unnecessary distractions.
Okay. With that, Ms. Woods.
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .

13 MS. WOODS: Good morning, Mr. Chair.
14 CHAIR KANE: Good morning.
15 MS. WOODS: Good morning, Committee members. My name is
16

Lynne Woods and I testify before you as President of

17

the Maui Chamber of Commerce on behalf of our

18

business membership. The Chamber would first like

19

to compliment the Charter Review Commission for all

20

of its many hours of hard work. This Commission is

21

very diverse in its membership, so I am sure it led

22

to a lot of hours of interesting debate.

23

I have attached to my testimony for each one

24

of you our testimony before the Charter Review

25

Commission in order to save a lot of time today,
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1

because it -- I couldn't even get it into three

2

minutes for them, so we won't go there. But I did

3

give you a copy of those positions on the ones we

4

were either opposed to or in favor of for your

5

review.

6

Our positions in this document was discussed

7

and debated at the Government Action Committee.

8

Recommendations went forward to the Board of

9

Directors for their debate and for their

10

ratification. I thank you for your time.

11 CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Members, any questions
12

for Ms. Woods? Hearing none, thank you very much.

13 MS. WOODS: Thank you.
14 CHAIR KANE: Next to testify, Diane Zachary. Ms. Zachary
15

will be followed by Teresa McHugh.

16 MS. ZACHARY: Thank you very much. I'm Diane Zachary, and
17

I'm with the Maui Coastal Land Trust. I serve as

18

the Vice President, and with me is Tom Pierce, who

19

is the President of the Maui Coastal Land Trust.

20

Like Lynne, I would really like to thank the Charter

21

Commission for all their hard work, and particularly

22

for their attention when they were holding public

23

hearings. They really did an exceptional job of

24

listening to people and asking questions and trying

25

to understand the feelings of the citizens, and I
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16

appreciate that greatly.
I'm here to ask your support for Proposal

3

No. 12, which is, excuse me, related to the County

4

having an open space acquisition fund. This

5

proposal I think is particularly insightful and very

6

responsive as a step in meeting the public's desires

7

for more open space, more parks, assuring that

8

scenic views are protected. And there's two

9

particular elements that I think are really exciting

10

about it. The first is that it sets aside a minimum

11

of 1 percent of the certified real property

12

revenues, and I emphasize this minimum of 1 percent,

13

because it allows a great deal of flexibility to the

14

Council in the future to add additional monies if

15

the budget will allow that to take place.

16

The second element that I think is

17

particularly exciting is it creates a revolving

18

fund. In the past, if funds were not used, they

19

lapsed and they were lost for the possibility of

20

acquisition, and having this revolving fund will

21

allow us to create a greater volume of funds that

22

could be used for larger purchases where otherwise

23

funds might not be available.

24
25

There's another element of this that I think
is really important, that we keep in mind it says
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1

that this fund would not substitute for

2

appropriations that are historically made. So if

3

the Parks Department, for example, has put in

4

historically for funds for acquisition, this would

5

not take the place of that but would be in addition,

6

and I think that that really shows a lot of insight

7

on the part of the County to create this fund that

8

will be in addition for special projects that may

9

come forward to it.

10

There's one element, Section 919-3, that as

11

it was written by the Charter Commission says that

12

the Council would establish procedures for how this

13

fund would be administered. I hope it has been

14

distributed to you. The Maui Coastal Land Trust has

15

developed some suggested procedures just to assist

16

you as a way of really spelling out how that fund

17

mechanism could be implemented, who would be the

18

people who might serve on a citizen's advisory

19

committee, how long would their terms be, a whole

20

variety of things, and that is simply meant to

21

assist you and make your job, I hope, a little bit

22

easier when it's time for that mechanism to be

23

established.

24 ?: Three minutes.
25 MS. ZACHARY: Thank you. As I wrap up here, I just want
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1

to say that as the County continues to grow and as

2

the pressures on very special lands continues to

3

grow, having these kinds of funds available to

4

purchase land I think is especially important, and I

5

really appreciate the -- the insight that the

6

Council has in supporting this and certainly the

7

insight of the Charter Commission in putting this

8

forward to you and look forward to having it go

9

before the voters to see their support, and if there

10

are any questions, either Tom or I would be very

11

happy to answer them for you.

12 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Zachary. Members, any
13

questions for the testifier? Hearing none, thank

14

you very much.

15 MS. ZACHARY: Thank you.
16 CHAIR KANE: Appreciate it. Next to testify, Teresa
17

McHugh. Ms. McHugh will be followed by Elvin

18

Kamoku.

19 MS. MCHUGH: Good morning, Chair Kane and Council members.
20

I am Teresa McHugh, testifying on behalf of the

21

Trust for Public Land, and I would also like to

22

thank the Charter Commission and this Council for

23

considering an open space Charter Amendment. This

24

is I believe a historic moment for Maui County and

25

for the counties within our State. This provides an
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1

opportunity for Maui County to take a lead in

2

answering some of the really serious concerns that

3

are facing Maui County most -- most specifically

4

right now but are facing other counties throughout

5

the State, the concern that voters have for growth

6

and development and loss of natural lands that

7

they've been accustomed to use over the years.

8
9

What I'd like to put forward as my testimony
this morning is the results of polling that the

10

Trust for Public Land completed just a couple weeks

11

ago. That has been passed out to you, and I know

12

that I have testified to this previously, so I won't

13

belabor it, but just want to bring your attention

14

again to the first page of that, that shows that

15

Maui County voters by 74 percent indicated that they

16

wanted to see increased public spending for open

17

space and that four out of five voters would support

18

in fact a 3 percent set aside of property tax for

19

open space land and water protection.

20

So I believe that to the extent that the

21

Charter Commission is taking action and moving this

22

forward, to the extent that this body moves a

23

Charter Amendment forward, that gives the voters the

24

opportunity to make this decision, and then here I

25

think it's important to point out that all these
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1

amendments do -- or allow the voters in the County

2

to decide whether they want to take certain steps.

3

To the extent that this body moves a Charter

4

Amendment forward giving the voters this

5

opportunity, I believe it's a very important

6

political statement that this Council is making in

7

support of open space protection, recognizing that

8

given where Maui County is in history today, it's

9

important that we look at these issues and that

10

we -- that the County plan and make decisions that

11

will ensure the protection of some of our most

12

important lands. Thank you, and I will be here and

13

available for questions.

14 CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Members, any questions
15

for Ms. McHugh? Hearing none, thank you very much

16

for your testimony.

17

Next to testify is Mr. Elvin Kamoku.

18

Mr. Kamoku, will be followed by Ron Sturtz.

19 MR. KAMOKU: Good morning, Committee of the Whole,
20

Mr. Dain Kane, Chairperson, and I'd like to thank

21

the Charter Commission for all of their hard work

22

also. I am Elvin Kamoku. I am the Chairperson for

23

the Hawaii Firefighters Association, and I'm here on

24

behalf of proposed amendments to the Maui County

25

Charter Commissions' final report. We've made some
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proposals to Proposal No. 6 of the final report with

2

regards to Chapter 7 of the County Charter,

3

Department of Fire Control.

4

There are seven items that I had handed out,

5

and all of you should have a copy of this. I

6

submitted it through the Council Service Office, and

7

it should be in your folders. There's seven items

8

that we have proposed amendments to, and the first

9

six of them is in regards to the title of the

10

organization, that it should be called the Fire

11

Department versus the Department of Fire Control or

12

Department of Fire and Public Safety. The title

13

Fire Department was thought to have been deliberated

14

and voted on with approval on April 1st by the

15

Charter Commission. However, we have seen the

16

change, so that's why we're here.

17

The term Fire Department is a title that is

18

based on pride and tradition with the Maui County

19

Firefighters and the fire service of a whole. The

20

term public safety defines multiple service,

21

including fire, police, emergency medical, ocean,

22

and water safety and civil defense. The term

23

Department of Fire and Public Safety shall and may

24

infer that all public safety services provided by

25

the County are managed by the Fire Department, and
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1

that's why we're requesting the change, that it

2

should be called the Maui Fire Department.

3

Another item, which is Item No. 3, and it

4

also -- in addition to requesting the term Fire

5

Department, it also addresses the difference between

6

the Fire and Public Safety Commissions submitting

7

the budget versus reviewing -- reviewing the budget

8

and making recommendations to the Mayor and the

9

Council.

10

Item Number 7, the County of Maui adopts with

11

amendments the State Fire Code, which code adopts

12

with modification the Uniform Fire Code and National

13

Fire Code. The end result is a fire code called the

14

Fire Code of Maui County, and it is located under

15

Chapter 16.04 of the Maui County Code. The Fire

16

Chief is responsible to enforce the Fire Code or

17

ordinance that the County adopts. The Fire Chief

18

does not personally adopt the Fire Codes or rules.

19

Under the current County Charter, the duty of the

20

fire -- the Chief of Police is to enforce laws and

21

State -- laws of the State and ordinances of the

22

County. There is no mention of the Chief adopting

23

laws. This was an issue that was brought up --

24

brought to my attention by our Fire Chief and we

25

believe that there's a need for that change.
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1 ?: Three minutes.
2 MR. KAMOKU: Like I have said, I had handed out the
3

proposed language change and if you have any

4

questions, please feel free to ask me. Thank you.

5 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members, any questions for
6

Mr. Kamoku. Hearing none, thank you very much for

7

your testimony.

8
9

Next to testify, Mr. Ron Sturtz. Mr. Sturtz
will be followed by Don Couch.

10 MR. STURTZ: Good morning, Council members, Mr. Van Dyke,
11

Mr. Moto, Mr. Chair. My name is Ron Sturtz. I live

12

in Kihei. I'm going to try and cover a couple items

13

here in my three minutes. This is a -- I want to

14

also to thank the Charter Commission for the

15

excellent job that they did. This is a fine tuning

16

and feedback session, and I'm going to get some fine

17

tuning and feedback.

18

I'd like to focus on -- preliminarily on

19

Proposal No. 13, which deals with the Ethics Rules.

20

I think that the description of what it's intending

21

to accomplish doesn't convey the true impact of

22

what's actually happening by this particular rule.

23

This particular rule, in my opinion, guts the

24

underlying Ethics Rules. It -- it constricts it

25

from anybody who's an employee or commission member
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to just employees.
It takes any interest and puts a much higher

3

standard in terms of control of the economic

4

interest. It shifts the standard away from the

5

Ethics Board in making the determination as to

6

whether there's a conflict to the mind of the

7

employee as to their own belief as to whether

8

they're in conflict or not, and that becomes the

9

determining factor.

10

It includes the entire of Maui Nui, the

11

entire County rather than just Lanai, which is what

12

this is proposedly to be pointed toward. I suggest

13

it's a very broad approach to a very specific

14

problem and is far too broad and it completely takes

15

away any of the remaining kinds of protections that

16

we are seeking to have our Ethics Board protect. So

17

I suggest you look at this very, very carefully and

18

read the language extremely carefully compared to

19

the sections of the Ethics Board ruling which govern

20

us right now, 10-4, because it's not quite what it

21

seems to be when you read it on its face.

22

The other item I want to talk to you is an

23

item which was dropped from the final

24

recommendations but was in the April 1st hearing

25

before the ethics -- before the Charter Commission.
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1

The request by the public was made many, many times

2

for the revisions to our initiative process to make

3

it more possible --

4 CHAIR KANE: Excuse me, Mr. Sturtz. I apologize.
5 MR. STURTZ: I'll try and finish in a minute.
6 CHAIR KANE: Well, what -- I apologize, and if we can
7

we're only discussing the proposals that are before

8

us, so I just heard you say that you're going to

9

discuss something that is not before us, and so I

10

just want you to --

11 MR. STURTZ: All right.
12 CHAIR KANE: Just so you understand we're not
13

discussing --

14 MR. STURTZ: I'll come back the next hearing and discuss
15

those.

16 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, and you can -- and I apologize, but you
17

have that opportunity when the body at a later

18

meeting brings up our own proposals, and if that is

19

one of the proposals, then you can discuss it then,

20

but for now we only need to stick with the 17

21

proposals that are before us for discussion, so...

22 MR. STURTZ: I'll defer to your ruling. I'm not sure I
23

necessarily agree with it, but okay.

24 CHAIR KANE: The ruling is, Mr. Sturtz -25 MR. STURTZ: I understand.
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1 CHAIR KANE: -- is that if it's not before us as part of

2

the proposal package, that I'm not going to allow

3

you to have testimony. Otherwise --

4 MR. STURTZ: I understand.
5
6

CHAIR KANE: -- then anybody can talk about anything in

this meeting, and I don't want to have that happen.

7 MR. STURTZ: May I use my last minute for one other item?
8 CHAIR KANE: You have more than one minute, and that's why
9

I asked them to stop the time, but I wanted to stop

10

you before you got too far into something that's not

11

on our agenda today.

12 MR. STURTZ: All right. Thank you. I'd like to talk to
13

the request by the coastal -- for the 1 percent of

14

the County Land Use taxes for the preservation of

15

our coastal resources. As I recall, the original

16

request was for 1 percent of the unrestricted budget

17

as a whole, and I'd like to suggest that the way in

18

which it's presently worded is very conservative.

19

At a minimum, it should be supported the way it is.

20

In view of the studies done recently and the surveys

21

that were done, it seems the County population seems

22

to support an even larger figure, and so you should

23

consider whether you wish to expand that beyond the

24

1 percent that's presently proposed, but I think as

25

a whole it's something that should be supported by
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this Council and I thank you very much for the time.

2 CHAIR KANE: Okay, thank you. Members, any questions?
3

Mr. Nishiki.

4 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, Ron, I think maybe did you
5

understand what the Chairman was trying to raise

6

with you in regards to something that I am sure a

7

lot of people are concerned about, because I think

8

all Council people have received calls in regards to

9

an initiative, but you understand that this can be

10

raised when Mr. Kane and this body will meet to

11

discuss perhaps additional --

12 CHAIR KANE: Proposals.
13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- measures -- proposals that can
14

be added, and that would be the time, because I

15

think that this Council body have had many issues

16

raised in regards to initiatives, and we can

17

consider that, the Charter Commission can't, and so

18

that's why he's telling you this, but you will have

19

the ability to do that again at another meeting.

20 MR. STURTZ: Thank you for that clarification.
21 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions? Hearing
22

none, Mr. Sturtz, thank you very much for your

23

testimony.

24 MR. STURTZ: Thank you.

25 CHAIR KANE: Next to testify is Don Couch, following
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Mr. Couch is Dave Mackwell.

2 MR. COUCH: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Committee
3

members and Staff. My name is Don Couch, and I'm

4

speaking on my own behalf, but I'm speaking with a

5

bit of experience, since I was the most recent Chair

6

of the Maui County Board of Ethics. I've had to

7

resign as required by law, so I'm no longer the

8

Chair. I would like to talk to you about Proposal

9

No. 13 regarding the Maui County Board of Ethics.

10

I first want to thank the Charter Commission

11

for doing a heck of a tough job. They had a lot of

12

stuff to deal with and they did a pretty good job at

13

it. The one question I have is, again, regarding to

14

Proposal No. 13. The Charter Commission asked the

15

Board of Ethics to come before them and comment on a

16

question regarding conflict of interest as mentioned

17

in Section 10-4-1.F in the Maui County Charter. The

18

board deliberated in public and I was asked to

19

appear before the Charter Commission itself to

20

discuss that deliberation. The Board of Ethics

21

recommended no changes be made to that stat -- that

22

section in the Charter.

23

We made the recommendation because the whole

24

idea behind the Code of Ethics is to have more

25

public trust in government. It basically says that
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1

in 10-1, words to those effect, that we want to have

2

more public trust in our government. We figured

3

that -- we the board figured that the proposed

4

changes -- or, I'm sorry, the board didn't think

5

this. I think this, that the proposed changes seems

6

to, as Mr. Sturtz said, gut 10-4-1.F substantially.

7

The board hears every case on an individual

8

basis. For instance, price of gifts, a $5 gift is

9

no big deal even though the Charter says you can't

10

accept gifts -- substantial gifts I believe it says,

11

as opposed to a year's worth of golf at a golf

12

range. We've looked at those things on an

13

individual basis, what's the benefit. I admit there

14

are some very gray areas, such as the most recent

15

interim ruling the board made, but in most cases the

16

opinions are cut and dry.

17

We -- the board felt that the public's

18

perception is very important, and yes, the current

19

language restricts the majority residents of Lanai,

20

but it also protects them. Tell me one hotel worker

21

who would vote against their employer on Lanai, not

22

only just the executives, but any other hotel worker

23

who would vote against their employer. The

24

perception to the public is there's not a -- there

25

is a big conflict. There's interest there. There's
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not fair government.
Please do not accept the Commission's

3

Recommendation Number 13. Keep the public's trust

4

in government, i.e., the provision stating the

5

belief of such officer, that's one of the new

6

recommendations they've made, they quote the belief

7

of such officer is extremely vague. What they're

8

saying in there is if I believe I don't have a

9

conflict of interest, there's no conflict of

10

interest. That's written down. We can't have that.

11

We have to have a Board of Ethics that can make some

12

decisions, even though they may be unpopular, that

13

reflect what the Code of Ethics and the County

14

Charter says. Thank you very much.

15 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Members, any questions
16
17

for Mr. Couch?
Mr. Couch, the Chair has one question, and

18

actually it's just a clarification. You did come up

19

and represent in the beginning that you're speaking

20

as an individual for yourself.

21 MR. COUCH: Yes.
22 CHAIR KANE: And yet you were making comments regarding
23

the -- you were making some representations as to

24

the board's feeling.

25 MR. COUCH: Right.
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1 CHAIR KANE: So if you can just clarify for the body that
2

your comments are strictly your opinion and not the

3

opinion of the board or -- and if it's different,

4

then maybe you need clarify that.

5 MR. COUCH: Okay. It is my -- my comments are made by me,

6

but some of them are based on decisions that the

7

Board of Ethics made and statements I made before

8

the Charter Commission as a member of the -- the

9

Chair of the Board of Ethics.

10 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much.
11 MR. COUCH: So it's kind of half/half. Sorry.
12 CHAIR KANE: No problem. Any further questions? Hearing
13

none, Mr. Couch, thank you very much. Next to

14

testify is Dave Mackwell. Following Mr. Mackwell is

15

Elliot Krash.

16 MR. MACKWELL: My name is Dave Mackwell. I'm here
17

representing the Maui Coastal Land Trust. Thank

18

you, Council members, for hearing us this morning,

19

and I do too want to commend the Charter Commission

20

for the time and the exquisite detail that they

21

spent debating a lot of these subjects. I spent

22

several sessions not only in their public meetings

23

but also in their deliberations, and they did put a

24

lot of time into it.

25

I just want to speak in favor of the open
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I

space amendment. I don't want to -- our other

2

members have talked about the details of it, so I

3

just hope you'll all support that and consider the

4

language that we have suggested as a -- in addition

5

to that which was submitted by the Charter

6

Commission. Thank you.

7 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members, any questions? Hearing
8
9
10

none, Mr. Mackwell, thank you very much.
Next to testify is Elliot Krash. Mr. Krash
will be followed by Dick Mayer.

11 MS. KRASH: Good morning, Chairman Kane and members of the
12

Committee. My name is Elliot Krash and I'm speaking

13

today for the Kula Community Association. Of the

14

original 17 proposals that the Charter Commission

15

recommended, our Board of Directors took positions

16

on 12 of them. You will receive copies of those,

17

and we made three additional proposals also. Many

18

of our suggestions were incorporated, accepted as

19

proposed amendments or in the policy recommendations

20

that are at the end of the document. And all of our

21

questions -- all of our suggestions were considered

22

carefully and thoughtfully and thoroughly, and as

23

the other speakers have testified, we were very

24

impressed with the openness of the process, the

25

inclusiveness, the participation that was sought and
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1

listened to diligently by the Commission members and

2

we thank them for that.

3

Today what I'd like to do is highlight those

4

items that we think were most important to be

5

retained and perhaps strengthened as your work

6

proceeds, and I'm going to follow the order that's

7

in the document that you have before you from the

8

Commission, not our -- not the original 17, but the

9

new order. First, the Corp. Counsel item, we felt

10

that was very important to clarify that the Corp.

11

Counsel serves all elements of the County, but a

12

question that we raised, which is also raised in the

13

cons comment here, how will conflicts be resolved.

14

We think that's one that maybe bears some further

15

discussion.

16

On the Department of Public Works and

17

Environmental Management, we felt very strongly as a

18

board that emphasizing the environment was very

19

important. However, we felt that to leave it in or

20

to put it into the current Department was not as

21

appropriate creating a separate department or a

22

separate office in, for example, the Planning

23

Department. We felt that the issues that it

24

addressed, more long range, broad scope, were

25

different from the kinds of issues that the current
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Department must address.
And the item of the issue of the Water

3

Department, this is one we went round and round on,

4

did not come to a conclusion as to the ideal

5

structure for the Department. However, our board

6

felt that whatever structure, whether

7

semi-autonomous, more autonomous, or departmental

8

status that the item that has been included on

9

oversight and coordination of private water systems

10

was essential and it should be in there, whatever

11

the structure of the Department, because the

12

Department and the Board of Water Supply need to

13

know the total picture of what's happening with

14

water on the island.

15

With respect to the Department of

16

Transportation, that's one that we initially

17

considered of course with the Department of Public

18

Works, Waste Management, Environment, and

19

Transportation. We felt that the current -- thank

20

you. I have one minute, right, to wrap up? We felt

21

that the current structure with the coordinator has

22

helped bring attention to this important area and

23

that it could continue that way or be moved into the

24

Department of Planning.

25

Open space, concur with everything that has
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been said before, especially adopting administrative

2

procedures.

3

Notice of meetings, a question that we

4

raised, and I'm not sure it's been addressed, this

5

language appears to speak only to public hearings

6

and how to notice them, and we feel that all public

7

meetings should be covered there, that we should use

8

as specified in the new language all available,

9

accessible, appropriate technology, but for all

10

meetings, not just public hearings. We concur with

11

the recommendations on the location of meetings.

12

On -- oh, I can't address an initiative in recall.

13

Sorry.

14 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Ms. Krash.
15 MS. KRASH: Thank you very much.
16 CHAIR KANE: Hang on, now. Members, any questions for
17

Ms. Krash? Hearing none, thank you very much for

18

your testimony.

19
20

Next to testify is Mr. Dick Mayer. Mr. Mayer
will be followed by Sean McLaughlin.

21 MR. MAYER: Thank you. My name is Dick Mayer. I'm
22

speaking on my own behalf, and much of the -- many

23

of the comments are also paralleled by the Kula

24

Community Association as well. One of the

25

recommendations at the end of the report that you
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1

have indicates something called a Nomination

2

Committee. Having handed out to you now a

3

recommendation with some verbiage. What this would

4

be would be a Commission -- Committee that would

5

make recommendations for all the other boards and

6

commissions in the County. Right now the Mayor

7

makes that decision, sends it to you, and et cetera.

8

We're asking that the whole area be broadened out,

9

that we get more input from a broader range of

10

people, and we would have a blue ribbon committee

11

that would nominate members for the boards and

12

commissions.

13

Number 2, we feel there's a difficulty in

14

understanding the term Citizen Advisory Committee.

15

Sometimes it's called Community Advisory Committees.

16

We don't really have the -- the plans that we now

17

have really are not representing communities. The

18

East Maui area is not a community. It's an area.

19

It's a district or region. Therefore, we think the

20

appropriate language, rather than the word

21

"community plans," might be "district plans." That

22

would encompass a much larger area and that the

23

committees that will be making up these groups would

24

be called Citizen District Advisory Committees,

25

rather than Community Advisory Committees or Citizen
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Advisory Committees, so it would be CDAC, Citizen

2

District Advisory Committees, and that's referred to

3

in some of the recommendations in the planning

4

process.

5

We also think that those planning districts

6

be the same as the residency district used by the

7

County Council right now for membership, so that a

8

person representing East Maui will be representing a

9

residency district which is also a particular

10

planning district, that there will be a concurrency

11

in the areas. The one change that we needed,

12

obviously, will be Wailuku-Kahului, which right now

13

is one planning district but two residency

14

districts, and since Kahoolawe has no residents at

15

all, we could go with nine by splitting Kahului and

16

Wailuku into two districts, and I think that should

17

be a recommendation that we should have.

18

With regard to recall, and I realize this is

19

not your agenda today, but I urge you to base the

20

number of signatures on recall and residency on the

21

last election.

22 CHAIR KANE: I'm sorry, Mr. Mayer, as I stated before,
23

we're only discussing what's on the agenda.

24 MR. MAYER: But I'm allowed to speak on it.
25 CHAIR KANE: No, because it's not listed as part of the
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recommendation from the Charter Commission.

2 MR. MAYER: Oh, okay. I thought we can still speak on it.
3 CHAIR KANE: So I apologize for cutting you off on that,
4

but again, I'm just trying to stick to what's posted

5

on the agenda so people know exactly what we're

6

going to talk about.

7

MR. MAYER: Okay. Thank you very much.

8 CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
9 MR. MAYER: And the last area that I want to mention is an
10

area that came up over and over again in discussions

11

before Charmaine's Committee, I think before the

12

Charter Commission, and that was the area of

13

enforcement. Whatever you can do to enforce the

14

plans, the planning process with stronger language,

15

I would urge you to do that. Perhaps giving a

16

mandate to the Corporation Counsel or the

17

Prosecuting Attorney to enforce aspects of the plans

18

and not just leave it with the planning director,

19

but give a citizen the ability to go to a planning

20

director and say there's a violation taking place in

21

the plans and we would ask that it be more strongly

22

enforced. There is a reference to enforcement. I

23

would urge you to make it much stronger. Thank you

24

very much.

25 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members, any questions?
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1 MR. MAYER: One last comment.

2 CHAIR KANE: Oh.
3 MR. MAYER: I do wish to thank the Charter Commission for
4

the very openness of their meetings, welcoming

5

citizen input. It was really a refreshing look at

6

how committees can and should be run. Thank you,

7

Terry.

8 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, members. Any questions for
9

Mr. Mayer? Hearing none, thank you very much.

10 MR. MAYER: Thank you.
11 CHAIR KANE: Next to testify, Sean McLaughlin.
12

Mr. McLaughlin will be followed by Jonathan Starr.

13 MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Aloha, Chair Kane, members of the
14

Committee. Thank you for this opportunity to

15

testify. As you know, I'm here -- Sean McLaughlin

16

here testifying only for myself personally, and I

17

guess I felt a duty, having spent all this time

18

working with the group and trying to think through

19

these issues, and I just wanted to share a couple of

20

thoughts with you.

21

One is this was a fantastic opportunity and a

22

real honor to participate with the folks who were

23

involved, and I know that most of you engaged the

24

process either through individual members, through

25

testifying, through your staff participation, so I
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want to commend the Council for also supporting and

2

engaging the process with your staff and others.
I guess the main realization I wanted to

3
4

share is when you look at the whole Charter, it's

5

really amazing what you learn. So I feel like I got

6

to go to school on this. So thank you. One of the

7

things I learned is that you are violation of the

8

Charter, and I'm going to point to the one specific

9

provision, which is buried in a little policy

10

recommendation. There's a requirement in the

11

Charter that the Council shall pass an ordinance

12

setting the penalties for violating the Charter.

13

Well, there is no penalty for violating the Charter

14

because the Council itself has violated the Charter

15

by not enacting an ordinance that you're required to

16

by the Charter. So there's an interesting dynamic

17

that happens when you look at these foundation

18

pieces.

19

So I sort of titled my little sharing with

20

you today civil foundations need tending, because

21

really what I'm left with is there's some core

22

critical threads and themes that you learn when you

23

look at the whole Charter, and among them were, in

24

my mind, very important one, the structural issues

25

of local governments, including the balance of
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elected and appointed authority, how is that balance

2

struck. We only have ten elected officials in the

3

County, and so much other authority is done through

4

appointed authority. You don't confirm all the

5

appointments. You confirm some, but not all. Many

6

department heads are not even hired and fired by the

7

Mayor. They're hired and fired by boards appointed

8

by the Mayor. So it's an interesting fabric of

9

authority that's -- that needs to be looked at and

10
11

maintained and tended like an organic thing.
Another critical area is equal representation

12

for all citizens, and there's some very interesting

13

elements of our local government that try to address

14

that and in some cases succeed and some cases don't

15

and needs to be maintained, and the third area -- I

16

guess -- and in general the working -- the effective

17

workings of our democracy I think need this kind of

18

ongoing attention.

19

So I end up appealing in my written testimony

20

to you that you consider maybe as an alternative

21

proposal, maybe as a new proposal convening a

22

special Charter Commission to focus on three areas

23

that were identified but not really addressed by

24

this Commission, and those three areas would be --

25 ?: Three minutes.
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1 MR. MCLAUGHLIN: -- providing meaningful initiative and

2

recall for voters, extending a greater measure of

3

home rule to all parts of Maui County, and providing

4

a better balance of elected authority and appointed

5

authority in the current structure of the

6

government.

7

And I know those are three really big themes,

8

but having spent a year of really thoughtful,

9

thorough engagement of the community in looking at

10

the whole document, I personally feel would be very

11

useful to continue that conversation and not wait

12

ten years for the next Charter Commission. So thank

13

you, again, for this opportunity to share these

14

thoughts with you, and I have come away with a more

15

profound respect for the work that you all do. I

16

17

guess we went to school and you're the graduate
students, so thank you for this opportunity.

18 CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Members, any questions
19

for Mr. McLaughlin?

20 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I have one.
21 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama.
22 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. McLaughlin, in your opinion, is it
23

a matter of the time that the Commission has by

24

Charter that is the constraint that you are

25

expressing to us, if anything?
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1 MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Yes. I mean, it wasn't a matter of time
2

that we put in. It was a matter of time that it

3

takes to get the community engaged, for us to think

4

it through. As you saw, we went through like two

5

permutations, and I agree with the commendations.

6

We couldn't have had a better Chair and a better

7

group of folks to work with, and so -- but -- so we

8

took it out to the public first to say what are the

9

issues, and we went out again and said, okay, here's

10

what we thought we heard and what about these

11

issues, and I think -- of course that's a

12

never-ending process, but what we did is we

13

scratched the surface on three major themes that we

14

just couldn't deal with in a year basically.

15 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
16 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions for the
17
18
19

testifier? Hearing none, thank you very much.
Next to testify is Mr. Jonathan Starr.
Mr. Starr will be followed by DeGray Vanderbilt.

20 MR. STARR: Good morning, Council members. My name is
21

Jonathan Starr, and I'm testifying as an individual,

22

and I'm testifying on Item No. 9, which is the Board

23

of Water Supply, which the recommendation is to make

24

it more autonomous, and I feel that this is a wrong

25

direction that we're heading in, and I wish that the
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1

public had an opportunity to put another direction

2

in their choice if they willed it. I know that

3

there was another alternative to making it more

4

autonomous, which was to put it under the

5

Administration. I believe that came from

6

suggestions by one of the Council members, and I

7

think that was really the right thing to do.

8

I've been involved with the board for many

9

years. You know, several years before I joined it I

10

started attending meetings and watching it, and I've

11

seen a lot of things go on at the board, and the

12

board is a very good board. The members are very

13

good people and they try and work hard. You know, I

14

spend several days a week on Water Board activities

15

and many of the other members do as well.

16

So we try very hard, but somehow it's

17

dysfunctional. It's -- it's just -- I believe that

18

it's a structure designed for failure, and we're

19

heading toward a failure of our water resources,

20

both in lack of management and in lack of being able

21

to plan. I know the board members do not know how

22

much water is going to be needed next year or the

23

year after or five years from now.

24
25

There's a discontinuity between us and the -the planning process, and we're just kind of
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1

staggering along trying to make ends meet and put

2

out fires, where really you need something that

3

works with the rest of government to cohesively plan

4

and create new sources and do the work that needs to

5

be done, and I don't really think that under an

6

autonomous system that that's going to happen. I

7

think that it would be much better placed under

8

government.

9

However, what I do see happening, if it is

10

given full autonomy, is that it will tend to follow

11

the trend that is a worldwide trend. I go to the

12

water conferences, national and international each

13

year, and water systems around the world are being

14

bought up by two giant French companies, Lyonnaise

15

des Eaux and Universal Vivendi. They now control

16

the water for over 1.8 billion people on earth, and

17

every month they acquire more and more, and I think

18

we're heading in a direction that would see our

19

water resources privatized if we go toward autonomy,

20

and I don't think that's a good trend, that might

21

possibly end up with our resources Countywide

22

controlled from France or some other place, as,

23

well, the Kaanapali Water System currently is and

24

many -- much of the world's water is currently

25

controlled that way.
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I think this is something that we want to

2

control in house, and the best way to do it is under

3

the Administration. So I wish you would rethink

4

this and look back and possibly help find a way to

5

give the voters a choice of whether they really want

6

to give something that is not functioning more power

7

or whether they would like to try to change it to

8

something that I really feel would work a lot

9

better. I feel that Public Works and other agencies

10

with the help from the Council and the

11

Administration do a much better job than we do as

12

the Board and Department of Water Supply here.

13

Thank you.

14 CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Members, any questions?
15

Mr. Molina.

16 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yes, thank you, Mr. Kane.
17

Good morning, Mr. Starr. Just from your

18

personal observations, under the present system of

19

the Water Board being semi-autonomy, what do you see

20

as a failure with the present system versus, say,

21

going under County?

22 MR. STARR: Well, I just -- first of all, there is
23

responsibility without accountability, and that

24

leads to -- that leads to a lot of problems. The

25

board's a good board now, but in the past there's
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been abuse. There's been board members working

2

primarily for their own personal good or the good of

3

their corporate interests, you know. There has been

4

some real lapses of accountability in years past,

5

but really there's no plan. There's no direction.

6

You know, we tried to do a strategic plan. It never

7

got passed. And there's no -- we have nothing we're

8

heading toward or trying to accomplish. And because

9

of that, you know, until we actually run out of

10

water in a place and then get shaken up, that's the

11

only thing that provides the impetus to try and rush

12

ahead, rather than being able to work as a cohesive

13

entity that has a plan, that has targets to meet,

14

and is able to plan ahead and do that.

15 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
16 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions? Member
17

Johnson.

18 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you for coming, Jonathan.
19

My question would be that I believe that there's two

20

other counties that also have autonomous water

21

boards, and if you have any information as to the

22

problems that exist in those counties, could you

23

share that?

24 MR. STARR: Okay. But it -- you know, they're very
25

different situations. You know, especially Honolulu
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Board of Water Supply is in a very different

2

situation. First of all, just about all of Oahu is

3

designated, so they operate under a very

4

different -- different sphere, but I don't mean

5

to -- I'm not looking to try to put them down or

6

criticize them. I'm just trying to look toward our

7

future.

8 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But you don't -- they don't have,
9
10

that you're aware of, then, I guess, specific
problems of which you're aware?

11 MR. STARR: I've not looked at them in that way.
12 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
13 MR. STARR: You know, nor do I really care to try to pick
14

them apart.

15 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
16 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions for
17

Mr. Starr? Hearing none, thank you very much.

18

Our last person signed up to testify is

19

Mr. DeGray Vanderbilt. Before I recognize him, is

20

there anybody else here that wishes to testify,

21

please come forward now and sign up.

22

Mr. DeGray Vanderbilt, good morning.

23 MR. VANDERBILT: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of
24

the Committee of the Whole. First off, I'd like to

25

thank Chairman Dain Kane for making the effort at
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1

the last minute to ensure that this was televised to

2

the general public, and for those Committee members

3

who gave up times from their committees to

4

accommodate this, I think it's a great thing to help

5

educate the public. With this election coming up,

6

there's going to be everything but the kitchen sink

7

on the ballot, and now you're going to have 17

8

Charter amendments, maybe more, and it's going to

9

get to the point where some of the voters are going

10

to have to take a bento into the voter's booth with

11

them.

12

So anyway, I want to commend the Charter

13

Commission for all the meetings they had. I gave --

14

I testified three or four times before it. I -- my

15

main concern is that -- as I've always said when I

16

get up here, in the general plan the last statement

17

is public participation in the continuing process is

18

necessary to ensure the right directions are taken

19

and overall objectives are met. This Charter

20

Commission was made up largely of members who are

21

affiliated with industries or large development

22

companies, and I think the results of this Charter

23

really left the public out.

24
25

An initiative wasn't even looked at,
seriously looked at. They -- the Charter
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1

Commission, as far as the amendments to the

2

community and general plan, put a time limit on that

3

with no -- no corresponding provision that the

4

developers need to have complete applications in

5

that are thorough so the Charter and various

6

planning commissions can make their decisions.

7

The four-year term, just to give you a few of

8

these by -- by number the four-year term is

9

something that has been voted down on all the

10

neighbor islands. It's come up several times. It's

11

come up on Kauai two or three times. It's come up

12

on the Big Island two or three times. On the Big

13

Island you still have two-year terms, and those

14

terms are limited to four two-year terms or eight

15

years. Honolulu does have four-year terms, but

16

they're district elections, so if somebody wants to

17

run to get an incumbent out, he can do that because

18

he's dealing in a district and not in an at large

19

basis like Maui County.

20

And not only are you going for four-year

21

terms but you're asking the public to approve three

22

four-year terms, 12 years. That will be the most

23

consecutive years served of any County in the State,

24

and why is that? You look at those pictures up

25

there and look how long people have stayed in on the
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two-year term.
?: Three minutes.

3 MR. VANDERBILT: There's no need to -- can I come back?
4 CHAIR KANE: No, you can't. You have three minutes and a
5

minute to conclude, Mr. Vanderbilt.

6 MR. VANDERBILT: Okay. Well, anyway, as far as the
7

initiative, I think it really needs to be looked at.

8

They said they'll be public -- they'll be abuse.

9 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Vanderbilt, I'm sorry, initiative is not
10

a topic on today's agenda item, so therefore, I'm

11

going to ask you not to further your discussion on

12

that.

13 MR. VANDERBILT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. All right.
14

Going to the Board of Water Supply, I don't know

15

what would be the best outcome of that, but

16

certainly don't put on the Department of Public

17

Works Director or the Planning Director as voting

18

members. You know and in testimony they've provided

19

by this board they are chock-full of stuff to do.

20

They don't have time to enforce. They don't have

21

time to plan. They don't have time to do a lot of

22

things. Now you're going to be asking them to sit

23

as voting members, and I assume they're going to be

24

there if they're going to vote, and that's just an

25

added burden for them. So I think that's a
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1

consideration, and I would speak to leaving the

2

two-year terms as they are, and --

3 ?: Four minutes.
4 MR. VANDERBILT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
5 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, thank you. Members, any questions for
6

Mr. Vanderbilt? Hearing none, thank you very much

7

for testifying.

8

We have one person signed up to testify, and

9

that is Mr. Michael Quinn. Mr. Quinn, if you can

10

come forward. And again, if there's anybody else

11

out there who wishes to testify, please come forward

12

now.

13

You have the floor, Mr. Quinn.

14 MR. QUINN: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Council
15

members. My name is Michael Quinn. I am an

16

employee of the Water Department. I'm here to speak

17

on the autonomy issue that the Commission has

18

addressed for the Water Department. In my tenure in

19

the Water Department, I've seen how emotional water

20

is as an issue on this island, and being an employee

21

and privileged of knowing some facts, I'd like to

22

share with you some factual information and stay

23

away from the emotional issues, and I'd just like to

24

read to you some facts that I was able to obtain.

25

These are public -- of public record, so they're
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available to anybody, and basically I'm going to

2

address the improvements that the Department has

3

made since 1989 when it became semi-autonomous --

4

when the board became semi-autonomous, and please

5

bear with me as I read some facts, that I'm going to

6

stay away from the emotional issue.

7

In 1989 our total assets were 153.8 million.

8

In 1999, over a ten-year period, they were 278.6

9

million. That's an 81 percent increase in our

10

assets in ten years under semi-autonomy. Prior to

11

semi-autonomy, the value of the projects per year

12

were approximately 4.5 million. Since

13

semi-autonomy, they are $14.5 million. That's a 217

14

percent increase in project completions. This was

15

all done with the lowest rates in the entire State

16

of the public utilities of all the counties in the

17

State of Hawaii.

18

In the area of technology we now have fully

19

implemented SCADA systems so that we can remotely

20

control our tank sites via a PC. Somebody can

21

actually control them from an office or the stand-by

22

emergency person can control them from a PC in his

23

or her home. We have state of the art treatment

24

facilities, treatment plants that meet all EPA clean

25

water standards. We have a new billing system. We
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1

have radio read meters. We were the first to

2

introduce this technology in the State of Hawaii in

3

the water departments. We also offer various bill

4

payment options over the Web. That means somebody

5

can sit at home, look at their bill on their

6

personal computer, and pay their bill. Again, we're

7

a leader in that area of technology also.

8

In the area of storage capacity, there's been

9

a 50 percent increase in storage capacity in Central

10

Maui. We all know that's a critical area with the

11

situation with the Iao Aquifer. We've increased our

12

rural water storage capacity Upcountry by 100

13

million gallons since 1989.

14 ?: Three minutes.
15 CHAIR KANE: You have another minute to complete, sir.
16 MR. QUINN: Oh, okay. As far as our treatment facilities,
17

since semi-autonomy we've added 3.2 million gallons

18

in our Mahinahina plant on the west side, 3.5

19

million gallons in the Lahaina plant on the west

20

side, 9 million gallons on Piiholo Upcountry, 10

21

million gallons in Kamole treatment plant, 2 1/2

22

million gallons treatment capacity in Olinda. In

23

1989 we provided 8.8 billion gallons of water to our

24

customers; 1999, 13.5 billion. That's a 53 percent

25

increase in water provided to our customers. We've
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had a 40 percent decrease in customer complaints

2

since 1993.

3

In the area of watershed protection, which is

4

critical to the board and to the Department, we've

5

entered into partnerships with the West Maui

6

Mountain Watershed Partnership, East Maui Watershed

7

Partnership, and the East Molokai Watershed

8

Partnership formed to protect our water resources.

9

Four minutes.

10 MR. QUINN: We are a leader in the miconia removal
11

control.

12 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Quinn. Your time has expired,
13

but hang on. Are there any questions? Member

14

Johnson.

15 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, thank you very much for
16

coming. My question would be that with the

17

statistics you've given us and the proposals that

18

are before us, what direction do you favor, and, I

19

mean, in terms of your ability to function in your

20

view?

21 MR. QUINN: Well, in my position I have to deal with
22

finances and factual information all the time, and

23

that's why I took this approach to look at the facts

24

and the accomplishments. This to me is a fairly

25

clear indication that the department and the board
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1

has been going in the right direction in terms of

2

its accomplishments, and that's why I'm presenting

3

the facts, rather than getting into an emotional --

4

we have plenty of emotional issues out there where

5

some people don't have meters. We haven't satisfied

6

all the particular complaints and the problem, but I

7

think we have some momentum and I think these facts

8

bear up that we do have some momentum and I'd hate

9

to lose some of that if we have a change. So I --

10

based on these facts I think they support

11

semi-autonomy. Its worked very well in the other

12

three counties. All three counties other than --

13

other than Maui have semi-autonomous situation.

14 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much.
15 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions for
16

Mr. Quinn? Hearing none, thank you very -- oh, I'm

17

sorry. Hang on. Hang on. Mr. -- excuse me.

18

Member Arakawa.

19 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Quinn, when you say
20

semi-autonomy, could you explain your definition of

21

semi-autonomy? Because there are several

22

definitions that are floating out. One is that the

23

Department operates separately but yet are able to

24

utilize some of the County's borrowing power and

25

functions. That is different where the authority to
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make decisions -- a board makes the decisions and

2

then has to get approval by the Council and the

3

Mayor, which we have currently. What type of

4

semi-autonomy are you talking about?

5 MR. QUINN: I think the primary area of focus would be
6

with the board's ability to set rates and establish

7

rules and do that under their own authority. I

8

think as far as sharing some resources, that just

9

makes good economic sense. For instance, in the

10

area of a bond issue, if we can share with the

11

County those costs, it's a lot cheaper to do things

12

like that. So we have typically shared, you know,

13

bond issues, say, with the County, if in fact the

14

board wants to issue a GO bond.

15 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: But just for clarification, what
16

you do want the Water Department to have or the

17

board to have is the ability to set rates, fees, and

18

to be able to set policy?

19 MR. QUINN: That's right.
20 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you.
21 CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Any further questions
22

for the testifier? Hearing none, Mr. Quinn, thank

23

you very much for your testimony.

24 MR. QUINN: Thank you.
25 CHAIR KANE: Next to testify is David Craddick, and
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1

following Mr. Craddick, glad you could make it,

2

Mr. McOmber. Ron McOmber will be following

3

Mr. Craddick.

4 MR. CRADDICK: Good morning, Council members, and also
5

thanks to the Charter Commission for the work they

6

did. I pretty much badgered them in all of their

7

meetings, going around watching what was being said

8

and trying to keep the facts straight. I just want

9

the Council to know that the board had this item,

10

discussed this item on their agenda. It was a

11

January meeting this year and voted in favor of

12

supporting the full -- fully semi-autonomous water

13

board, and in that testimony some of our employees

14

testified, and I'd like to just say what one of them

15

said here, because I think he sums it up as much as

16

anything that I could say.

17

It was one of our staff engineers, and he

18

worked under the prior Administration where the

19

Department was guided by that Administration, and

20

that person objected to the use or the ability to

21

use the Department's money for General Fund

22

projects, and by General Fund projects I mean

23

General Fund projects of the County. He says, I

24

know that in the past under the Administration there

25

was money allocated for General Fund projects such
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as housing and things like that. I would definitely

2

prefer the Department's money be used for water

3

projects.

4

So that, I think, is very telling that person

5

had to work under the Administration as well as

6

under the board now, and I think that pretty much

7

sums up -- there was one board member that was

8

concerned about the board losing two positions, and

9

not so much that they were going to have the

10

Planning Director and Public Works Director vote,

11

but the board -- the board would lose two positions

12

and therefore maybe that position that might be lost

13

might be Molokai or some other smaller populated

14

area and they were a little bit concerned about

15

that. So that's it. Thank you.

16 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any questions? We'll start from
17

this side. Member Tavares.

18 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, Mr. Craddick, you said
19

that -- something about a fully semi-autonomous

20

board. What exactly is it that you mean?

21 MR. CRADDICK: What the proposal is before you.
22 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: That's fully autonomous, then?
23 MR. CRADDICK: No, that's fully semi-autonomous.
24 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. What part isn't going to be
25

autonomous?
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1 MR. CRADDICK: The -- we are start part of the Civil
2

Service system. We still part -- have to use

3

Corporation Counsel. We still deposit our funds

4

with the County.

5 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Then what does it mean for
6

the people as far as rates and fees -- for water

7

rates and fees under the plan?

8 MR. CRADDICK: The proposal before you has it where the
9
10

board after public hearing and following the process
in HRS Chapter 92 sets their own rules and rates.

11 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And as part of the public hearing
12

you have to have what? How many? How many public

13

hearings would you have to have on a rate increase?

14 MR. CRADDICK: I believe it requires at least one.
15 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: At least one.
16 MR. CRADDICK: We typically will have one on Molokai and
17

one here.

18 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And then the community input is
19

accepted? Does it have any bearing on what the

20

rates are?

21 MR. CRADDICK: I'm trying to think of a time where they
22

didn't take the input from the community, and right

23

off the top of my head I don't know of any time. I

24

can't recall any time where they didn't accept

25

community input, but, you know, there's no question
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that under the proposal they would not have to take
the community input.

3 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And what recourse would the
4

community have if they didn't like the rates and

5

fees that were set by the fully autonomous board in

6

this area, fully autonomous?

7 MR. CRADDICK: Well, if they are charging beyond cost of
8

service, they would have the option of taking legal

9

action against them, I suppose.

10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
11 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Molina. I'm sorry, Member
12

Molina, yield to Mr. Nishiki.

13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
14 CHAIR KANE: Member Nishiki.
15 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: David, how do you explain to
16

people of this community, especially those living

17

Upcountry, under your right now semi-autonomous rule

18

that you've done a good job in planning water source

19

development as we see people Upcountry still waiting

20

in line for water meters while newcomers in the

21

Kihei-Wailea area, Central Maui area are able to get

22

meters, and also, during times of drought, seeing

23

the same people that have lived for generations

24

paying property taxes still without water, and yet

25

you are pushing towards an autonomous direction?
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1 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Craddick, you can make that attempt.

2 MR. CRADDICK: Okay. Thank you. First of all, all I can
3

say with Upcountry is that is a situation that

4

started in 1977. It went ten years through the

5

Administration, nothing was done. By 1992 the board

6

started to do something, but the funds available to

7

them were limited. The board did get development

8

fee in, where monies collected could be used

9

anywhere in the County and did start to get water

10

available for Upcountry, and by year 2000, the early

11

part of year 2000, which was the second year or

12

beginning the second year of two of the worst

13

drought years on -- of the last 75 years, and even

14

though we had a drought declared by the board, there

15

were no mandatory restrictions on anybody. So that

16

is a major, major leap forward for the board. The

17

fact that there is a waiting list of people, again,

18

goes back to the problem of having sufficient funds

19

available to develop the resource for everybody.

20

Now, that's with Upcountry.

21

You said how come people down here cannot --

22

can get water and Upcountry can't. The two systems

23

are nonconnected, separate water systems, and water

24

that is available down here is -- the deepest well

25

that we have right now is about, I believe, 500 or
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1

600 feet deep. Upcountry we are -- we're beginning

2

a well this month that is 1,900 feet deep. The next

3

well that is up there is 1,300 feet deep. It costs

4

a lot of money to operate a well like that. And

5

until the money situation is straightened out, it

6

will be a -- continue to be a problem, whether the

7

functioning of the board is under the Administration

8

or under a semi-autonomous board.

9 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You think people are sick and
10

tired of hearing excuses Upcountry?

11 MR. CRADDICK: I believe they are. I believe there's a
12

lot of people willing to pay the cost of water

13

and --

14 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
15 MR. CRADDICK: -- and would do that if they had the
16

choice.

17 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any further questions? Member Molina.
18 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.
19

Good morning, Mr. Craddick. My question, I

20

guess, will be a two-part one. First of all, how do

21

you see this proposal for full autonomy being more

22

beneficial than the one that is presently in place,

23

and do you believe that this proposal for full

24

autonomy will improve the overall process of water

25

meters being issued in our community?
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1 MR. CRADDICK: First of all, I know that that's a

2

confusion in the community that it's full autonomy.

3

It is not full autonomy. The State law does not

4

allow fully autonomous water boards. So I want to

5

get that cleared up, that we are not -- even under

6

this proposal, they are not fully autonomous. They

7

become fully semi-autonomous, as the other boards of

8

water supplies are in the State. They are not fully

9

autonomous. So the way it would help, I believe, is

10

allowing the board to do the job that's necessary,

11

as the other counties are able to do.

12 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And do you believe that this
13

proposal for fully, what is it, semi-autonomous will

14

improve the overall process of water meters being

15

issued? I mean, how do you see it improving that

16

process?

17 MR. CRADDICK: I believe it will allow the board to pass
18

rules in a timely fashion.

19 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
20 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions? Member
21

Johnson.

22 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you, David, for coming,
23

under Hawaii Revised Statutes I believe there is a

24

section that addresses how the County water boards

25

are selected, and are you familiar with that section
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1

and would that help, hurt, or, you know, how would

2

it work?

3 MR. CRADDICK: It -- it only has, I believe, five board
4

members in there, of which one is the Public Works

5

Director and one is the State Director, or the other

6

counties have used the local district chief for the

7

Transportation Department on the board, as a voting

8

member on the board. So State law has that in it,

9

but if the County does pass this Charter, how they

10

select their board members, I think, is up to them

11

after the HGEA versus Maui County ruling back in

12

1980.

13 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
14 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions for
15

Mr. Craddick, Director of our Water Supply.

16 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I just have one, Chairman.
17 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama -- Councilmember Hokama to
18

Mr. Craddick.

19 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Craddick, I -- if I heard your
20

testimony correct this morning, you mentioned that

21

one of your engineers, I believe, made a statement

22

that there was a concern that in the past an

23

occasion did represent itself whereby I believe

24

water -- water fees or water rate payments were used

25

to fund projects that are normally under the General
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1

Fund category. Would that be an accurate part --

2

assumption on my part?

3 MR. CRADDICK: He said for County housing projects.
4 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. For county housing projects.
5 MR. CRADDICK: And I -- and I know this -- you know, the
6

example, right down the road here by the prison, the

7

County basically, you know, gave waivers for meters.

8

You know, subsequent to that Corp. Counsel said that

9

they couldn't do that -- or the State Attorney

10

General actually said they couldn't do that, but

11

even in spite of that the County Corporation Counsel

12

said they could and the Council did waive fees for

13

those types of projects. So I guess even under the

14

board the way it is right now, that still occurred a

15

little bit, but then we got the State law changed so

16

it made very clear that they couldn't do that.

17 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, then the issue of taking
18

them to court, but what I want to get back is do you

19

feel the General Fund should supplement or pay for

20

projects that we believe is under either the Water

21

Board or the Water Department jurisdiction?

22 MR. CRADDICK: You're asking me personally or -23 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, I'm saying that because you made
24

a concern about using water monies to General Fund,

25

and yet every year this Council, past Councils has
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1

appropriated hundreds of thousands of General Fund

2

dollars to fight miconia expansion, to address

3

immediately fireweed concerns of Upcountry ranchers

4

and areas that may be in the lower portion of a

5

watershed region, and so we using the general

6

people's money to do what many of us believe is

7

either your Department or your board's

8

responsibility. So you have any comment about

9

reversing this, since we are now putting General

10

Fund into water programs?

11 MR. CRADDICK: As far as using General Funds for
12

protecting the resource, I believe the State

13

constitution says in it that the State and all its

14

political subdivisions have a responsibility to

15

protect the resources. So how you see or take care

16

of the responsibility for the County is up to you.

17

I know from our part we're very happy to see the

18

Council stepping up to the plate and doing that, and

19

I don't know if you know but you're actually putting

20

pressure on other county councils to do the same,

21

and you're also putting pressure -- or maybe we are

22

putting pressure on the other boards of water supply

23

to step up and do the same.

24
25

Now, as far as General Fund monies for other
things, let me just give one example. In the
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community plan out in Hana it says to -- there's an

2

industrial area that's been determined out there

3

that needs a 12-inch line run out to it. That line

4

will cost about $4 million. It is a line that -- we

5

would have no way to pay for the line. It's a

6

distribution line. We have money for system

7

replacement. We have money for system expansion,

8

and that is neither of those.

9

Now, there is a provision in our rules that

10

says if somebody puts that line in, we will

11

reimburse them half of that line. Now, if that is a

12

County good, that project, then I would expect the

13

County would in their General Funds say, hey, we're

14

going to put this line in because it has an

15

industrial area for Hana. We will pay our 50

16

percent as the rules have, but to just take all the

17

Water Department money and put in a piping system

18

for a housing development, say, such as Skill

19

Village is -- granted it may be low income housing

20

and things like that, but it's a misappropriation of

21

the funds, because the board should not be paying

22

for something that is a County project that is

23

trying to provide low income housing. I don't

24

believe it should be, but I'm speaking from the

25

personal side. I don't know how the board members
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1

would see their responsibilities in that area. I

2

know there are some that would like to see us doing

3

these private projects and there are some that say

4

that, you know, the funds are for certain reasons

5

and that's the reason they are going to use them.

6 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, please.
7 CHAIR KANE: Councilmember Hokama.
8 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And I appreciate that, Mr. Craddick,
9

but the County may not need to be anteing up, if we

10

can use that term, if the board and your Department

11

got the updated water development plans for each

12

island or region up to par and that you can inform

13

Council, by charter's requirements, of this water

14

development plan updates how you going to project

15

your infrastructure maintenance as well as the needs

16

for expansion to meet the demands of residential

17

development. So if we did the opposite correct, the

18

Council wouldn't need to be involved in having to

19

pay 50 percent of someone else's desire to put in

20

their line to serve as an industrial, as an example

21

you gave for East Maui.

22 MR. CRADDICK: Well, that is a distribution line. The
23

Board of Water Supply does not pay to put in

24

anybody's distribution lines. They will pay to put

25

in source, storage, and transmission lines. They do
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1

not put in distribution lines for private

2

developers, whether it's in the community plan or

3

not. I mean, we would not go put in all the

4

distribution lines for Makena just because it's in

5

the community plan. We don't have funds --

6 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, you and I are both -7 MR. CRADDICK: -- funds for that.
8 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: -- you know, looking at the system
9

differently. I'm taking it from the generic total

10

system and not the line tapping off from your main

11

transmission to my house. I'm more concerned about

12

the need for you or your Department or your -- our

13

board -- I should say our board and our Department,

14

because we're all in this together, to help project

15

better in the future, and I don't know if this

16

Charter proposal will accomplish that, because,

17

again, when you come before this body asking us to

18

help increase water development fee considerations,

19

we're looking at trying to address something current

20

than something we planning for in anticipation of

21

the requirements, and so I'm not too sure that what

22

you're telling us is the right way to approach

23

the -- what I consider the goal to be. Anyway,

24

Chairman, I -- you know --

25 CHAIR KANE: I was going to ask you if you have a question
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attached to that, Mr. Hokama.

2 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. I'm through. I'm through.
3 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Any other questions for
4

Mr. Craddick?

5 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes.
6 CHAIR KANE: Councilmember Arakawa.
7 MR. CRADDICK: Actually, I'll be here, you know. You can
8

ask me questions later, because they asked me to

9

come to the meeting so you could ask questions.

10 CHAIR KANE: Anyway, hang on. Mr. Arakawa, you have the
11

floor.

12 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, my question to you is in
13

the -- what had been proposed by the Charter

14

Commission, have you had and your board had

15

discussions as to your official position on what is

16

being presented?

17 MR. CRADDICK: This is very fast track right now, and I -18

you know, I believe even the Council doesn't have a

19

whole lot of time to deliberate on it, and our board

20

has not seen this yet, probably at the second -- at

21

the May board meeting here the board will get it to

22

look at.

23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Let me ask you -- to you a
24

different way, then. In the discussions that your

25

board has had to this point dealing with possible
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restructuring or Charter amendments and the way that

2

the Charter Commission has brought this up, the --

3

your ability to gain control of rates and fees and

4

rules increases, has that been discussed and has a

5

6

decision been made as to the direction the board
would like to gone that?

7 MR. CRADDICK: That -- that was part of the discussion
8

back in January, you know, that would be one of the

9

things in making the board fully semi-autonomous.

10 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And that's the direction that the
11

board at this point is indicating that it chooses to

12

go?

13 MR. CRADDICK: Yes.
14 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you.
15 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any questions? I'm coming back down
16

the line again. Member Tavares, any questions?

17

Member Nishiki?

18 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
19 CHAIR KANE: Member Molina? Member Johnson? Member
20

Hokama?

21 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No thank you.

22 CHAIR KANE: Member Carroll?
23 COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No.
24 CHAIR KANE: Member Arakawa? Thank you very much,
25

Mr. Craddick.
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2

Our final person signed up to testify is
Mr. Ron McOmber.

3 MR. MCOMBER: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of
4

Council, and the public. Sorry I was late signing

5

up, but it's a long trip from Lanai. Can't fly in

6

in the morning to get here on time, so pardon my

7

tardiness, and that may be the last pleasant thing

8

that will come out of this mouth. The reason I'm

9

here, I'd like to talk about the other issues that

10

are before you today, the water issues, the Council

11

issues, but for three minutes it's really hard to

12

talk about those issues and also cover something

13

that happened that I think that Lanai was screwed

14

over with.

15

I read an article -- letter to the editor,

16

and in that letter somebody was really upset that

17

the ethics thing was brought up and people were

18

being shafted. I couldn't figure out what this

19

person was talking about. So I started watching

20

Akaku really close until I saw a meeting that was

21

taped on 4/10/02, and then after watching that

22

meeting I understood what this person was talking

23

about. The issue of the Ethics Board and how they

24

were going to address people sitting on the Lanai

25

Planning Commission was before this Commission.
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Now, what's astonishing about this is the two

2

times they came to Lanai the company presented a

3

letter and a proposal to change the language to

4

address that issue so it would be in support of

5

them. After both meetings and before one -- the

6

last meeting I asked a couple -- at least two and

7

possibly three of the members of the Commission were

8

you going to address the ethics question that was

9

brought up by Castle & Cooke, and I was told, no, we

10

had called the Ethics Board in, the Ethics Board had

11

explained to us what they had done, and we were

12

satisfied with that. It would not be an issue.

13

Then why in the hell on 4/10/02 here's this proposal

14

of language popped up?

15

Now, remember, folks, this was never brought

16

to Lanai people. This was never seen in front of

17

the Lanai people. I would have brought people out.

18

I would have had the community come out and explain

19

to Mr. Fuhrmann and Mr. Bagoyo that money is not the

20

driving factor here. The political pressure is the

21

driving factor on Lanai. Everybody has to

22

understand Lanai is not a democracy. There is not a

23

democracy on Lanai. Total control. Whether you

24

equate that into jobs and being money, yes, it's

25

money, but you do not if you work for Castle & Cooke
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or if you own one of the stores or if you run a

2

business on Lanai that uses their commercial

3

property, you have no say so in what happens to your

4

future on Lanai. You people have got to understand

5

that. And when you start going to the Board of

6

Ethics and telling them how to run their business

7

through this Commission based on information that

8

came from Castle & Cooke, this is ludicrous.

9

I warned this Council -- I stood in front of

10

this Council and begged you not to put Vince Bagoyo

11

on that Commission for that simple reason. He's a

12

corporate Vice President of Castle & Cooke, and if

13

I'm not mistaken, I think he's the one that made the

14

motion for this -- this wording, and I heard members

15

on the Commission say we didn't hear that from Lanai

16

people. We only heard that from the people that

17

work for Castle & Cooke, that they were being

18

shafted, they didn't have a right to stand on the

19

Planning Commission.

20

We have a hard enough time with the people

21

that are on the Planning Commission now that work

22

for other entities. We have the President of the

23

Commission -- the Planning Commission is the

24

President of First Hawaiian Bank. You think that

25

man can stand up and make a decision against
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Castle & Cooke at a Planning Commission meeting?

2

Which we're going to have one here soon on the 15th

3

about water. You think he can vote against it?

4

When he's on the water working group, what he says

5

is I don't have enough information. I can't vote on

6

this. That's his way out, and I don't blame him,

7

because if he was to stand up and say, no, we

8

shouldn't have that water for a golf course --

9 ?: Four minutes.
10 MR. MCOMBER: -- he would -11 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. McOmber. Your time has
12

expired. Are there any questions for Mr. McOmber?

13

Mr. Nishiki.

14 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. You know, I share this
15

with you, and I'll say it in a question, because

16

otherwise I'm going to be cut off.

17 CHAIR KANE: This is questions and answers.
18 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: The many years that I've been up
19

in Lanai doing development issues, I've had people

20

pass me paper saying I'm not going to tell you my

21

name. I'm not going to say anything. This is from

22

me, and this is the way I feel. Why -- and these

23

people work for the company. Why do they do this?

24 MR. MCOMBER: Because they'll lose their jobs. If they
25

don't lose their jobs, their mom will, their uncle
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will, their aunty will, their father will. They do

2

not -- this is not America, folks. I hate to tell

3

you. You know this, Wayne. You've been -- you've

4

been watching this. You've seen this room full of

5

construction workers begging to have that golf

6

course started so they could have jobs, and now what

7

do they do? They turn around and lay everybody off.

8

They never keep a commitment.

9

They -- people in the town do not have the

10

right as we do in most places in America, do not

11

have a right to speak the truth or even question the

12

truth. That's why people hand you notes. That's

13

why people stop me on the street and pat me on the

14

back and say keep on doing it, Ron. I can't get up

15

there and say anything. It is not a democratic

16

society on Lanai. It is run by a tyrant. It is

17

controlled by a tyrant, and it is nothing but that.

18

This is my concern when you stand up and speak, as I

19

did in front of Council -- you know, I'd like to say

20

one thing to address that --

21 CHAIR KANE: Hang on. Stick to the question, now, yeah.
22

Answer the question.

23 MR. MCOMBER: Yeah, well, this is it. And the good
24

example of that is that when you folks were over

25

there listening to whether Bagoyo should be on this
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or not, we had people come forward from the company

2

that positively dislike Bagoyo almost as much as I

3

do saying wonderful things about him because they

4

have to do it, and that's how I'm addressing it. It

5

goes all the way to that point, where people will

6

prostitute themselves in order to do what the

7

company tells them to do. There's no other -- no

8

other thing to it, Wayne, than that.

9 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Are there members within the
10

community --

11 MR. MCOMBER: Yes.
12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

could not say as vocal as you

13

are, but I would hope that people that don't live in

14

Lanai -- Riki does, and I'm sure that, you know, his

15

dad would also have that -- known that experience,

16

but they were vocal enough. Are there members in

17

this community despite of that type of fear that you

18

raised today that are willing to serve on boards and

19

commissions?

20 MR. MCOMBER: We have them all the time.
21 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And I want to speak to one thing.
22

I don't know if you've got the State Code of Ethics,

23

under Article 14, which says each Code of Ethics

24

shall include but not be limited to provisions on

25

gifts, confidential information, use of position,
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underline, contract with government agencies post

2

employment. Do you know if this was ever given to

3

our Charter Commission as they discussed this issue

4

with you or --

5 MR. MCOMBER: I have no idea because one of my questions,
6

if I didn't run out of time, was who fostered -- who

7

fostered this thing that we're -- that's before the

8

Ethics Board -- or before you folks now? Because I

9

heard the company attorney say at that public

10

hearing we have some language we would like to have

11

put into the Board of Ethics' deliberation on this,

12

and I'd like to know was that language -- was this

13

language that I'm looking at here, was that the same

14

language that Castle & Cooke proposed and brought

15

forth? And we never had that chance to ask the

16

Charter Commission that because it was never done on

17

Lanai. That question was never brought up on Lanai

18

because they said it wasn't going to happen.

19

This is what boils me more than anything

20

else. I'm standing before you really upset that our

21

Constitutional right as a community was thwarted and

22

it never did -- I could have had -- people would

23

have come out and testified in front of that

24

Commission and showed them that there is no way that

25

this is a democracy on Lanai and we never had that
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opportunity.

2 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm done, Mr. Chairman. Thank
3

you.

4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you.
5 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And thank you for coming all the
6

way from Lanai. Spending your own money?

7 MR. MCOMBER: My own money, my vacation time, my day
8

off -- not my day off, but my working day and I took

9

a vacation time because I felt it was this

10

important, folks. And that doesn't make me a saint.

11

Don't get me wrong. I'm a long ways from that, but

12

it's really that important inside my heart.

13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
14 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Johnson, question.
15 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Ron, I also thank you. I know
16

it's not always easy to get over here to these

17

meetings. If I understand what you're saying, you

18

would prefer that this be one of the things -- if

19

you were to recommend to us, am I to understand you

20

would not want this to appear on there at all?

21 MR. MCOMBER: Not at all. Let the Board of Ethics do
22

their job and make their determination. Don't

23

override the Board of Ethics. They do a hell of a

24

job. I understand Mr. Molina's in a position.

25

Whether that's good or bad, that doesn't make any
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difference. They still have a hard position. They

2

don't need an outside force telling them how to do

3

their job. I think they've done it well, and

4

they've been good to Lanai so far because they

5

understand from testimony what it's about.

6 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much.
7 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions for
8

Mr. McOmber? Councilmember Hokama.

9 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Since you came a long way, Ron, and I
10

can appreciate, because I have to deal with that

11

flight schedule like you that we have, are there

12

other comments you wish to share with the Committee

13

on the proposed 17 topics before us this morning?

14 CHAIR KANE: I'm sorry, Mr. Hokama, I'm not going to allow
15

that question because that basically gives

16

Mr. McOmber a preferential treatment to other people

17

who came to testify and were limited to their four

18

minutes.

19 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I understand, and I'm doing it on
20

purpose, Chairman.

21 CHAIR KANE: I understand that, and the Chair will not
22

allow it, otherwise, we'll have to bring back

23

everybody else who had additional comments to the 17

24

proposals, and so for that, although I know

25

Mr. McOmber has come a long way, he's going to be
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treated equally like everybody else.

2 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's your ruling, Chairman, that's
3

your ruling.

4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any further questions for Mr. McOmber?
5

Hearing none, thank you very much for your

6

testimony.

7 MR. MCOMBER: Thank you for letting me speak. I'm sorry
8

I'm late, but I appreciate it.

9 CHAIR KANE: No, you weren't late. We knew you were
10

coming late, and so we --

11 MR. MCOMBER: Great boat trip, folks.
12

. .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. .

13 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, at this time we have nobody
14

else signed up to testify. The Chair will close

15

public testimony for this meeting. At this time the

16

Chair is going to take a 15-minute recess. We will

17

reconvene this meeting at 11:05. Recess. (Gavel).

18 RECESS: 10:49 a.m.
19 RECONVENE: 11:10 a.m.
20 CHAIR KANE: (Gavel). Okay. We'd like to reconvene the
21

Council's Committee of the Whole meeting for May 8,

22

2002. Members, if the Chair can direct your

23

attention to the your agenda, COW-41, the Chair just

24

wanted to take up one particular item. First, just

25

for house cleaning -- actually not house cleaning,
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but just for clarification, Member Johnson, under

2

the line number -- or Item No. 3 in the description

3

of the agenda there is the County Communication from

4

you transmitting the draft resolution. If there are

5

no objections from you, the Chair would probably see

6

this as better fit at our other -- our meeting that

7

we're going to come up in the future.

8 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: There's no objection, Mr. Chair.
9 CHAIR KANE: Great. Thank you very much. Appreciate the
10
11

consideration.
Members, Member Johnson is going to be taking

12

this up at the meeting that we hold in the future

13

for proposals from the various members to the

14

Charter for discussion at a later date, so, Member

15

Johnson, thank you for that.

16

Other than that, members, the Chair would

17

like to start on -- under Section 4, the final

18

report of the County -- Maui County Charter

19

Commission dated April 22nd, 2002 transmitting the

20

following proposed Charter amendments. Chair would

21

like to start from the top, Number 1, and at this

22

point I will recognize Mr. Brian Moto, our Deputy

23

Corporation Counsel, to give the body a brief

24

summary of the item that's before us.

25

Members, we're on Number 1, "Amend the
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preamble to recognize the equal worth and dignity of

2

every individual."

3

I'm sorry.

4 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I'm sorry.
5 CHAIR KANE: Yes, Member Tavares.
6 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: A clarification.
7 CHAIR KANE: Yes.
8 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Is this what's going to appear on
9

the ballot, this title?

10 CHAIR KANE: We'll have that clarification once we have -11 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Or for all the -12 CHAIR KANE: -- Mr. Moto -13 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: For all the titles, you know, what
14
15

form are we looking at? And should we not be seeing
how it will appear on the ballot?

16 CHAIR KANE: I believe under the final report that they
17

provide that under their proposal that's

18

underlined -- and again, we'll ask -- we'll ask

19

Corporation Counsel to clarify that, Member

20

Tavares --

21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
22 CHAIR KANE: -- to try and answer your response. Thank
23

you. Mr. Moto.

24 MR. MOTO: Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
25 CHAIR KANE: Good morning.
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1 MR. MOTO: Let me begin, Mr. Chairman, by addressing
2

Councilmember Tavares' question. The -- Chapter 50

3

of the Hawaii Revised Statutes directs that the

4

Charter Commission shall prepare the ballot

5

questions for the County Clerk. Those questions

6

have not been prepared -- the final version of those

7

questions has not been prepared yet pending this

8

review and the further work of the Commission that

9

needs to occur in June. The titles that have been

10

drafted for purposes of the report give the gist of

11

each topic or proposal. The final ballot questions

12

probably won't be identical to those, but they --

13

but similar.
So the ballot questions will be phrased in a

14
15

yes-no format, probably in a form like -- such as

16

shall the Charter of the County of Maui be amended

17

to provide that or to provide such and such, and so

18

what you see as titles may be reworded in that

19

process.

20 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
21 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions before we
22

begin?

23
24

Hearing none, Mr. Moto, proceed. Proposal
No. 1.

25 MR. MOTO: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Let me as background note
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that the proposals have been listed in the order in

2

which the substantive measures appear in the County

3

Charter. So with Proposal 1 we're dealing here with

4

Section 1-1 of the Revised Charter of the County of

5

Maui, and I will keep my statements brief, and

6

largely what I'm about to say is already reflected

7

in the narrative portions of the Charter

8

Commission's report.

9

Proposal Number 1 is a proposal to amend the

10

opening provision of the Maui County Charter,

11

Section 1-1 subheaded incorporation by inserting a

12

clause that confirms as the primary basis for County

13

government that each individual is recognized as

14

having equal worth and dignity.

15 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member -- I'm sorry, Mr. Moto.
16

Go ahead. I apologize.

17 MR. MOTO: Yes. The technical language that is proposed
18

is set forth on page 6 of your report, which

19

reprints Section 1-1 of the Charter, the underlined

20

portion represents the language proposed to be

21

inserted. In later proposals you will see brackets.

22

If you see a bracket, that means material to be

23

deleted.

24 CHAIR KANE: Members, just for your information, if you
25

have this document, the April 22nd transmittal from
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Council Chair Patrick Kawano to the Chair of the

2

Committee of the Whole, and this should have been

3

forwarded to you folks, and we're now talking what's

4

on page 6, under Proposal 1, and the Chair will open

5

it up for discussion, comments on this proposal from

6

the Charter Commission. Member Tavares.

7 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. Do I -- do we by any chance
8

have the other counties' charters so that we can see

9

what these similar things -- are they in there? I

10

mean, I'm a little confused as to -- not confused,

11

not confused. I understand this. I'm trying to

12

figure out what are we trying to correct by putting

13

this phrase in here.

14

Let me preface everything first by saying

15

that the number of proposals that are before us

16

today -- I agree with somebody that said take a

17

bento lunch in the booth with them when they vote,

18

but I think if we see that there are items that are

19

less priority than other items, we should try to

20

focus on the proposals that really have a great

21

impact or a greater impact on our community, and

22

perhaps some of these proposals can be, you know,

23

dealt with in subsequent elections where we can

24

do -- where we can have Charter amendments at those

25

elections.
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I think that, you know, 17 -- actually, it's

2

more than 17 if you look at all the housekeeping

3

ones. There's about six or so of those. That's an

4

awful lot of stuff to be put on a Charter ballot --

5

Charter Amendment ballot. I'm just trying to look

6

at the practicality, and if the voting public is

7

going to, number one, take the time to read through

8

it, prepare for each one of these issues, or will

9

they just give up and go through the first couple

10
11

and then not vote on the rest.
That's my concern, so I would hope that we

12

would be able to see, you know, what is the purpose

13

of it, what is it we're trying to correct,

14

especially with this first one. I for one didn't

15

see that we had a problem with our preamble, but,

16

you know, maybe there is something that I am

17

missing.

18 CHAIR KANE: Okay. And, members, another housekeeping
19

measure, we did turn down the lights somewhat, and

20

if there's a problem with the light not being what

21

you need to function, please let the Chair know. We

22

can get those lights up brighter, but it just makes

23

it difficult for us to see the projection on the

24

wall for the viewing public.

25

Professor Van Dyke, did you have a comment?
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1 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes. I wanted to start with just sort of a
2

general comment to make sure everybody's clear as to

3

exactly what is happening here today. We're guided

4

by Section 50-8 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes,

5

which says that the Charter Commission's

6

recommendation or report shall be submitted to the

7

legislative body of the County, which is the

8

Council, of course, and then the legislative body of

9

the County may in turn propose one or more sections

10

as alternatives or to any section of the proposed

11

Charter, provided that shall not be more than a

12

single proposition under any alternative proposal.

13

So I don't think it's an option to eliminate

14

something that the Commission has proposed. In

15

other words, the Commission's proposals can, unless

16

they change their mind, be put on the ballot.

17

That's the nature of the business that they have

18

been charged with, but the Council is free to come

19

up with an alternative approach on any of these

20

proposals, and then the Commission will consider

21

that and decide whether it wants to defer to your

22

alternative or have both alternative put on the

23

ballot.

24
25

So in terms of the number of them, that was
something the Commission considered at great length.
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There was constant debate about how many, whether

2

some were too trivial or -- and there were things

3

that were dismissed as less important, but this

4

particular one was thought to be important by the

5

Commission.

6

Is there a problem that's being corrected?

7

Well, I think it's more of a statement of the fact

8

that even though Maui is a very diverse community,

9

nonetheless, there is a respect for each person as

10

an individual and as having equal worth, and that's

11

why the language was proposed.

12 CHAIR KANE: And, Member Tavares, and just to try to,
13

again, try to -- as the Chair, try to just refine

14

our -- our focus that we're not here to -- let me

15

put it this way. We're only here to suggest

16

alternatives if we feel that what's being proposed

17

in our opinion is something that we would

18

necessarily agree or disagree on.

19

In other words, if we feel that there's

20

something that we can propose that would provide the

21

voters with another choice to what's being proposed,

22

I think that's within our purview, but other than

23

that, we're just providing recommendations to the

24

proposals and we're not the ones to decide what goes

25

and what doesn't go. And this is with respect to
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HRS 50, Member Tavares.

2 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right, and I understand that, and
3

all I'm trying to do is understand why this is on

4

there in the first place, because this was one of

5

the ones that wasn't in the community meetings. It

6

came from somewhere, so I'm trying to find out some

7

background on where it came from and what was the

8

urgency in putting this on.

9 CHAIR KANE: Okay. And we can get that response. We have
10

Mr. Moto, who I think presided at all the meetings,

11

or most of the meetings. Mr. Moto.

12 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, just for Councilmember Tavares'
13

information, I wish I could say I was at all the

14

meetings. There were -- there was one particular

15

meeting that I did miss. I think it may have been

16

the April 10th meeting that was mentioned earlier.

17

The proposal -- just for what it's worth, the

18

proposal that's reflected in Proposal 1 is I think

19

in part out of the testimony that was provided to

20

the Commission from Jim Smith, Mr. Smith. It was

21

something that he encouraged the Commission to

22

consider.

23 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Member Tavares.
24 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I don't want to be picky
25

about this kind of stuff, but the Commission went
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1

out with a proposal or with an agenda that had 17

2

proposals on it and this was not one of the ones

3

that was on that proposal for hearing, so I'm

4

wondering -- this and something else, some other

5

one. You know, as we usually do, if there's

6

something new that comes on, we go back out to

7

public meeting. Unless they considered that the

8

public meeting they had was after the last of the

9

committee meetings and that would, you know,

10

suffice, but I'm just wondering how much opportunity

11

did the public have to provide input on these things

12

that were not at the community meetings? That would

13

be my question.

14 CHAIR KANE: Is that a question to Corp. Counsel, Member
15

Tavares?

16 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
17 CHAIR KANE: Corp. Counsel, are you able to respond?
18 MR. MOTO: Yes. Well, let me just say that the Commission
19

had two rounds of these community meetings, and it

20

is true that they did go out with a set number of

21

proposals for their second round of meetings. The

22

first round was information, gathering testimony.

23

Second round they -- by that point they had

24

developed specific proposals that they wanted to use

25

to initiate discussion. I think it was -- I think
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the Commission tried to make clear that it was

2

possible that some of those proposals were not -

3

might not make it, other proposals might arise, but

4

they wanted to at least identify those that had

5

merit for public hearing, or at least at that point

6

in time.

7

Now, after those -- the second round of

8

community meetings and shortly before their -- the

9

deadline approached for the publication of this

10

report, the Commission did have a series of business

11

meetings, all of which are listed in the

12

introductory section. So there was -- I don't

13

believe the Commission had opportunity to produce

14

yet another version for public review. In other

15

words, what you're seeing here is the end result of

16

their final decision making after the -- after the

17

extensive round of meetings that they had, both in

18

community centers and in their business meetings

19

here.

20 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
21 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Nishiki.
22 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. More of a general question
23

to understand this process, Mr. Chairman.

24 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Go ahead.
25 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: We are now -- we have been told
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1

that we're looking at the Charter Commission

2

recommendations and languages that are to be

3

presented to the general public in the next

4

election. We're also being told that we can only

5

recommend at this point today what has been proposed

6

to us in the recommendations. In these

7

recommendations, Mr. Chairman, can we make to the

8

Charter Commission, as perhaps Charmaine is saying,

9

with an explanation that perhaps these areas that

10

you have put time in and now are making changes

11

maybe should be left out, from the fact that there

12

may be more important areas that we would like to

13

present as a package what they present and what we

14

may present to the voters? So therefore, some of

15

these maybe you should look at and eliminate. Okay.

16

How much can we tell the Charter Commission members

17

at this point to either eliminate, change the

18

language, or whatever?

19

And the reason why I ask this, Mr. Chairman,

20

is as Charmaine has said, there's 17 that they

21

presented, and you had stated to the members of the

22

general public, look, some of these things, such as

23

initiative, which may be big for people in Maui

24

County, should be put on. Now, after we get through

25

with this part and add on more in our ability to do
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1

this, to present to the voters for Charter changes,

2

there could be 25. So I think what Charmaine is

3

trying to get is, you know, as much as we want to

4

work with the Charter Commission, if we say to them,

5

look, you know, there are other issues that may have

6

come up and we'd like you to look at this or we may

7

want to add this on, is there going to be that

8

ability that we can work together on these issues

9

and not be told, well, whatever you suggest is this

10

and that's it and we're going to make the final

11

decision and this is going to be by law mandated and

12

so you as a Council cannot stop us from putting

13

these on?

14

We're saying to them, look, can we look at

15

this, and I guess this is my question, how much

16

flexibility are we going to have to work with the

17

Charter Commission so that it doesn't become

18

cumbersome, and as Charmaine said, too many for the

19

voters to vote on?

20 CHAIR KANE: Thank you for the question.
21 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.
22 CHAIR KANE: And what the Chair will attempt to do is
23

first preface my comments by saying I think this is

24

a learning process for all of us.

25 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Because this is the first time out, so I
2

think it's important for us as a body to under --

3

specifically understand what our role is in this

4

process with respect to HRS 50. I am -- I'm tempted

5

to ask Professor Van Dyke to provide us with better

6

understanding for all of us so we know what our

7

working parameters are with today's meeting so we

8

understand what our role is, and to follow up on

9

some of your comments, it is the Chair's

10

understanding that through HRS 50 -- and I don't

11

have it in front of me and I'm sure maybe another

12

member does have it in front of them, and I'm sure

13

Dr. Van Dyke has a copy, that --

14

?:

(Inaudible).

15 CHAIR KANE: Okay, good, we have it on the wall. That we
16

are not the decision-making body in this case and

17

that we are just the component of HRS 50 in the

18

formulation of the Charter Commission, who is the

19

one who makes the final decision. I mean, and

20

that's just a very general comment, but with that,

21

I'd like to ask Dr. Van Dyke to help us, again,

22

understand what our role is and help us define our

23

focus today in how we proceed with these 17

24

proposals. Dr. Van Dyke.

25 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, the Council, of course, has the power
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1

and authority under Section 14-1 of the Maui County

2

Charter to propose amendments to the Charter at any

3

time that would then be presented to the voters at

4

the next election. So that's the sort of normal way

5

the Charter would be amended, and the Charter Review

6

Commission process is a sort of special process

7

that's designed to promote citizen input into County

8

government, and so every ten years you have a

9

citizen group that also presents recommendations,

10
11

and that's what has been happening.
So their recommendations will -- unless they

12

change their mind next month after hearing your

13

views, will go on the next ballot. They have the

14

power to put their proposals on the ballot, but it

15

is a symbiotic or give-and-take relationship, in the

16

sense that the purpose of this meeting is for you to

17

suggest alternatives.

18

And I think it's certainly perfectly

19

appropriate for you to issue a report saying you

20

think proposals, you know, one, four, and seven are

21

stupid, if that's what you think, and that they

22

shouldn't go on the ballot at all, and then the

23

Commission would consider that next month and say,

24

well, maybe we were stupid and maybe we should

25

reconsider this.
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So that's perfectly within your rights today,

2

but they will have the final decision as to whether

3

their proposals will go on the ballot. And they

4

will consider your alternatives, and if they reject

5

your alternatives, then you will have one more

6

chance to reconsider the matter and if you like your

7

alternative, your alternative will also go on the

8

ballot along with their alternative on any of the

9

issues that have come up.

10 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Moto, any additional comments?
11 MR. MOTO: Yes, and if I may carry on a little bit more
12

with Professor Van Dyke's thought, which is I'd like

13

to return to a comment he made earlier, which is

14

that because the Statute HRS Chapter 50 talks about

15

proposed alternatives made by Council, if Council

16

were to make a comment like we think Proposal 1 is

17

unnecessary, strike it, we don't -- strictly

18

speaking, that's not an alternative for purposes of

19

Chapter 50. It will be interpreted as a comment,

20

and certainly the Commission can take it into

21

account, but it will be their final decision whether

22

it's on the ballot or not.

23

So in other words, what I'm trying to avoid

24

is this situation where ten days after the -- after

25

the next 30 days -- in other words, when the Council
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reconvenes to, quote -- to determine whether it will

2

recall any proposed alternative, if the Commission

3

has decided to keep Proposal 1 on the ballot, for

4

example, 50 -- I would not want to see 50-9 invoked

5

to have the Council recall its original, quote,

6

proposal -- alternative to strike it. In other

7

words, an alternative should be an affirmative

8

statement that puts language that is different from

9

or alternative to the language that is proposed. I

10

hope I've --

11 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, I think so, because also in
12

the same light let's say if I wanted to take this

13

proposal and delete what the Charter Commission put

14

in and use that as our alternative proposal, it

15

would be really defeating the purpose of having the

16

proposals in the first place if all we're going to

17

do is say, no, we want it to stay the same, so

18

therefore, our alternative proposal is what it says

19

right now in the Charter. You get my meaning?

20 MR. MOTO: Yes.
21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: It will be an alternative
22

proposal, but to me that would, you know, circumvent

23

the whole --

24 MR. MOTO: Right.
25 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: -- purpose.
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1 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, for the record,

just say I

2

think Member Tavares understands what I'm trying to

3

avoid.

4 MR. VAN DYKE: And a no vote -- of course the voters will
5

ultimately decide, and if they vote no, then it

6

will -- the original language will remain.

7 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Mr. Nishiki, I believe you had the
8

floor.

9 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, thank you. So ultimately
10

when a question is asked of the voters in this

11

election, it will either be yes or no, and that's

12

how these Charter Amendment questions will be posed?

13 CHAIR KANE: Is that a question, Mr. Nishiki?
14 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.
15 MR. MOTO: Yes. Mr. Chairman, the answer's yes.
16 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That is all and how this process
17

will be.

18 MR. MOTO: Correct.
19 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki, just to respond to that
20

question -- and maybe we can get clarification from

21

Dr. Van Dyke or Mr. Moto, if we propose an

22

alternative, and so you have two questions with the

23

same topic, it may not be a yes-no question in that

24

case, and that whichever alternative receives the

25

most votes would then be the one that is
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1

implemented. So with that being said, let's just

2

double check to see -- just to respond to -- you

3

said is it yes or no.

4 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's interesting.
5 CHAIR KANE: If it's yes-no, that's one thing, but there
6

may be a situation where there isn't just a yes-no

7

question for the Charter Amendment and that we may

8

have two questions that the same -- you know,

9

autonomous versus, you know, that -- say -- let's

10

use that one as an example.

11 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Water Board.
12 CHAIR KANE: As a hypothetical.
13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.
14 CHAIR KANE: If those are posed, one with the most votes
15

wins. Mr. Moto, can you respond?

16 MR. MOTO: Yes, Mr. Chairman, and the Hawaii Revised
17

Statutes provide for the yes-no form of voting, and

18

where alternatives are presented, they will be

19

presented in a way that allows people to vote yes or

20

no on the alternatives. Therefore, it is possible

21

that you could have alternative provisions that both

22

receive a majority of yes votes, in which case the

23

statute has rules for that situation, in which case

24

the measure with the larger majority would be

25

adopted.
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1 CHAIR KANE: So just for -- before I recognize you, so
2

it's still going to be yes-no questions. The

3

alternatives on the same -- with the same topic, the

4

one with the more yes votes would be the one that's

5

implemented?

6 MR. MOTO: Yes.
7 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Mr. Nishiki.
8 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, and why I bring this up,
9

Mr. Van Dyke and Mr. Moto, is I just believe that

10

the people in this community -- I don't even like to

11

use the S word -- are not -- are smart, are smart,

12

just to keep it in the positive, and if there was a

13

vote, Mr. Chairman, that said, oh, the Water Board

14

should be autonomous, they're going to say, come on,

15

I'm smarter than that. Let me make the choice

16

whether I believe it should be autonomous or under

17

the Administration. That's what the smart voter

18

would say, give me those two choices. Don't give me

19

one that only limits me to say that I either vote up

20

or down on that issue, Mr. Chairman.

21

So my question is can there be a question

22

where it's not a yes or no but vote either the Water

23

Board should be autonomous or under the

24

Administration? Can we pose those questions where I

25

think most of us believe that as Americans, as
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people in Maui County --

2 CHAIR KANE: Okay, Mr. Nishiki 3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- I want that choice.

4 CHAIR KANE: -- let's -5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

6 CHAIR KANE: -- provide a response to that.
7

MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, let me make two points. First,

8

the statute provides for the yes-no form of voting

9

and does not provide for voting to say vote for

10

Proposal A or vote for Proposal B. The second point

11

I want to make is to try to -- try to think behind

12

the reasons for this yes-no pattern of voting. In

13

other words, why -- why is it some people would

14

ask -- why is it that if you have alternatives, why

15

don't you have it phrased so that you say choose

16

either A or B.

17

For example, if we're dealing with Water

18

Board, you know, why not have Proposal A be a more

19

autonomous Board of Water Supply and Proposal B a

20

less autonomous Board of Water Supply and have the

21

voters make an A or B choice. Why does it have to

22

be yes or no or individual choices? And one way --

23

and the statute of course does not explain itself,

24

its system of voting, but I think one can infer

25

their logic or rationale behind it, and the reason
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1

goes something like this, or can be thought of

2

something like this, there can be a number of

3

right -- of voting patterns or decisions that could

4

be made by a voter, and I like to summarize it in

5

terms of the four kinds of choices a voter might

6

make.

7

Some voters will say, you know, I want a --

8

for example, a more autonomous Board of Water

9

Supply, so I'm going to vote yes on a proposal if

10

there is a proposal like that, and if there's

11

another proposal on the ballot that provides for

12

either a less autonomous Board of Water Supply or

13

something else I'm going to vote no on that. So

14

some people will vote yes on one, no on the other.

15

The second type of voter will have the

16

opposite opinion. They'll say I don't want more

17

autonomy. I want less. So they're going to switch

18

their votes, no on the first proposal, yes on the

19

second. But there's also possibilities for third

20

and fourth type of voters. There's some voters who

21

are going to say, you know what, I dislike change.

22

I dislike change so much -- I like the status quo.

23

I like the way things are, and I don't want to see

24

more autonomy. I don't want to see less autonomy.

25

So I want to vote -- I'm going to vote no on both.
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And the fourth type of voter will be someone

2

who will say I like change. I don't -- I don't care

3

exactly how it changes, I'm just sick of the way

4

things are. Anything is better than we have, so

5

even though they may be inconsistent with each

6

other, I'm going to vote yes on both proposals to

7

increase the chance that mathematically one or the

8

other will pass.

9

So the yes-no pattern of voting on ballot

10

questions actually gives a certain freedom of

11

selection and choice to voters to allow them to vote

12

one -- or to vote yes on one or no on the other, or

13

in some cases to vote no on both or all proposals or

14

to vote yes on all proposals, even if they may be

15

inconsistent, if that voter wants change so much

16

that they're willing to accept almost anything or

17

either of the proposals.

18 CHAIR KANE: Okay.
19 MR. MOTO: So there is -- I'm trying to explain that there
20

is a logic behind the means of voting that's set

21

forth in the statute.

22 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki, and before I recognize you, I
23

just hope that we don't allow this discussion to

24

continue regarding the question of a yes or a no

25

vote. I think it's drawn out for us in HRS 50 that
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1

that's the way the questions will be posed, and so

2

if that is the case, I think we need to resign

3

ourselves to accept that and we need move forward

4

with if you are happy or not happy with something

5

that's here, then please provide the body with a

6

recommendation on your -- from yourself to this body

7

for us to consider.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, yeah.

9 CHAIR KANE: I'm just asking you to -- if we can proceed
10

and move forward, because I would hate to just keep

11

on going around this particular topic on the yes-no

12

question.

13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, because I think this brings
14

clarity for us in the fact that if we're going to

15

accept this or in the later stages put on through

16

ourselves an alternative proposal, but you know

17

what, I'm just trying to make it easier for the

18

voters. I think about these issues, Mr. Chairman,

19

and one thing comes to my mind now and I will ask it

20

now. If someone does not vote on the issue because

21

they're so confused, as Charmaine said, and this

22

concerns me, does this mean that a blank vote means

23

a yes vote or does it mean a no vote, and --

24 CHAIR KANE: Okay. We'll ask that question.
25 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- and I'd like that because, you
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1

know, we may be -- we may need to tell the Charter

2

Commission you got to make it cleaner and simpler,

3

and that's the reason why it's dangerous.

4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. We'll pose the question to see what
5

does a blank vote mean on Charter amendments. Is

6

there a response to that, Mr. Moto?

7 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, Section 50-10 of the Hawaii
8

Revised Statutes states in part as follows: "Blank

9

ballots and spoiled ballots shall not be counted in

10

determining the majority of the votes."

11 CHAIR KANE: Okay. So very clear, Mr. Nishiki. If they
12

leave it blank or if they spoil their ballot,

13

doesn't count. Okay?

14

Member Molina, any comments, questions? We

15

are on -- maybe I should back off on saying we're on

16

Item No. 1, just so we can clarify our parameters

17

for this discussion. Any comments or questions that

18

you have, Mr. Molina, that you would like to be

19

addressed?

20 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: First of all, thank you, Chair.
21

Mr. Nishiki asked most of my questions or concerns

22

that I had, and I appreciate the response from the

23

Corporation Counsel, especially in relation to the

24

blank votes issue and what that constitutes, whether

25

it's a no vote against the amendment or basically a
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1

no position, because as you know with -- so far we

2

have 17 proposals here, and I think people are going

3

to need more than a bento lunch to go make their

4

decisions in the voter's booth and we could have

5

possibly more.

6

So maybe I think for the general public out

7

there -- or if it's upon the purview of the Charter

8

Commission, I think it's important to continue

9

educating the public about these proposals that are

10

going to be out there, and some of them are going to

11

be very lengthy and let's -- to be real, it will be

12

difficult for many voters in there to interpret what

13

is this proposal going to create, what are the

14

consequences.

15

So it will take a lot of time, and that for

16

me is just a general comment, and it may lend more

17

credence to people who want to go absentee ballot on

18

this, because this is very lengthy. Because as you

19

know, standing in line in the voter booth, the time

20

may be a lot longer for people to get in there

21

because with all of these amendments it's going to

22

take to some time, so that's just my comments on

23

that, and I appreciate the response given from the

24

Corporation Counsel to clarify these questions, very

25

good questions that were brought up, Mr. Chair.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Molina. And just to share
2

with you that the Charter Commission is looking at

3

the educational aspect of their duties, and as an

4

example, having an exact copy of what the ballot

5

will look like mailed along with the educational

6

package of each proposal, the pros, the cons, and it

7

will allow people to prepare themselves prior to

8

going to the polls on the issues that are going to

9

be before them on Election Day, General Election

10

Day. So there's an obvious effort on the Charter

11

Commission's part to get that thing worked out, and

12

I'm sure they'll do their best to get that

13

coordinated, but just so you know, it's something

14

that's very fresh on their mind, as my discussion

15

with the Chair has been recently.

16 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And thank you for that, Mr. Kane,
17

too, because what I would be afraid of seeing is

18

people getting discouraged from getting out there to

19

the polling places because, oh, someone might say

20

look at that long line. It may just discourage

21

people from actually going out there to vote. So

22

like you stated, the educational aspect is important

23

so people are prepared so they can at least minimize

24

the amount of time they have in the voting booth.

25

Thank you.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Johnson.

2 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I was just curious if Mr. Van Dyke
3

had anything additional to offer that might help us

4

clarify this, and if he does, fine. If he does not,

5

you know, that's fine too.

6 CHAIR KANE: Professor Van Dyke, you have anything that -7 MR. VAN DYKE: Well -8 CHAIR KANE: -- you'd like to add for clarity?
9 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, just to say that the question of how
10

this is put on the ballot, of course, is an

11

important one and we've sort of held off drafting

12

the ballot questions until we got a sense of what

13

the Council was going to do, because that would

14
15

impact how you want to present it.
Yes, in -- there will be a number of

16

questions, but it's -- it's not that unusual. In

17

many communities we've had -- after the '78 Con Con

18

we had 34 different propositions that the voters had

19

to consider, and so we would hope that they would

20

educate themselves about this before going into the

21

ballot box -- the ballot -- the booth so they

22

wouldn't need to take an inordinate amount of time

23

sort of thinking about it at that point. Usually

24

people will come in with a little card, you know,

25

saying I'm going to vote for one, two, four and nine
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1

and against all the rest or something like that, and

2

then they'll just check them off.

3 CHAIR KANE: Member Johnson?
4 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much.
5 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Councilmember Hokama, any
6

comments, questions?

7 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a -- I just have a basic
8

comment, Chairman. You know, I would prefer if we

9

just told the Commission to take this straight to

10

the voters and not bring it back to before Council.

11

I know the Charter currently allows it to come

12

before us, but I think, you know, we have our

13

opportunities to propose revisions to the Charter

14

ourselves, and at this point in time I just prefer

15

the Commission to take their work and have it be

16

prepared and let the electorate decide.

17

I prefer not to have this branch of

18

government -- I mean, if we as individuals concur,

19

support, don't support, allow us to do that as

20

individuals, I don't have a problem, but for the

21

Council to take a position and put the legislative

22

branch on record as saying we think this is good or

23

this is bad, I don't think that's appropriate. You

24

know, I mean the State Constitution allows a

25

convention. They don't go back to the legislature
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1

and say, oh, you think this is good? You think this

2

is bad? They go straight to the people, and then

3

the branches of government adjust to the people's

4

wishes for their direction.

5

So I personally, you know, appreciate the

6

opportunity to formally review this, but I feel that

7

this should go straight to the people already and if

8

we have revisions, we can initiate it, and if

9

there's support, it will get on the ballot. Other

10

than that, I just -- that's my comment, Chairman,

11

and I just wish we would not legislate through

12

Charter, because there's some things that, you know,

13

I have a concern about. I think we can take care of

14

it through ordinance. We can address the concerns

15

of a department or departments regarding certain

16

requests, but I don't feel to legislate through the

17

Charter, Chairman. Thank you.

18 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Councilmember Hokama. Member
19

Carroll.

20 COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I also agree
21

with Mr. Hokama on this matter, and are we still

22

discussing -- are we discussing Number 1 or are we

23

going --

24 CHAIR KANE: Well, what I'm doing Mr. -- Mr. Carroll, just
25

for clarification to the body, is I took a step back
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1

from Number 1 just so we can, again, define our role

2

in today's meeting with respect to HRS 50 and

3

hour -- you know, what our capacity is with respect

4

to that -- with this -- with this HRS statute. So

5

once we get that clear, everybody's clear on how

6

this thing works, then the Chair's going to make an

7

attempt to move this along and -- you know, and

8

again, what we decide as individuals is one thing.

9

We're the legislative branch, and so I believe this

10

process allows that we need a minimum of five votes

11

to move forward anything as far as recommendation.

12

Now, our separate process that we have

13

according to Article 14 in the Charter, you need six

14

votes to move things forward, so there's -- there's

15

some differences there, but that's -- again, that's

16

a separate item and I just wanted to draw your

17

attention to that, that for today, if there's five

18

members that feel we need to move something forward

19

based on a recommendation or alternative, then it

20

will move forward with a minimum of five votes. If

21

it doesn't receive the five votes, it will not move

22

forward as a formal recommendation of this body.

23

And that's the Chair's understanding, and if there's

24

somebody who disagrees with that, then we can

25

provide the clarification from Corporation Counsel.
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Mr. Carroll.

2 COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I feel that
3

myself I am clear on the role that we need to take

4

and I will withhold my comment until we reach Number

5

1. Thank you.

6 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Arakawa, any comments?
7 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. As a
8

legislative body, I believe that we're the ones that

9

are primarily responsible for legislation, and the

10

Charter Commission essentially is looking over the

11

Charter and coming into the area that we generally

12

would be making the comments on. What I interpret

13

as being brought before us is the Charter Commission

14

is asking us do you have comments on what we're

15

proposing, and basically, as we were discussing and

16

Councilmember Tavares was saying, if we feel that

17

something perhaps shouldn't be included on the

18

ballot, we should just make the comment, and, again,

19

it's the Charter Commission that will make the

20

ultimate determination.

21

If the Council feels strongly enough, then we

22

have it within our authority to proposal alternative

23

legislation or to create our own legislation, so at

24

this time I'm going to take the position that all

25

I'm doing is commenting to try and make the work of
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1

the Charter Commission a little bit easier, to get

2

our advice as to how we feel it should be, and

3

that's just what it is. They'll take it and they'll

4

analyze it. They'll either accept, throw it away,

5

or take portions of it, but I'm going to work on

6

that premise.

7

So even with Proposal No. 1 that comes up,

8

you know, I feel very much like Councilmember

9

Tavares, that perhaps it's not necessary to put in

10

there, and that would be my comment, and then

11

whatever the Charter Commission does from that

12

point, that's really their call. So whatever they

13

determine will be on -- will be on the ballot.

14

My personal feeling is that I've looked at

15

many of these things in all the years of voting that

16

I've done and they've never been clear. They've

17

always been confusing. When you get to the voter's

18

box, I found that, you know, a lot of different

19

proposals going through, many of them the voters are

20

looking at for the first time, they're taking a

21

snapshot. They don't have the document that it's

22

coming from and all the entire explanation of what

23

it's supposed to do and all the other dialogue that

24

goes with it. No matter how clear it is to someone

25

who is well-versed in this particular type of work,
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1

someone who is not well-versed at this type of work

2

is really first time -- there's a big shock to it.

3

So my tendency is to try and keep it fairly short

4

and precise, and that's the way I'll be making my

5

recommendations.

6 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. I believe,
7

Member Tavares, your request earlier was to bring up

8

the other city and counties to see what they had.

9

Members, we are going to Number 1, and I

10

believe Member Tavares' question was with respect to

11

Number 1, if there was something there that is

12

similar, and again, I'm just trying to respond to

13

your question, Member Tavares, you have the floor,

14

and we'll just move down the line for -- if you have

15

any comments or suggestions for item -- or Proposal

16

No. 1.

17 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, thank you. You know,
18

Mr. Chair, I think there have been some real good

19

points brought up here earlier, and it's not, you

20

know, our decision whether or not we think we agree

21

or disagree with a proposal. It's really what

22

should be before the people to decide. You know,

23

whether I like it or I don't like it, I can say, you

24

know, the people should decide this particular

25

issue. I think that, you know -- and basically in
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1

principle I agree with Mr. Hokama about, you know,

2

we're part of this process now, but this is the

3

Commission's work, and they worked very, very hard

4

on it, and I think they did a darn good job for the

5

short amount of time that they had to work on it,

6

and, you know, given the different pressures of time

7

and that, I think the document was pretty good.

8
9

We, as has been stated before, as a Council
have an opportunity to provide our alternatives

10

later. The one thing that I see, if we don't act on

11

this now, we lose the opportunity to actually work

12

together on making some legislation even better. If

13

we have a proposal -- I'll use the Planning

14

Department's one, because I'm most familiar with

15

that. We have their Planning Department's proposal

16

and we have our Planning Committee's proposal. Now,

17

somewhere in -- there are good points -- excellent

18

points from both. So if we -- if we just adopt or

19

we make our comments and they don't accept it, then

20

what I'm hoping that our Committee will do when we

21

meet about this is incorporate the things they have

22

in theirs that we feel strengthen our position so

23

that our alternative will actually include things

24

that were in the Charter Commission's proposal.

25

So I see that as one of the areas where we
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1

may lose a little for the people, because we're

2

going to have two separate systems, but, you know,

3

for the most part this meeting could be real short

4

if we -- you know, if we just said, hey, Charter

5

Commission worked on this. They should take it to

6

the people. And we work on our thing and that goes

7

alongside with whatever they have, and some points

8

won't have anything.

9

So I don't believe I need to know any of this

10

stuff what city and county did or what they had,

11

because we're not here to judge on the -- you know,

12

asking them to amend theirs by asking this word. I

13

mean, the recommendation for Number 1, for example,

14

for me would -- I would recommend that the Charter

15

Commission look at the importance or the priority of

16

this item and consider it not being on the ballot,

17

but not to give an alternative. That's my comment

18

for Number 1.

19 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Nishiki, comments for

20

Number 1?

21 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I share the same feeling as
22

Charmaine.

23 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Member Molina?
24 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. Same,
25

you know, I have no concerns about this proposal,
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1

but if I could backtrack a little bit just on a

2

comment you made earlier.

3 CHAIR KANE: Go ahead.
4 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Regarding the packets, and this
5

is -- like you said, this is new ground for many of

6

us, and I appreciate you stepping back and getting

7

all of the parameters clarified, especially for the

8

public out there. Regarding the packets being

9

mailed, if you have the answer to that now, will the

10

packets be mailed just to registered voters or be

11

also mailed to those who may want to register to

12

vote later on? Maybe Mr. Moto can answer that or --

13 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Moto.
14 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And do we have any time parameters
15

when the public will receive this.

16 CHAIR KANE: And I believe that's something the Chair
17

along with the members of the Charter Commission has

18

yet to work out, as far as the details. They have

19

to make a determination of how they're going to

20

provide an educational component to the amendments.

21

So I don't know if they've already formulated that.

22

I believe they haven't yet, and that is just part of

23

the work in process that they will encounter further

24

down the line. So to respond to you now,

25

Mr. Molina, the Chair would not have an answer to
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1

that, but I believe that's part of their working --

2

their work in process.

3 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. No problem. Thank you for

4

letting me ask that question. I appreciate it.

5 CHAIR KANE: Sure. Member Johnson.
6 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I have similar comments, you know,
7

to what Charmaine and Wayne have said too, that I

8

think try to keep things less complicated, you know,

9

just before the viewing public. Because what ends

10

up happening is when they're looking at something in

11

front of them, so many times you really don't

12

understand all the things that you're actually

13

looking at because you want to rush so that the next

14

person can get into the booth, and I really don't

15

want to put that kind of pressure on individuals

16

either.

17

I think that maybe one of the things that we

18

could encourage is maybe if people want to take

19

additional time and not, you know, feel that they're

20

pressured into voting one way or the other or just

21

simply not voting, maybe to do more voter education

22

about the -- the use of absentee voting, and that is

23

one of the ways that we can actually let people know

24

25

that they don't have to go into the booth to cast
their vote, that they can do it through absentee and
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2

they don't have to be off island to do it.
So things like that I think are really

3

important, but as Charmaine said, try to keep focus

4

on the things that are critical that -- really to, I

5

guess, the majority of people would really seem

6

having significance in terms of the changes and the

7

way that our county functions to benefit the people.

8

So, you know, I don't see this first one as

9

something that -- it's good. I think it's great,

10

but, you know, again, if you're going to keep it

11

less complicated and less onerous for the general

12

voting public, I would say just to consider whether

13

or not this is really an important thing to put on

14

for the Charter Commission.

15 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Member Hokama, any
16

comments on Number 1?

17 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, my only comment would be
18

that if this does make the ballot, that it be

19

phrased in a fair and equitable manner and not

20

placed with a question to get a derived outcome, and

21

I just share that with you because in '78 I believe

22

the convention had put forth 33 amendments to the

23

State Constitution and I think every single one

24
25

passed because the convention chose to phrase the
question in a certain manner.
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I think we need to be nonbiased. Phrase the

2

question fairly and let the people decide one way or

3

the other, but not phrase it so that maybe some --

4

you know, the comment would be, well, you phrased it

5

so that obviously the yes would be more of the

6

percentage response than the no answers, so

7

obviously your amendment's going to pass because you

8

phrased it so that if you had no hims or haws,

9

you're going to vote yes. So that's my only

10

comment, Chairman, that everything be presented

11

fairly and equitably to the voters to make a fair

12

decision.

13 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Carroll.
14 COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. No proposed
15

changes to Number 1. Comment: Thing should be low

16

priority. Thank you.

17 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Arakawa.
18 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Brian,
19

exactly what does this change mean? "As a basis for

20

this incorporation confirm the equal worth and

21

dignity of every individual, and by this Charter

22

shall be and continue as a body politic and

23

corporate by the name of 'County of Maui.'" And

24

just in the way it's worded, this is just one whole

25

long run-on sentence. Exactly what does this change
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mean? Define it for me please.

2 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, let me see if I can try. The
3

initiative here was to confirm that even though we

4

have a very diverse community here in Maui, that

5

each member of that community is respected and

6

accepted as an equal and important member of the

7

community. So it confirms that the individual human

8

being is the basis for the democracy and that

9

everybody's input and participation is important.

10

It was thought that this would be a good

11

thing to have right at the beginning of the Charter

12

because obviously it confirms the democratic values

13

that are at stake and grounds the whole Charter on

14

the fact that we are human beings that are working

15

together to govern ourselves.

16

We had a brief discussion about what this

17

might mean in a practical sense, that people do, of

18

course, disagree about equality and there are great

19

debates going on around our country right now about

20

the meaning of equality, whether affirmative action

21

is consistent with equality is one issue that's

22

being debated, some people are arguing that programs

23

for native people are inconsistent with commitments

24

to equality and so on, so those issues are out

25

there. They'll be very much out there whether or
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1

not this language is in or out of the Charter, but

2

in any event, it was I think thought by the

3

Commission to be an important symbolic statement at

4

the beginning. It is sort of a run-on sentence,

5

this is true, but I think it's clear what it means

6

with this phrase added.

7 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, I would tend to disagree. I
8

think your explanation is a little clearer than what

9

this says. The words are very big. It's run-on.

10

How are you going to actually even just pronounce

11

this sentence is very confusing. "As a basis for

12

this incorporation confirm the equal worth and

13

dignity of every individual." Somehow there seems

14

to be some punctuation that's missing in there in

15

the way it's worded, because you really want to

16

break as the basis for this information -- or

17

corporation somehow confirm, so just from a

18

technical standpoint I think it needs to be

19

rephrased if it's going to be included.

20

And what you're trying to say, if I'm

21

interpreting what you're saying correctly, is that

22

you're trying to -- you're trying to say that every

23

individual has a place in this community and that

24

they're worth something. I think the wording needs

25

to be worked on so that the average person, the
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average voter getting into the booth and looking at

2

this can really understand what is being said.

3

I personally feel that this is something

4

that's very low in priority, and I wouldn't tinker

5

with it, but if you are going to put it in, I

6

believe that the average person should be able to

7

understand exactly what is said just looking at it,

8

and that this is very complex in the way it's put

9

together so that if you didn't have a college

10

degree, you really wouldn't understand what you're

11

trying to do.

12 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Arakawa. And, Member
13

Tavares, before I recognize you, couple of things, I

14

think the Chair is going to consider a different

15

approach to this when we reconvene after our lunch

16

break, and what I'm going to propose -- and I'll say

17

it now for consideration and then I'll bring it back

18

just to reiterate it, is I believe we're going to

19

proceed forward with the recom -- the proposals.

20

However, the Chair, instead of requesting your

21

comments, I'm going to ask you if you folks have a

22

proposal to provide an alternative, that we can

23

recognize that.

24
25

And I think that's going to be a better way
of us moving forward with this, because otherwise we
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can go, again, around the tree and everybody has

2

their opinion, and not to knock everybody's opinion.

3

I'm not doing that at all. I'm just saying that

4

there's nine -- you know, eight people here and

5

we'll all probably have eight different opinions.

6

So instead of getting -- requesting for your

7

comments, I would actually prefer that we move

8

forward with going through each one. If there are

9

any members that have proposals for us to consider

10

as alternatives, that we could do the motion and the

11

second, have that discussion on it, vote it up or

12

down, and move on to the next -- you know, if

13

there's another proposal for that one and we'll

14

exhaust that, I think, avenue and then we'll go on

15

to the next proposal from the Charter Commission.

16

So, members, I ask you folks to consider that

17

approach to this, because, again, in the interest of

18

efficiency in our work and providing the public an

19

opportunity to see us working in that capacity, I

20

would ask you folks to consider that. Also, we have

21

a lot of resource people that are here to provide us

22

with any information that we need for clarification,

23

and I think we could maximize their time here by

24

moving through this with some efficiency.

25

Mr. Arakawa -- and I apologize. Member
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1

Tavares, you were going to do a point of, so I'll

2

give you that point.

3 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: The point of you took care of,
4

Mr. Chair.

5 CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
6 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I think we shouldn't be discussing
7

the whys and wherefores of how this arrived. I

8

think we went through that already and we should

9

best just be -- you know, we have a proposal or an

10

alternative or we don't.

11 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Member Arakawa.
12 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, again, it depends on
13

what our approach is. If we're trying to make

14

recommendations for the Charter Commission to try

15

and understand --

16 CHAIR KANE: Well, recommendation to alternatives, yeah,
17

Mr. Arakawa, not --

18 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, what we're trying to do is
19

we're trying to give them recommendations, and we're

20

reviewing what they have. It's as if they had given

21

it to other body to look at to come up with

22

suggestions. Now, if we're not going to take that

23

approach and we're not going to be making

24

suggestions and we're going to be making flat

25

proposals to change what's there or not, then I
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think Councilmember Hokama's position is a very

2

valid position. Perhaps we should just not meet on

3

this at all and just let it go the way it is.

4 CHAIR KANE: Well, the Chair would disagree. I think our
5

role here is very clear, that we're here to provide

6

if this body as a body sees that an alternative is

7

needed to be considered for the Charter Commission,

8

that that's why we're here today, and if the body

9

feels that after going through all 17 proposals that

10

we don't have any recommendations for alternatives

11

to their proposals, then so be it, but I think we

12

need to go through the exercise and make sure that

13

each Member is properly recognized for their issues

14

regarding these proposals.

15 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: In that case, Mr. Chairman, then I
16

will take it that we can ask questions on what the

17

interpretation -- what the meaning coming out of the

18

Charter Commission are for each of these proposals.

19 CHAIR KANE: And that is no problem, and I would just ask
20

you to -- prior to asking those questions that you

21

reference the April 22nd document, which provides us

22

with pretty much what the change is, the pros, the

23

cons, and some background information to it. So

24

prior to asking questions, hopefully each of you

25

members can take the opportunity to read through
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that document, because it provides, I think, a lot

2

of insight to how they arrived at these

3

recommendations.

4

Time now is 12:10, members. Chair would like

5

to take an hour half, so why don't we come back at

6

1:45. Okay. Recess for lunch, reconvene at 1:45.

7

(Gavel).

8

RECESS: 12:11 p.m.

9

RECONVENE: 1:50 p.m.

10 CHAIR KANE: (Gavel). Okay. We'd like to reconvene the
11

Council's Committee of the Whole meeting scheduled

12

for May 8th, 2002. Welcome back, members of the

13

Committee and of the public. We are, members,

14

finishing up on Proposal No. 1. As the Chair stated

15

prior to going into the lunch recess, that the Chair

16

will be approaching all proposals with recognizing

17

any type of motions to provide alternatives to what

18

we're discussing and we'll go through that process,

19

and I think that will provide us with more focus on

20

what we're trying to achieve, if anything, regarding

21

alternatives.

22

Members, any final -- or any proposals as

23

alternatives for Proposal No. 1? Seeing none,

24

members, we'll move on. Oh, I'm sorry, Member

25

Arakawa.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So I understand, we're not going
2

to be entertaining recommendations. They have to be

3

firm proposals?

4 CHAIR KANE: That is correct.
5 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Then I would propose under Section
6

1.1 that the specific language be incorporated, "The

7

people of the County of Maui shall be and continue
as a body political and corporate by the name

9

'County of Maui,' here in this Charter called

10

'County.' By that name it shall have perpetual

11

succession." In essence taking out what was added

12

in.

13 CHAIR KANE: Okay. So, Mr. Arakawa, understand that
14

basically if this fails at the booth, if this goes

15

to the voter and the voter doesn't approve this,

16

then it will be exactly what you just stated, so --

17 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Understand -18 CHAIR KANE: You're not providing an alternative because
19

you're just providing the original language, which

20

is already there, and therefore it's not considered

21

an alternative.

22 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Understand, Mr. Chairman, all I
23

would like -- I would prefer to do is make a

24

recommendation that the Commission look at it and

25

consider not putting -- not making the change, but
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if it must be in the form of a proposal, then to

2

make any kind of a change we must provide wording

3

for a change, and I understand that what will go

4

back is the original form, but if we don't put

5

anything there, it's assuming and the Commission can

6

assume that we had no interest in them not making

7

any change.

8 CHAIR KANE: How about if I do, then, Mr. Arakawa, instead
9

of -- and let me clarify what -- perhaps this will,

10

again, refine what we're trying to achieve. After

11

we go through each of them, then what the Chair will

12

do is ask if there -- if we'd like to vote on

13

providing a general comment to that proposal. The

14

body with the majority of its members asks you to

15

consider deleting this, and five members say, yeah,

16

I support deleting this item as part of our

17

recommendation to recommend to the Charter

18

Commission that we'd like you to reconsider this and

19

not even have it on the Charter Amendment on the

20

ballot. Would that help us cover that type of --

21 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That would be my -22 CHAIR KANE: I mean, because obviously through the
23

comments that were said earlier, a lot of members

24

felt -- as an example, this one, that this one was

25

considered a low priority because of the concern of
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the number of Charter amendments, that perhaps it

2

would be too burdensome on the voter to consider 17,

3

and so from our perspective, if we want to provide

4

comments, that would say we'd like you to consider

5

deleting as your proposals to the ballot item number

6

A, F, G, I, and Z. Is that something that we can do

7

after we go through each one and decide whether or

8

not we have actual alternatives, members?

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That would be my preference.

10 CHAIR KANE: Are there any objections to that?
11 COUNCIL members: No objections.
12 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, thank you. Yeah, at the end
14

of each discussion I think that perhaps that may be

15

a concern for many of us, Mr. Chairman, from the

16

fact that there are 17. And I think you've heard

17

from most of us that a lot of them don't seem that

18

important. I think the other consideration that we

19

should consider as a message to the Commission also

20

is that we may also want to put up some Charter

21

changes. Therefore, with 17 already and more to

22

come, it would really be perhaps a concern that we

23

see forthcoming and

-

24 CHAIR KANE: So let me understand you, Mr. Nishiki. Your
25

comments are that you would like to see this body
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support a recommendation to the Charter Commission

2

to delete some of their items so that the Council in

3

their separate and distinct process can bring to the

4

table other Charter amendments to the table for

5

consideration on the ballot? Is that what you're

6

saying?

7 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I'm saying this, but I'm not
8

sure if I speak for all of us. So I say we may want

9

to, and therefore with their 17 and ours, I think it

10

may be too much and that would be I think my concern

11

as a statement coming from this body, but I think we

12

want to vote on that also as to the reasons why we'd

13

like to see some that we feel are not that

14

important.

15 CHAIR KANE: Okay, so -16 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Of less importance so that they
17

may not get offended at the time that they put in.

18 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman.
19 CHAIR KANE: So to incorporate what Mr. Arakawa is saying,
20

because I asked if there were any objections, we'll

21

go ahead and incorporate what we previously

22

discussed regarding at the end of going through this

23

and not -- going through each one individually at

24

the end after we've gone through all 17, the Chair

25

will come back and ask for a majority of members
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1

feel that we should recommend deleting Proposal

2

No. 1, if there's five or more of you that state

3

that, then we'll make that a part of the report, and

4

that's a consideration that you folks want to have

5

sent to the Commission?

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman?

7 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Arakawa.
8
9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: It's not just deleting -- like

this, I would actually -- and because we're going to

10

do it in a different manner, I'll withdraw my

11

position. The -- what I want to do is, you know, as

12

we go through, since we're looking at

13

recommendations for the Charter Commission, we can

14

make proposals or we can make comments that could be

15

passed on to them as ways they might consider.

16

Because I don't -- I really have a problem with

17

saying, well, this way or not. We can make some

18

proposal if we're going to be offering options.

19

Like I'm sure when we come to the Water Board, that

20

particular one we'll be looking at maybe another

21

option, but other than that, I'd like kind of just

22

recommendations. You've seen the fire fighters have

23

come up with some recommended language change as

24

25

well. Rather than just proposing whole new things,
pass it on as recommendations.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, and again, Mr. Arakawa, the Chair is
2

not sure that that is our role today and that we

3

have to -- in my mind, seems like we have to stay in

4

strict compliance with what HRS 50 has defined for

5

us as our role. So I don't know if what you're

6

requesting goes outside of those parameters, and I

7

just want to -- you know, again, I don't know if

8

Corp. Counsel or --

9 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: My -- my -10 CHAIR KANE: Hang on. Hang on. I don't know if Corp.
11

Counsel or Mr. -- or Dr. Van Dyke can again provide

12

us with clarity as to the role, because I don't know

13

if recommendations -- you know, and the Chair

14

apologizes to the public as well as to all of this.

15

Again, this is all new for us. This is the first

16

I'm time I think HRS 50 has actually been

17

recognized.

18

?:

Yes.

19 CHAIR KANE: Okay. So, you know, to everybody out there I
20

think -- you know, we apologize and this is new

21

stuff for all of us, and so we'll make the attempt

22

to get through this as efficiently as possible, but

23

Dr. Van Dyke, you've heard some of the comments,

24

perhaps you can comment.

25 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, I think the Commission would be happy
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1

to receive any types of feedback that this Council

2

would like to give to it. The statute anticipates

3

alternatives, so that should be the primary thing

4

that you focus on, but if there are other types of

5

recommendations, those are welcome, I think, and

6

certainly the kinds of ideas that you've been

7

talking about, you know, you think there are too

8

many or you think some of them are less important

9

than others, that's perfectly appropriate to give

10

back to the Commission and then the Commission can

11

assess the recommendations as they wish.

12 CHAIR KANE: Members, I asked for -- I'm going to ask you
13

this, because we need to create a Committee report

14

for this and that's why I'm asking that as long as

15

we have five or more members of this body that are

16

willing to agree to a recommendation or some

17

statement with regards to a particular proposal,

18

that I would ask that we recognize those comments

19

that are supported by five or more members in the

20

Committee report, but if there are things that you

21

as an individual Member feel strongly about that are

22

not recognized by a majority of this body, you are

23

more than welcome and you've always been provided

24

the freedom to go testify on your own behalf in

25

front of the Charter Commission to let them know
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2

what you feel about a particular item.
So, again, I -- members, the Chair is just

3

trying to, you know, have some order with our

4

proceeding through this and trying to gain a

5

consensus of agreement on how we proceed with this,

6

and if there are any objections with what I've just

7

stated, please, you know, make your objection and we

8

can work it out to where the body is willing to move

9

forward with consensus. Are there any objections to

10
11
12

what the Chair has stated at this point?
Mr. Arakawa, I know you had the floor, and I
just wanted to recognize you.

13 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: No, that's fine. I purposely did
14

not go to the Charter Commission and make

15

recommendations because I knew we were going to have

16

this opportunity to make those recommendations, and

17

hence I felt it was -- this is the time when we

18

could look at what their final output was, and

19

because we are the body that are charged with

20

overseeing what they have and making I guess the

21

final recommendations, our role was not to try

22

and -- try to take their initial impetus and create

23

direction so much. So that's the way I looked at it

24

and that's the way I proceeded.

25 CHAIR KANE: Yeah.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So I've made suggestions, but
2

nothing formal to this point. That's why I looked

3

at this opportunity as our formal opportunity to

4

review what they had to come out with the

5

recommendations, and they are recommendations. So

6

I'm not trying -- I very much don't want to go in

7

there and say, well, these are the options we want

8

to put before the voters and you either take this

9

one or this one, if we don't agree with you, then

10

both of them are going to go out. But with the

11

first one, for instance, if we had to come up with

12

an alternative just to get them to listen to it, it

13

would seem very silly in the end, you know, so --

14 CHAIR KANE: Keep in mind, though -15 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: No.
16 CHAIR KANE: Keep in mind this isn't their final product
17

by any means, yeah.

18 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: No, no.
19 CHAIR KANE: It's going to go back to them and they're
20

going go through the --

21 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right.
22 CHAIR KANE: And they're going to continue their process.
23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And that's why I am making the
24

point that it is a recommendation to them and all

25

we're doing -- all I'm proposing is suggestions. We
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can or cannot agree on five or more being a formal

2

recommendation, but any suggestions we make I think

3

if they can look at their minutes, they'll be able

4

to see what the discussion was. So whether it's

5

five or more that pass it on, I think is sort of

6

relevant and irrelevant at the same time because

7

they'll look at our Committee report and they'll be

8

able to see what was the discussion was.

9 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Any further?
10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman.
11 CHAIR KANE: Yes, Member Tavares.
12 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I'm trying to look at this from
13

the eyes of the Charter Commission, and I think that

14

it would be a lot clearer and organized for them if

15

our Committee report were to follow the same format

16

that their proposal is in. So that if we had some

17

general comments or recommendations, that that would

18

be the first section, then after that would go right

19

down Proposal 1 through 17 G or J, H, or whatever it

20

was, H. So that way as they approach it in their

21

meetings, they can look at it, rather than try to

22

find it in the Committee report. So if our

23

Committee report is structured the same way that

24

this is, I think it would help, and perhaps if we

25

considered doing our comments and -- in order,
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1

instead of waiting at the end and then going back

2

and saying we should -- you know, we're recommending

3

that you reconsider putting 1, 5, 10, and 14 G, but

4

that we actually have that in the place when

5

we're -- as we're going through the structure.

6 CHAIR KANE: Okay.
7 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: That might be easier for their -8

from their point of view.

9 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, the Chair has no objections
10

to that. Are there any objections to that

11

recommendation that -- we're at Number 1, we're

12

finished with Number 1, and is there any formal

13

recommendation as far as a comment from this body to

14

be identified? Member Tavares.

15 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Let's try this one, that -- I move
16

that we recommend to the Planning Commission -- the

17

Charter Commission that they reassess the priority

18

of this proposal.

19 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Second.
20 CHAIR KANE: Okay. It's been moved and seconded by Member
21

Tavares, Member Arakawa. On the discussion, Member

22

Tavares.

23 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I think we talked about this
24

already, and if this is the proper format for it, I

25

think this will help move us along, if the members
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1

will agree that that's something that we would like

2

them to do.

3 CHAIR KANE: Okay. So just to restate the motion, it is
4

to reconsider the priority of this item or? I'm

5

sorry, if you can restate, Member Tavares.

6 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, it would be to recommend
7

that they reassess the priority of this item for

8

placement on the ballot.

9 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, clear with what's being
10

proposed? Any further discussion on this?

11

Hearing none, members, all in favor, say aye.

12 COUNCIL members: Aye.
13 CHAIR KANE: Opposed? Let the record show there is one
14

no. Chair votes no.

15
16 VOTE: AYES:
17
18
19

NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
EXC.:

Councilmembers Arakawa, Carroll,
Johnson, Molina, Nishiki and Tavares.
Chair Kane.
None.
None.
Councilmember Kawano and
Vice-Chair Hokama.

20 MOTION CARRIED.
21
22

ACTION:

RECOMMEND THAT THE CHARTER COMMISSION
REASSESS THE PRIORITY OF PROPOSAL NO. 1.

23 CHAIR KANE: We have passed. Okay. So that moves
24

forward. Okay. We're on Proposal No. 2, members.

25

"Lengthen terms of Council members from two to four
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2

years." Member -- let's see.
Mr. Moto, if you can provide us with some

3

background, and, Dr. Van Dyke, if you can provide

4

some additional once Mr. Moto is done, or vice

5

versa, whichever is more appropriate.

6 MR. MOTO: Yes. Mr. Chairman, I'll just give the very
7

brief introduction and Professor Van Dyke can

8

correct or supplement anything I say.

9

Under Proposal 2, the amendment would do a

10

number of things. First, extend the term of Council

11

members from two years to four years with -- and

12

would provide for staggered terms of Council

13

members. In other words, five Council members would

14

be elected in any election -- in any one election

15

year and the four would be elected in the following

16

election.

17

The Commission also under the proposal will

18

have a three consecutive term limit. Under the

19

current Charter, as you know, Council members are

20

permitted five consecutive terms of two years, so a

21

total of ten years. Under the amendment, it would

22

be three consecutive four-year terms, so 12 years.

23

The proposal also includes a transition rule.

24

If the proposal is adopted, under the transition

25

rule in the 2004 election, the five elected Council
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1

members receiving the largest number of votes will

2

get the four-year terms and the next four elected

3

Council members in terms of numbers of votes cast

4

will be given two-year terms. In succeeding

5

elections all elected Council members would

6

thereafter get four-year terms.

7 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Dr. Van Dyke, any
8

additional comments?

9 MR. VAN DYKE: No. Just to say that we in the process of
10

developing this gave a lot of thought to the term

11

limit issue and went sort and back and forth on it

12

and finally settled on this approach whereby there

13

would be a 12-year or a three-term limit. It's

14

written in such a way -- well, there's one twist

15

that will be important to at least one member of

16

this group. If in the -- if this is passed, in the

17

2004 election the five persons who get the largest

18

number of votes will get the four-year terms. The

19

others will get the two-year terms, but if one of

20

the people in the top five would go beyond 12 years

21

by having a four-year term, that person would then

22

take a two-year term in order to at least fill out

23

the 12 years. So there's that one little quirk that

24

we put in to accommodate the fact that we thought

25

everybody should have a chance at 12 years in order
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1

to be fair and that otherwise it would be awkward.

2

So are there any questions?

3 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members? Member Tavares.
4 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, I'm glad Dr. Van Dyke brought
5

that up because that was an area that I had a

6

question about. Are we then to assume that -- I

7

don't know what we're assuming, actually. Effective

8

date would be the 2004 election.

9 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes.
10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So if a person elected there for a
11

four-year term would be able to go for two more

12

four-year terms to make the 12. So you're --

13 MR. VAN DYKE: No, no, you -- well, a person who -14

currently on the Council, would count that person's

15

years and then would be able to have additional

16

years up to 12. In other words, you don't have 12

17

new years. If you've already been on the Council

18

for eight years, you would only have four more

19

years.

20 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. So you're making it
21

retroactive to 1992, then? Because '92 was when

22

they put in the five-year -- I mean five-term limit

23

for ten years.

24 MR. VAN DYKE: Okay. Yeah, in effect it's -- well, you
25

have a ten-year limit at the moment. It would
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1

expand it to 12 years, but you wouldn't get 12

2

additional years. You'd have to count your previous

3

years of service as part of the 12.

4 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Consecutive years.
5 MR. VAN DYKE: Consecutive years.
6 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I think that's the part that needs
7

to be made clear, because then it doesn't just

8

impact one Member of this Council, for example.

9 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, yeah, just the -- the staggered term
10

impacts one Member, as we computed it, yeah, but all

11

of you will be impacted by the adjusted term limits,

12

yes, yes, absolutely.

13 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Because if I'm coming into my
14

eighth year and I get elected in a four-year term,

15

then that's my -- that's it for me because that will

16

give me 12.

17 MR. VAN DYKE: Right.
18 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So it does have an impact all the
19

way around.

20 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes.
21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Not starting from zero.
22 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes, that's right.
23 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
24 CHAIR KANE: Members, any further questions for Dr. Van
25

Dyke?
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1 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I have another question.
2 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Proceed.
3 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you. This transition period
4

appears in -- on page 36 of the proposal, so what if

5

the question on the transition passes and the

6

Council term doesn't pass? Is there a caveat that

7

says if proposition number whatever passes, then

8

this will kick in or would that be handled in the --

9 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, yes, that's a good question.
10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: -- the finite stuff.
11 MR. VAN DYKE: The transitional material is in Proposition
12

2, but it was also put back there in the

13

transitional section in order to have a complete new

14

Article 15, but your question's a good one and

15

perhaps it -- we ought to repackage that

16

transitional material so --

17 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: For in case.
18 MR. VAN DYKE: -- that it's very clear that it's -- it
19

rises or falls with Proposition 2.

20 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
21 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, I think that's a useful suggestion.
22 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
23 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further discussion? The
24

Chair has a question regarding maybe giving us some

25

background on the actual discussion aspects at the
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1

Charter Commission in respect -- with respect to the

2

transitional portion and how was -- or can you give

3

us an idea of how this particular methodology was

4

derived? How did you folks arrive at the five top,

5

four lower?

6 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, because the question you asked
7

sort of relates more towards why did the Commission

8

decide what it did and it's not so much a legal

9

question. I mean, Mr. Professor Van Dyke is free to

10

say whatever he wishes, but perhaps this is -- for

11

these types of questions it might be helpful to

12

direct them to the Chair of the Charter Commission,

13

because perhaps she can speak for the members who

14

actually discussed and voted on these things.

15 CHAIR KANE: Okay. What we'll do is we'll recognize
16

Dr. Van Dyke first, and if we need further

17

clarification, then we'll, with no objections, ask

18

for the Chair to come down and provide additional,

19

but at this point the Chair prefers to direct our

20

questions to the resource people we have here, and

21

if we need more, then we can also ask --

22 MR. MOTO: Okay.
23 CHAIR KANE: -- Chair Vencl to come down.
24 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, I can certainly say that we
25

considered a number of alternatives, and we kicked
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1

around -- we looked at what Honolulu had done when

2

they changed their system and we had quite a few

3

options on the table, and finally it seemed fairest

4

to all concerned that in moving toward the staggered

5

terms it was best to sort of reward those that the

6

voters thought were most popular, I guess, by -- in

7

other words, the voters pick the ones that get the

8

four-year term, so democracy rules. It just seemed

9

like that was the factor that ultimately prevailed.

10 CHAIR KANE: Was -- and just to follow up just to
11

understand, was the degree of difficulty in a race

12

ever a factor in the discussion regarding this

13

popularity position?

14 MR. VAN DYKE: No, but I guess your point's a good one,

15

that some people may have many opponents and

16

somebody may have only one or even zero opponents.

17 CHAIR KANE: Well, in our case it would be a general
18

election, so there's only going to be -- because

19

it's top two that goes to the general.

20 MR. VAN DYKE: Right, that's right.
21 CHAIR KANE: But then again, you may have -- in a primary

22

you may have one person who has 95 percent in the

23

primary versus his next opponent having 4 percent,

24

and then you may have another race where you have --

25

you know, they're virtually a dead heat, and so I
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don't know if that degree of difficulty aspect or

2

component should be -- or if it was -- let me

3

rephrase. I'm just wondering if it was a component

4

in the discussion, and that's basically all I'm

5

asking.

6 MR. VAN DYKE: No, it was not. You know, the -- one could
7

do it by drawing lots, just doing it randomly, but

8

ultimately we thought -- the Commission -- I think

9

I'm fair in saying the Commission thought that the

10

voters should make the final call by rewarding the

11

person with their votes.

12 CHAIR KANE: Uh-huh. Okay. Members, any further
13

questions on this? Hearing none, any proposals for

14

alternatives on this particular measure? Member

15

Tavares.

16 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. We need to have this phrased
17

as a recommendation that the Commission look at the

18

transition period and make it clearer how it relates

19

to their Proposition 2.

20 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, I can just do that as a housekeeping.
21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
22 MR. VAN DYKE: I've already made a note to make sure that
23

that's crystal clear.

24 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: All right. Thank you.
25 CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
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1 MR. VAN DYKE: I don't think you need anything more on

2

that one.

3 CHAIR KANE: Members, any proposals regarding this one?
4

Hearing none, any -- any consideration for deletion?

5

Like I said earlier, does anybody here feel that

6

this shouldn't even be there and you want to send a

7

recommendation on to the Charter Commission that --

8

reconsider this and not even put it on the ballot?

9

Mr. Nishiki.

10 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, John, was it ever brought
11

out that two-year -- four-year terms have been

12

brought up I think twice within the last ten years?

13

And why the persistence in continuing to ask the

14

voters after -- within the two years twice voting

15

four-year terms out as a need for it I guess was

16

the -- is my concern.

17 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes, absolutely. That was discussed quite
18

a bit. In the end the decision was made that this

19

would be a change that would -- would strengthen the

20

governance in Maui County by reducing the need for

21

Countywide campaigns as frequently.

22 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
23 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: How many times did they say this
24

four-year term was brought out to the electorate?

25

Do you remember offhand?
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1 MR. VAN DYKE: We discussed this at many meetings, so I
2

can't give you an exact number.

3 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay.
4 MR. VAN DYKE: But I can assure you that the Commissioners
5

deliberated in great detail and made the decision

6

that this was an appropriate recommendation.

7 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I -- personally I would not
8

favor even putting four-year terms up. I would

9

favor two-year terms. Thank you.

10 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Member Tavares.
11 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I had an additional question.
12

Will the length of the term and the term limits

13

appear as one question on the ballot?

14 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes, it's a package deal.
15 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: It's a package?
16 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, and I'll -17 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
18 MR. VAN DYKE: On this one -- you were asking earlier
19

about how we were going to phrase the ballot

20

questions. Obviously these titles will be similar,

21

but the ballot question will be expanded and it will

22

list all the various things that are going to be

23

affected. So this ballot proposal will say, for

24

instance, should the terms of Council members be

25

lengthened from two to four years with the terms
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1

staggered and with the term limits adjusted from ten

2

to 12 years, or something like that.

3 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Any further consideration
5

for proposals or alternatives?

6

Hearing none, members, let's move on, page 9

7

of the April 22nd document, Proposal No. 3, clarify

8

the responsibilities of the Corporation Counsel.

9

This is for Section 8-2, Number 3. Mr. Moto.

10 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, as the Chairman notes, this
11

proposal recommends the amendment of Section 8-2,

12

Paragraph 3 relating to the duties of the

13

Corporation Counsel. In particular, it would

14

emphasize or change the statement in subparagraph

15

(b) to make it clear that the Corporation Counsel

16

shall be the chief legal advisor and legal

17

representative of the County of Maui. "The County

18

of Maui" would be inserted there as a phrase, and

19

also amend this section at the end to provide that

20

the Corporation Counsel shall perform such other

21

duties and functions "as may be incident to the

22

department or required by law" and would repeal that

23

portion that says "as shall be assigned by the

24

Mayor."

25 CHAIR KANE: Okay, members, any comments on this? Member
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Johnson, yeah, go ahead.

2 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. In this particular area on
3

March 21st, 2002 I had sent a recommendation, and

4

it's from a different perspective, but it's about

5

basically legal counsel for the Council, but when

6

you look at it, actually it's clarifying the role of

7

legal counsel but from our perspective, so I would

8

offer this as an alternative to what's being

9

proposed by the Charter Commission. I would ask the

10

members to consider that.

11 CHAIR KANE: Okay. So, again, just for clarification,
12

your formal proposal for an alternative is what?

13 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. My formal proposal was the
14

resolution that was attached to it, and obviously

15

the language is very long and lengthy, so it would

16

have to be capsulized. So it would be to address

17

the powers of the counsel. I don't know how I

18

would -- you know, because I'm not an attorney, I

19

would find it a little difficult to, you know,

20

specifically come up with the language on the spur

21

of the moment, but that would be something that

22

let's say between now and the next meeting that I

23

would hope our staff could help us work on, but I

24

really think that from my perspective I'm looking at

25

clarification of the role from how we would see it
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from the Council's perspective.

2 CHAIR KANE: So, Member Johnson, the Chair is just asking
3

for some guidance from you. Is there a particular

4

document? And so I want to make sure that

5

everybody --

6 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes.
7 CHAIR KANE: -- has that.
8 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, that's on March 21st, 2002,
9

draft resolution proposed Charter Amendment contain

10

an attached draft modeled upon paragraph 2,

11

subsection 3107-7 of Revised Charter of Honolulu and

12

the draft reso was attached with it.

13 CHAIR KANE: Okay. The Chair is going to just call a
14

brief recess, couple of minutes, just so we can make

15

sure everybody gets that.

16 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Sure.
17 CHAIR KANE: Recess coming back at 2:25. (Gavel).
18

RECESS: 2:23 p.m.

19 RECONVENE: 2:25 p.m.
20 CHAIR KANE: (Gavel). This the Council's Committee of the
21

Whole. This is May 8, 2002, and, Member Johnson, I

22

apologize. I believe that at the very beginning of

23

the meeting this is the one that I asked without

24

your objection to have this deferred to a later date

25

and we can take it up at another meeting.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'm sorry. I did not realize that
2

this was the one I was actually thinking of as a

3

substitution for this one area, so it's fine. I can

4

take it up later. It relates, but then, you know, I

5

agreed to it at the beginning, so that's fine.

6 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. Members,
7

proceeding forward, are there any formal proposals?

8

Member Tavares.

9 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, just about Jo Anne's
10

proposal, it would be applicable in Section 3, and

11

we're on Section 8, and so it would be a new

12

proposal that the Council would work on separately.

13 CHAIR KANE: Yeah. Thank you, Member Tavares. And that's
14

why at the beginning I said that because it's a

15

change, it wouldn't be part of what our agenda is

16

from the proposals that are before us from the

17

Charter Commission, so --

18 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right, and, you know, I guess what
19

I was looking at is I didn't go back through and see

20

which item number this was, so my error. Sorry.

21 CHAIR KANE: No problem. No, no problem. Thank you.
22

Member Arakawa.

23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes.
24 CHAIR KANE: On Proposal No. 3?
25 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: On Proposal No. 3 I have a
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question to ask.

2 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, go ahead.
3 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: When you were considering this,
4

the purpose of this seems to be to try and restate

5

the -- the authorizing bodies that the Corporation

6

Counsel is supposed to independently represent, so

7

that the -- I guess the directives do not

8

necessarily come now come out of the office of the

9

Mayor but rather can come from the legislative body

10

as well. Is that the intent?

11 MR. VAN DYKE: This proposal, again, was a result of a lot
12

of discussion with a lot of different options being

13

considered by the Commission. It -- what it does, I

14

think, is make it clear that the Corporation

15

Counsel's responsibilities are to the County, and

16

the County, of course, is an organism with lots of

17

different parts. And the Mayor plays a central role

18

in the County government, but the Mayor is not the

19

only one that the Corporation Counsel is supposed to

20

represent. So the goal here is to reflect the --

21

the different capacities that the Corporation

22

Counsel's supposed to operate in and to -- and just

23

erase any doubt about the fact that the Corporation

24

Counsel represents the County rather than the Mayor.

25 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right. So in essence by changing
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1

Section D, what you're saying is that "perform such

2

other duties and functions as may be incidental to

3

department or required by law," and you're taking

4

out "as shall be assigned by the Mayor," by taking

5

that out, I assume that what you're trying to do is

6

say the legislative body can also assign projects to

7

Corporation Counsel, be the originator of those

8

assigned projects, doesn't have to go through the

9

Office of the Mayor.

10 MR. VAN DYKE: Through -- through ordinances, yes, through
11

generalizable ordinances, absolutely, yes.

12 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Or require Corporation Counsel
13

opinions or whatever -- whatever action's necessary

14

for legal advisor to advise clients, which in this

15

case would be the Council, that's the intent?

16 MR. VAN DYKE: I think that follows from -17 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, without going through the
18

Office of the Mayor.

19 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Moto.
20 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Section D takes out specifically
21

through the Mayor.

22 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, the way the Council passes laws, of
23

course, is to pass something which is then given to

24

the Mayor for signature, and you can override the

25

Mayor's veto, but the Mayor is part of the
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law-making process, so in that sense the Mayor would

2

still be part of the process.

3 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Again, I'm trying to understand
4

Section D. You took out "as shall be assigned by

5

the Mayor," which means that right now if we wanted

6

something to go through Corporation Counsel, we

7

should be going through the Mayor and the Mayor

8

assigns the duties. Whereas by taking that out,

9

you're saying the Corporation Counsel will be

10

responsible for all of the legal activities within

11

the County and therefore we do not have to go

12

through the Mayor to be able to have them -- him

13

assigned to Corporation County interpretations or

14

whatever task we're requesting. I'm now trying to

15

get clarification on that.

16 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, maybe this will -- my
17

understanding is that communications from Council

18

members or from the Council or Committee of Council

19

are not necessarily transmitted through the Mayor.

20 CHAIR KANE: No, they're not.
21 MR. MOTO: They come direct to us, because we are an
22

attorney-client relationship. So when you asked

23

your question, it seemed as if you were assuming

24

that that happened, and that does not happen.

25 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: What I'm looking at is I'm looking
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1

at the language that you're deleting, which

2

specifically says, "as shall be assigned by the

3

Mayor."

4 MR. VAN DYKE: So this is an attempt to reflect what
5

actually --

6 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: What actually happens.
7 MR. VAN DYKE: -- happens, which is that the Corporation
8

Counsel represents the County as a whole and the

9

Council is very much a part of the County, of

10

course.

11 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: But -- and the reason I'm, again,
12

sort of picking on it is because it's very specific.

13

It's taking out that requirement, and currently we

14

don't really honor that requirement in how we

15

actually do process, in that Corporation Counsel,

16

such as today, you're here and you're responding to

17

us and it's not a correspondence to the Mayor and

18

back down, but the way it seems to have been written

19

in the past, we actually was supposed to get formal

20

request through the Mayor to come down. So you're

21

changing that policy altogether to reflect what

22

we're doing right now.

23 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Arakawa, I believe Section 8-2(3)(b),
24

which exists and is not recommended for any type of

25

altercation, shows that -- that we can authorize --
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1

(a) and (b) talks about our role as well, the

2

Council, and all (d) is doing is reflecting with the

3

as may be incident of the department -- in other

4

words, whatever the role of the department is,

5

doesn't have to be solely assigned by the Mayor, and

6

so the removing out that language of the Mayor being

7

the assigner and putting in what is already stated

8

up above in (a), (b), and (c) as well as what is

9

required by law, so that's all it's doing,

10

Mr. Arakawa.

11 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. I'm just zeroing in on it
12

because of what it actually says and what we're

13

removing, and I can understand what the intent is.

14

I just wanted to be very clear on the intent of what

15

we're trying to do, because I agree with the intent,

16

and with that intent, looking at this, I was also

17

looking at 8-2.2, which is in the appointment of the

18

Corporation Counsel and the removal of the

19

Corporation Counsel. Right now it specifically

20

states that it should be the Mayor that removes it

21

with the approval of the Council. And I guess even

22

though it relates, perhaps the best thing for me to

23

do is when we do our own changes, perhaps look at if

24

it would be agreeable to put in to be removed by the

25

Mayor or the Council.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Just for clarification, Mr. Arakawa, you said
2

8-2.2?

3 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: .2, Corporation Counsel. It's
4

right --

5 CHAIR KANE: Because that's not what's being discussed
6

today as far as --

7 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right, and that's why I'm
8

saying --

9 CHAIR KANE: -- a proposal that's being recommended.
10 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right, and that's why I prefaced
11

this to say when we have ours, it may be the

12

appropriate time to bring that up.

13 CHAIR KANE: Okay. The Chair misunderstood. I thought
14

you were suggesting us considering that change now,

15

and I think that's outside of the proposal that's

16

being put before us. So, okay, thank you. Thank

17

you for making that point. Any -- yes, Member

18

Tavares.

19 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Was it a conscious effort on the
20

part of the Commission to change this wording so

21

that now that it's not like any other place where

22

duties and -- perform other such duties and

23

functions? It appears in other places in the

24

Charter for other directors and, you know -- and the

25

construction is parallel through all of them, and
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this is a -- this is different, so --

2 MR. MOTO: Correct.
3 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: -- was it considered that you
4

could just put in or the County Council? The

5

Mayor -- you know, as shall be assigned by the Mayor

6

and the County Council, was that considered?

7 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Moto.
8 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, if -- I don't remember any
9

specific discussion at this moment, but I think it

10

was -- it's not really considered or -- in my view,

11

not really considered necessary to have that kind of

12

specificity, because by virtue of the nature of the

13

position and responsibilities of Corporation

14

Counsel, as, in other words, legal advisor and legal

15

representative of the County of Maui as a whole,

16

Corporation Counsel is going to receive requests or

17

demands for legal services and legal representation

18

and advice from many, many different sources, not --

19

not -- because the County acts through many official

20

agents, both officers -- individual officers who are

21

endowed with specific powers and duties but also

22

through boards and commissions and through bodies

23

like the County Council. So strictly speaking, from

24

any one of them you might get, quote, an assignment,

25

if you will, or a request or need for legal services
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and representation.

2 CHAIR KANE: Member Tavares.
3 MR. MOTO: And so -- and that's why the more general
4

formulation of "as may be incident to the department

5

or required by law" was thought appropriate.

6 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. So the incident part is
7

where -- what is the definition of incident?

8 MR. MOTO: Well, to my mind one way to think about it is
9

this, the Corporation Counsel and all Deputies

10

Corporation Counsel -- and one of the things to note

11

first about the Department is that like the

12

Prosecuting Attorney's Office, we have many

13

deputies, and if you ask yourself, well, why is it

14

that -- why is it that these two departments have so

15

many deputies, and I've always perceived it in a --

16

as an analogy.

17

It's for the same reason that if you go to a

18

commercial bank or savings bank you find that there

19

are -- seems to be a whole lot of assistant vice

20

presidents and senior vice presidents, and the

21

reason why is that in a corporation, in a corporate

22

entity, technically only officers can bind or act on

23

behalf or make representations on behalf that would

24

bind the corporation, and individual deputies in the

25

performance of their duties will perform many kinds
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2

of tasks and responsibilities.
They will -- they have the ability, for

3

example, to sign and approve as to form and legality

4

contracts, intergovernmental agreements, they can

5

represent and negotiate land transactions,

6

commercial transactions. They can make appearances

7

that officially -- and make official representations

8

on behalf of the County before courts, before other

9

agencies and bodies. So that's I think -- and in

10

the course of performing these duties, they also

11

have to do a lot of -- they have -- they must

12

generate pleadings, file documents, make public

13

statements, and so all of those kinds of duties and

14

functions that are quite numerous but important are

15

intended to be captured in the scope of that phrase,

16

or at least to my mind.

17 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Could a synonym be relevant to the
18

department?

19 CHAIR KANE: Restate the question, Member Tavares.
20 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Could the word "incident" be
21

replaced with the word "relevant"? Would it have

22

the same meaning?

23 CHAIR KANE: Dr. Van Dyke.
24 MR. VAN DYKE: It has a similar meaning, certainly, but
25

"incident to the department," in my mind, means sort
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1

of flowing naturally from the nature of the

2

department, and so it is sort of a legalistic word,

3

but it has that flavor to it, whereas "relevant" is

4

really a much more expansive and broader term that

5

probably is more ambiguous, so I think the

6

incident -- even though the "incident" is sort of a

7

legalistic term, I think it's more precise for what

8

we're trying to get at here.

9 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
10 CHAIR KANE: Yeah.
11 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: The other part of it is, you know,
12

why do we have to say or required by law? I mean,

13

isn't that a given, that the attorneys would most

14

certainly -- aren't they sworn to uphold the law

15

already?

16 MR. VAN DYKE: Again, it's designed to make it clear that
17

the Council serves the many parts of Maui County,

18

and I think it tends to give the Council a bit more

19

clout in this provision. So, you know, I think

20

that's why we wanted to put it in.

21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I'm done picking on this
22

particular phrase. Thank you.

23 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Moto, brief comments?
24 MR. MOTO: Very brief comment. I'll just note that the
25

language that we see there that was discussed by
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Member Tavares is similar to a language that is

2

found in the Honolulu Charter.

3 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
4 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I was reading with interest
5

the pros and the cons of the change in 8-2(3) (b).

6

Under the pros it says, "This change would make it

7

clear that the Corporation Counsel is responsible

8

for representing the County of Maui in all aspects,

9

and does not solely represent the Mayor. With this

10

change, it would be clear that the Corporation

11

Counsel represents the Council and the boards and

12

commissions as well as the executive branch of the

13

County." Now, under cons, it says, "The Corporation

14

Counsel may face conflicts when the interests of the

15

Mayor conflict with those of the Council or the

16

board and commissions."

17

I think, Mr. Chairman, this is the concern

18

that I've had over years when I see some of the

19

decisions coming out from the Corporation Counsel in

20

which, as Alan alluded to, under 2.2 maybe the

21

appointment and then the removal and then again to

22

remove the big boy it would have to come from the

23

Mayor and then be approved by the Council. This to

24

me does not address the con as being represented on

25

page 10.
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And so for me, it really doesn't bring any

2

clarity whenever we may have conflicts with the

3

Corporation Counsel in legal matters, and it says

4

here that it's responsible -- the pro is it's

5

responsible to represent the County in all matters,

6

Mr. Van Dyke or Mr. Moto, when ultimately I think

7

the biggest problems we have right now is getting

8

the Corporation Counsel at times to see the

9

legislative branch's view of an opinion, and that's

10

when we really don't have the ability to have any

11

control over the Corporation Counsel, because he may

12

be thinking the opposite and taking orders from the

13

Mayor as has -- as I've seen in the past.

14

So when you say under con that the

15

Corporation Counsel may face conflicts when the

16

interests of the Mayor conflict with those of the

17

Council or the boards and commissions, this is

18

exactly what's happening and this is where I think

19

we see the problem, and I don't know if what you

20

represent to us today by this language change really

21

does anything if the concern of conflicts with other

22

departments, including the legislative branch I

23

think is the primary concern that many of us have.

24 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
25 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So have you really alleviated the
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concern by adding this language I think is my

2

concern, Mr. Chairman.

3 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
4 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
5 CHAIR KANE: The Chair's comments is it seems as though
6

this language change is an effort to take away a

7

slant of interpretation as far as the Mayor having

8

the slant, and that this language is showing that

9

there is a balance of consideration for both

10

branches as well as the commissions and board and

11

that one would not be able to construe this language

12

the way it is being construed now, and you're saying

13

it yourself, that the Mayor seems to have the upper

14

hand with the current language because they've

15

interpreted it to mean that the Mayor is the one who

16

kind of holds the reins on the Corporation Counsel

17

and their work and this language is attempting to

18

take away that by showing that it -- they serve for

19

all of us, including us here.

20 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I guess -- I guess, you
21

know, when it comes down, Mr. Chairman, to the real

22

nitty gritty, okay, when it becomes so contentious

23

that I'm going I don't want this guy here, and this

24

language doesn't do it for us if we want to remove

25

the Corporation Counsel.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Okay. We're not talking about removal of
2

Corporation Counsel --

3 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well -4 CHAIR KANE: -- and we're not talking about -- all we're
5

talking about is the work that is being sent to us,

6

the proposals, and we need to stick to -- if they

7

didn't take on the issue the way you wanted them to

8

take on the issue, then you need to accept the fact

9

that we're only looking at what they did try to take

10

on, and in this case all they're doing is trying to

11

clarify the role of Corporation Counsel, nothing

12

more, nothing less, Mr. Nishiki.

13 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, I'm -- yeah, you know what,
14

I just take it for face value what I see what the

15

cons is and the pros are, and when I look at that

16

and I go, okay, so we scrap, and that's what it

17

says, may face -- when the Corporation Counsel may

18

face conflicts when the interest of the Mayor

19

conflicts with those other -- that's what I mean,

20

conflict means say we scrap. In the end, this

21

language doesn't do much in regards to our powers if

22

we so deem that we want to remove that person

23

because his or their or her legal opinion in leading

24

us is totally contrary, and I've seen this happen in

25

past Administrations where basically that
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Corporation Counsel was the puppet of the

2

Administration.

3 CHAIR KANE: Based on the language and the interpretation
4

of the language that currently exists, Mr. Nishiki.

5

That's the point.

6 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, well, this doesn't do much,
7

but anyway, I'm done.

8 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Are you going to suggest a proposal or
9

an alternative to this, Mr. Nishiki?

10 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, because I think that where
11

the changes are is not there. The changes should

12

be -- if that was the concern that has been raised

13

and they are saying that this is the answer to those

14

conflicts, what Alan Arakawa is saying in 2.2 is

15

where the real change should be, that it's not the

16

Mayor that appoints and the Council that approves at

17

that point, but it also should be, perhaps, the

18

Council that can also, without any approval from the

19

Mayor, remove that Corporation Counsel to make it

20

equal. Right now it's only the Mayor can make that

21

type of recommendation to remove. The Council

22

cannot from what the Charter reads under 2.2, and I

23

think this is what Mr. Arakawa was getting, but like

24

you were saying, that it's the wrong place.

25 CHAIR KANE: Well, it's not the place that the Charter
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Commission decided to provide us with a proposal, so

2

being that the case, I don't think we should be

3

continuing on this discussion line because it's not

4

a proposal.

5 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, it's kind of a smoke screen
6

for me. That's all I can say, and that's all I want

7

to say. Thank you.

8 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any further discussion? Member
9

Johnson.

10 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You know, in kind of going along
11

with what Mr. Nishiki is saying, I would like a

12

clarification, because, you know, my, let's say,

13

suggestion as a -- as a substitute or an

14

alternative, I guess, if you want to use that, in

15

the one that we deferred until next time, that will

16

require six votes, am I correct, and if we made the

17

alternative proposal, approved it today, it would

18

take five? Am I correct or incorrect?

19 CHAIR KANE: Well, you'd be correct if you were dealing
20

with 8-2.3, which is the proposal, but your proposal

21

is, I believe, not dealing with 8-2.3. It's dealing

22

with a different section of the Charter, and if I'm

23

wrong, because I see your staff shaking their head,

24

then provide some clarification as to what you're

25

trying to do.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's 3.6, I believe.
2 CHAIR KANE: Okay. And so therefore, that is not a change
3

that's being provided to us as a proposal, and

4

therefore, our discussion is limited to the

5

proposals.

6 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Even though it might in,
7

let's say, our view, the way that Mr. Nishiki is

8

going, deal with the same subject matter, but in a

9

different section of the ordinances?

10 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, we are here to provide comment on the
11

proposals. So if the proposals and their changes

12

are taking place in a particular section or a

13

particular spot, that's what we are providing

14

comment on, and that's why in the future, as we

15

stated, which we're going to recognize at a meeting

16

that is totally separate from HRS 50, in Article 14,

17

which is our authorities, then we can look at

18

whatever proposals that we may have that we feel

19

should have been taken up, you know, or we want to

20

consider.

21 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
22 CHAIR KANE: But that would be, I think, the place where
23

we could take up this issue.

24 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You know, and I think that from my
25

perspective I look at any element that we're coming
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1

up with in terms of alternatives, and what we're

2

constrained to today, if I understand you correctly,

3

is dealing with a specific section not having to do

4

with maybe identical subject matter that might be

5

covered in a completely different section of our

6

ordinances. Is that what you're saying?

7 CHAIR KANE: That is what I believe is our role here today
8

is to provide recommendation for alternative to the

9

changes that are being proposed for the -- for the

10

ballot, and that's what I believe our role is. And

11

again, at any time I ask if you need -- if you don't

12

agree with that, then we can again ask whoever we

13

have as resources to provide the clarification,

14

because by no means do I want to try and circumvent

15

or do I want to, you know, stifle this discussion

16

based on something that may be incorrect.

17

This is the belief that the Chair has, and

18

I'm just trying to carry the meeting forward based

19

on that, and if you feel that it's wrong, please,

20

bring it forward and we can get the clarification,

21

and if the Chair is wrong, believe me, the Chair is

22

more than willing to admit error and we move forward

23

in what is correct. So, you know, again, please

24

understand that that's what I'm trying to

25

accomplish.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, I do understand, and that's
2

why I'm asking, because I want to make sure in my

3

own mind that if it's a specific section, if you're

4

looking at alternative language or a particular item

5

or a particular area of subject matter that might

6

be -- may be better handled in another area, I guess

7

that's where my confusion is coming in, because if

8

what Mr. Nishiki's saying or, you know, other

9

members have said, if we're looking at the specific

10

language, I just want to make sure in my own mind

11

that we have to be absolutely constrained to just

12

that specific part of the ordinance that we're

13

looking at. If that's not my understanding, that's

14

fine, but I just need to know that from my own

15

reasons, because there are sometimes many different

16

references in different -- all different kinds of

17

parts of our ordinances, you know, and that's where

18

it gets a little confusing.

19 CHAIR KANE: Legitimate question, Member Johnson. So I
20

don't know if, Dr. Van Dyke, if you're in a position

21

to respond to, again, the parameters of what HRS 50

22

is allowing us, or perhaps our own staff would be

23

able to give us any additional comment to that or

24

Mr. Moto in understanding HRS 50 and being the legal

25

interpreter of this body to assist us with
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1

understanding exactly how we can proceed with

2

providing alternatives if it's outside the specific

3

section that is being recommended to us.

4 MR. VAN DYKE: Okay. We don't have any court decisions on
5

this or any binding interpretations, so we're all

6

just doing our best to figure out how logically this

7

should be interpreted, and my own personal approach

8

is a flexible one that ultimately you folks are the

9

elected representatives of the people of Maui and so

10

you're in a position to determine what you think an

11

appropriate alternative is. And if your alternative

12

covers different parts of the Charter but you think

13

responds to the same problem, then I think you would

14

be free to offer that kind of an alternative.

15 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members Johnson. And we have a copy
16

of 50-8 and we've highlighted the word "sections."

17

Now, it doesn't specifically say, you know, how

18

specific meaning in the section, so, again, the

19

Chair is just -- you know, I think Dr. Van Dyke said

20

it. There's no precedent here. I mean, this is a

21

first for us, so the Chair is just trying to proceed

22

without, you know, any type of blatant overstep to

23

our -- to our role here, and that's all.

24 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, and that was the only reason
25

why I brought up the other thing about the -- you
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know, the thing that I agreed from the beginning,

2

to -- to kind of take off, you know, the table

3

because we didn't feel it fit into this particular

4

parameter, but if it's going to make it more

5

difficult next time from a procedural standpoint or,

6

you know, if there's other members that are unable

7

to attend the meeting and you need a certain number

8

of votes in order to offer that type of amendment, I

9

think it's more a procedural thing for me.

10

So, I mean, I'll offer it next time, if

11

that's the way that the body wants to go, because I

12

would like to see the other things move forward. If

13

we have the time today, perhaps at the end, you

14

know, when you intend to end, if you wanted to

15

discuss that, because I think from Mr. Van Dyke's

16

interpretation it -- it probably would not be

17

illegal to discuss that, but I don't want to get

18

hung up on it at the at the risk of going through

19

all kinds of other things that we have before us.

20

So I would rather if we don't have the time, fine.

21

If we do have the time and the body wants to

22

entertain it, I would take my cue from that.

23 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Any further discussion?
24

Member Hokama.

25 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Chairman, if you can help me,
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please.

2 CHAIR KANE: Chair can try.
3 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: From the discussions that I've been
4

hearing, I believe the concern is how to terminate

5

Corp. Counsel if we're not happy with Corp.

6

Counsel's opinions about specific issues, and I

7

don't think that is the remedy myself, Mr. Chairman.

8

I think what I am reading in the proposal from the

9

Charter makes it very clear that the County of Maui

10

is the so-called primary and only client of

11

Corporation Counsel, and although they've expanded

12

it to say Council, the Mayor, all departments,

13

boards, and commissions, that their opinion, when

14

asked, represents the County of Maui, regardless of

15

which branch of government.

16

And so if members or even let's say the Mayor

17

has a concern with us on a disagreement, the remedy

18

is already provided for by our constitutionary

19

democracy. You go to court. You go to the judicial

20

branch of government and get a ruling or rendering

21

to satisfy the opinions of one attorney versus

22

another, and so I think what they're trying to do in

23

the proposal -- I find it to be quite clear in

24

explaining who the client is of Corporation Counsel.

25

To me, it's already quite clear on how to get remedy
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if we have a difference of opinion, and if we're

2

serious enough, we'll go to court and get a judicial

3

ruling.

4

So if this is another way of how to terminate

5

someone you're unhappy with, then I consider that

6

unfair legislative influencing of an -- of a

7

department or an employee of the County for trying

8

to exercise this type of legislative doctrine, if I

9

could use that term, Mr. Chairman.

10

So I'm not clear on what is the intent of

11

some members of this Committee. I felt pretty good

12

in what I read from the Charter Commission in how

13

they try to embrace and make it very clear that the

14

County is the client, not the Mayor, not the

15

Council, but the County. The government of the

16

local residents is the client, and so I thank you

17

for letting me share that. And if you have a

18

difference in interpretation, Chairman, I wish you

19

would share that with us, please.

20 CHAIR KANE: No, the Chair is clear on understanding this
21

particular issue, and although I can't speak for

22

other members who don't have any clarity on this, I

23

don't share that. I'm clear.

24
25

Any further discussion on this item before we
move on? Mr. Nishiki.
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2

getting some heat maybe from another Member here,

3

but I say this only because when I read the con in

4

plain, simple English it is describing why this

5

language changed, and they're bringing up the

6

problem. When you say con, the other side may have

7

a conflict, and it says specifically, "The

8

Corporation Counsel may face conflicts when the

9

interests of the Mayor" -- Administration --

10

"conflict with those of the Council" -

11

legislative -- "or boards and commissions." So

12

they're saying that this language here that we are

13

now accepting is not addressing this concern, number

14

one.

15

Number two -- and I appreciate you,

16

Mr. Chairman, for saying this is the first time so,

17

therefore, I'm not going to use this straight narrow

18

road when dealing with some of the concerns that we

19

have today, and I want to -- I want to ask -- and I

20

think that maybe Mr. Van Dyke already answered it.

21

When we're saying keep to that Section 3 -- in this

22

situation 8-2.3, this is what the Commission is

23

dealing with, and the narrow road was that if we are

24

proposing any changes, that it be in this area.

25

I think Mr. Van Dyke said under what is read
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1

under 50.8, David, and what is being said there,

2

"The legislative body of the County may in turn

3

propose one or more sections," S, plural, "as

4

alternative or alternatives," S, "to any section of

5

the proposed Charter provided that there shall not

6

be more than a single proposition under any

7

alternative proposal."

8
9

And so I would hope as we go through
alternative proposals, Mr. Chairman, that despite

10

that we may subsection out other areas, such as

11

instead of 8-2.3, you know, if there may be an

12

addition but specifically addressing the concern

13

that has been raised by this Charter Commission that

14

those types of alternatives can be accepted. Unless

15

any Member is having a problem with that.

16 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
17 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.
18 CHAIR KANE: You know, based on what you just read -19 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Uh-huh.
20 CHAIR KANE: Quite frankly, the Chair has an opposite
21

interpretation of what you just stated. If you

22

start emphasizing plurals and not, from what I see

23

up there, the second sections -- or, excuse me,

24

section, without the S, refers to what we're looking

25

at in our Charter under section, and if your
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1
2

discussion wants to revolve around Section 8-2.2 -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.

3 CHAIR KANE: -- then that would be something that's not
4

even before this body as a proposal from the Charter

5

Commission. From what I read up there, based on

6

what was proposed to us, we can provide alternatives

7

by increasing section or sections to the section

8

that is being proposed as far as the change.

9

Okay. So that's what I interpret, based on

10

what your comments were, and that's why I'm saying

11

that if we have before us Section 8-2.3, which is

12

not a sub -- 8-2.2 is not a subsection of another

13

one. It's a section all by itself. To me, a

14

subsection is -- under 8-2.3, the subsections are

15

the (a) point, the (b) point, the (c) point, the (d)

16

point. Those are subsections of that section.

17

In this case we're not discussing -- or your

18

comments or your issues are not within this section,

19

and therefore, you want to discuss Corporation

20

Counsel under Section 8-2.2, which was not even a

21

discussion with the Charter Commission. Theirs were

22

under Section 8-2.3, which discusses specifically

23

the powers, duties, and functions.

24

So, Mr. Nishiki, the Chair's point is, is

25

that we need to respond to their recommendations
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based on what they had as far as discussions and

2

what they came up with proposals for us to consider

3

with alternatives or discussion, and what you are

4

asking for is outside of that realm, and therefore,

5

the Chair will not be recognizing a discussion in

6

Section 8-2.2 because it is not the same section

7

that the Charter Commission had a discussion on, and

8

you keep on pointing to Mr. Van Dyke. Would you

9

like him to comment?

10 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, because I think that we've
11

agreed that whatever we may speculate -- and let's

12

not get on a power trip here, let's ask

13

Mr. Van Dyke --

14 CHAIR KANE: You know, Mr. Nishiki 15 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- because I think it's necessary
16

that, you know, we're treading on new ground and so

17

let's ask him.

18 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki, you know, your comments about
19

power trips I think are -- you shouldn't be talking

20

like that, because it's not about a power trip.

21

It's about a duty that the Chair has to run a

22

meeting in an orderly fashion. Okay. So when you

23

make inappropriate comments like that, I don't think

24

it's appropriate for you to say things like that,

25

because that's not the intention. We're not here to
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1

try and allow members to try and manipulate a

2

process for their desired outcome, and so if you

3

would like to admit to that, Mr. Nishiki, that you

4

are in fact trying to manipulate this process, then

5

why don't you, you know, step up and do so,

6

Mr. Nishiki.

7

The Chair has made a ruling on this.

8

Mr. Van Dyke is not the presiding officer of this

9

meeting. Mr. Van Dyke provides us with resource

10

information, and if you have a problem with that,

11

Mr. Nishiki, the process is very clear. You can

12

appeal the ruling of the Chair, because the Chair

13

has a duty, and I'm following through with that

14

duty. And if you have a problem with that, appeal

15

it and let's move forward, but the Chair's already

16

made that ruling.

17 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Point of clarification.
18 CHAIR KANE: Proceed.
19 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Van Dyke, can you explain to
20

us 8. -- the next one over, David -- 50.8 in regards

21

to how you would advise this Council Committee now

22

to look at some of the changes and can we veer into

23

the other sections?

24 CHAIR KANE: Before he answers that question, Mr. Van Dyke
25

is not here as a hired person for the County Council
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and this Committee. Mr. Van Dyke is here on behalf

2

of the Charter Commission as their analyst to their

3

work, Mr. Nishiki. So, again, the Chair will allow

4

the answer to occur, but keep in mind that -- try

5

not to manipulate for a desired outcome what you

6

would like to see, Mr. Nishiki. Okay. We're trying

7

to run a meeting in an orderly fashion and you're

8

not providing any help in running an orderly

9

meeting.

10 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You're not going to let him
11

answer, then?

12 CHAIR KANE: No, I just said I am going to let him, but I
13

want you to be clear on the position of the Chair in

14

this case. Mr. Van Dyke.

15 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, the -- there isn't always, you know,
16

only one interpretation of a clause, and the reason

17

lawyers are needed in our world is because these

18

legislative enactments are subject to a number of

19

different interpretations, but in this one the key

20

language as you look at that phrase of the proposed

21

Charter, in other words, we're talking about an

22

alternative to the proposed Charter. So the

23

proposed Charter in this case is our -- is the

24

Commission's proposal for.

25

So if you have an alternative to Proposal --
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I'm sorry, Proposal 3, if you have an alternative to

2

Proposal 3, then you're certainly authorized to put

3

that in your report and send that back to the

4

Commission. Your alternative can include one or

5

more sections, but it should be an alternative to

6

the proposal that the Commission has come up with.

7

So that's your -- your anchor. That's your -- and

8

so I think the Chair is correct that you need to

9

sort of stay confined and you shouldn't -- I mean,

10

there are lots of other issues that you may be upset

11

about, but you shouldn't think that it's appropriate

12

to use this occasion to deal with all the other

13

issues that you may be concerned about.

14

So if you think that the Commission is wrong

15

in their approach to clarifying the responsibilities

16

of the Corporation Counsel, then you're free to

17

submit any type of alternative to that, but it

18

should be within that domain, you know, clarifying

19

the responsibilities of the Corporation Counsel.

20 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right. So therefore, you said
21

that if you feel that the concern may be in other

22

sections of the law in the Charter we can surely

23

make those types of recommendations?

24 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, ultimately -25 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
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1 MR. VAN DYKE: -- ultimately the vote of this body is what
2

can decide what the appropriate alternatives are.

3 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
4 CHAIR KANE: Anything further, Mr. Nishiki?
5 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
6 CHAIR KANE: Members, anything else? Chair is going to
7

call for a ten-minute recess. We'll reconvene at

8

3:20.

9

(Gavel).

RECESS: 3:10 p.m.

10 RECONVENE: 3:27 p.m.
11 CHAIR KANE: (Gavel). Okay, members, we'd like to
12

reconvene the Council's Committee of the Whole, the

13

meeting for May 8, 2002. We were on Proposal 3,

14

discussion between the Chair and I guess

15

Mr. Nishiki, and I guess after the recess the Chair

16

would like to ask Mr. Moto to provide us an

17

understanding of what an alternative is, and that

18

way we can understand if we're going to have

19

proposals or alternatives to the proposals or an

20

alternative to the proposal, that we understand what

21

a proposal is. Mr. Moto.

22 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, when confronted with trying to
23

interpret that statute, 50-8, and the use of the

24

term alternative, I think one way to look at the

25

meaning of the term of that provision is to look at
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the -- and to think common sensibly of what is an

2

alternative, what does alternative mean, and I think

3

normally alternative generally means something that

4

is -- alternatives are something that are to some

5

extent mutually exclusive. In other words, you can

6

go right or you can go left but you can't go in both

7

directions at the same time.

8
9

And so that when you're trying to examine
whether something is truly an alternative to a

10

proposal or not, one question to ask yourself is,

11

you know, is what I'm proposing truly something that

12

is inconsistent with or a departure from what is

13

already proposed. If -- if they're compatible, if

14

they could both exist at the same time and not

15

conflict with each other, they're probably not

16

alternatives, not in the -- not in the narrow sense,

17

at least, because they both could be adopted, and

18

instead it's more likely that the new proposal is

19

just that it's a new proposal.

20

Whereas if you have two ideas, one already

21

proposed and they somehow could not coexist because

22

one would be contrary to the other, then it's -- I

23

think common sense would tell you that, yes, we

24

25

are -- here's a situation where the voters would
have to make a decision, do we go right or do we go
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left.

2 CHAIR KANE: Okay. And we thank you, and we're also going
3

to see if we can pull up the world alternative up

4

there, and all it is is trying to validate the

5

Chair's position that we're here to provide

6

recommendations to the proposals, as I stated when

7

we allowed testimony today, and that if we have

8

alternatives that are true alternatives and not

9

something I think, just to restate the words, that

10

can co-exist, then I think that that's something

11

that we need to consider.

12

I think the point that -- Mr. Nishiki, that

13

you were trying to make earlier perhaps the -- your

14

proposal -- to me, the question is not whether or

15

not I agree with it on my stand. It's is it

16

appropriate for us to introduce a proposal that

17

doesn't have a connection to the proposal that we're

18

talking about, and does it provide that mutual

19

exclusivity, that distinct separateness from one

20

another as far as providing the alternative.

21

So as I stated in the beginning, the Chair

22

has every intention of and is already working with

23

staff to try and create a calendar to take up

24

proposals that each Member has at a later date and

25

work forward from there on specific proposals that
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1

each Member may have that is not something that is

2

in front of us today that feel that it's very

3

important that the voters get a chance to look at

4

and vote on, but the Chair is, again, attempting to

5

try and stay focused on the proposals that we have

6

before us and do our job as best we can to provide

7

comment or alternative -- an alternative to each of

8

those proposals.

9

With that being said, Mr. Nishiki.

10 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, and thank you. All I'm
11

trying to do is if it is possible to send this to

12

the Charter Commission, it would be surely nicer if

13

they could hear it and make a decision on it,

14

thereby at least we know that -- as was stated

15

earlier, you know, asking this Committee to make

16

suggestions, and I really see no harm that they

17

receive it as early as possible. Therefore, when

18

they come out with their final language after

19

deliberation on some of the suggestions we are

20

making, perhaps they may be in there, thereby would

21

not necessitate this legislative body to

22

independently reexamine those issues. And, you

23

know, I think that the exercise that we're going

24

through right now hopefully will come out with some

25

good suggestions, and that's all I guess we can all
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1

hope to achieve as we go through this process today.

2

Thank you.

3 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further comments or
4

discussion?

5

Mr. Moto, I don't know if you looked in the

6

dictionary before you gave us your feedback, but

7

thank you for your comments.

8

?:

(Inaudible).

9 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, hearing no proposals for
10

alternatives to Proposal No. 3 regarding the

11

Corporation Counsel Section 8-2.3, moving on to

12

Proposal No. 4, "Grant investigators working for the

13

prosecuting attorney the powers and privileges of

14

police officers while acting within the scope of

15

their official duties."

16

I believe we did also receive communications

17

I believe from our Prosecutor, Richard Bissen,

18

forwarded some information about that as well as

19

what we have here in our comments. Mr. Moto and

20

Dr. Van Dyke, if you can provide us with opening

21

comments on this proposal.

22 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, very briefly this proposal would
23

amend Section 8-3(3) of the Charter to give

24

investigators who work for the Department of the

25

Prosecuting Attorney the same powers as police
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2
3

officers while they are working within the scope of
their official duties.
In particular, the proposed amendment would

4

add a new sentence to 8-3(3) that would read as

5

follows: "The Prosecuting Attorney may appoint

6

investigators who shall have the power and

7

privileges of police officers while the

8

investigators are acting within the scope of their

9

duties as investigators."

10 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Dr. Van Dyke.
11 MR. VAN DYKE: This proposal was offered to the voters ten
12

years ago and turned down. The Commission this year

13

modified the language in a way we think responds to

14

the concerns that were voiced by making it clear

15

that the power to act as police officers only exists

16

while the investigators are acting within the scope

17

of their duties as investigators. So when they're

18

off duty and so on, they will not have that power.

19

Every -- each other -- each of the three

20

other counties gives their prosecutorial

21

investigators this authority. The Commission was

22

convinced that it was an important -- important for

23

them in terms of the safety factor and efficiency,

24

because at the present time they frequently will

25

have to coordinate with the police to bring somebody
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into custody, and it's a time consuming, inefficient

2

process. The investigators are all former police

3

officers, well trained to understand the proper ways

4

of using police powers, and the Commission endorsed

5

this proposal unanimously.

6 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. Members, just
7

for your information, we also -- we do have our lead

8

Prosecutor, Richard Bissen, here if you folks have

9

any questions regarding this -- this particular

10

proposal. Councilmember Hokama.

11 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moto, can you or Mr. Van Dyke tell us if

12
13

this was discussed or brought to the attention of

14

the Commission that this could be a consideration by

15

ordinance instead of a Charter revision?

16 MR. MOTO: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, the reason why I'm
17

being silent is because I'm a little -- I haven't

18

thought about that question in particular. The

19

first time this issue came to my consciousness was

20

in the context of this Charter Commission review.

21

MR. VAN DYKE:

It's in the charters of the other

22

counties. I think that's probably why everybody

23

instinctively thought of it as an appropriate

24

Charter provision. I don't think it's out of

25

question for it to be done by ordinance, but it's
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certainly more orderly to put it in the Charter

2

because it is -- you know, the power to act as a

3

police officer, if you're not a police officer, is a

4

bit unusual and it does sort of expand the circle of

5

people that can, you know, make arrests and use

6

firearms in that fashion. So I think the Commission

7

felt comfortable putting it into the Charter.

8 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama.
9 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And the only
10

reason I bring it up is because many of us are aware

11

that the recruitment of a police officer is a long

12

and very arduous procedure, and while we have

13

continually supported Mr. Bissen as our Prosecuting

14

Attorney, I'm not very clear on his hiring

15

requirements, the procedure he goes through. So

16

that would be one of my questions of whether those

17

type of discussions was brought forth during the

18

Commission's deliberations regarding hiring.

19

You know, our police officers go through a

20

written examination, a physical examination, a

21

psychological examination. They go through

22

training, and while I know many of our current

23

investigators are former police officers, I'm not

24

too sure whether, again, it is not a more

25

appropriate legislative effort through the ordinance
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of the Council than by the Charter of the County,

2

and so I ask you for your comments on this, please.

3 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes. We had testimony not only from
4

Richard Bissen, who's here of course, but also from

5

his investigators, all of whom testified on this

6

matter, and they are all former police officers

7

with -- fully trained in that regard, and we were

8

told that he does his best to pick the best from the

9

police force to serve in this fashion.

10 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, one quick question, please,
11

then.

12 CHAIR KANE: Proceed.
13 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So underlying -- cut to the chase.
14

This is asking to allow investigators to carry

15

firearms? Is that what this provision is all about?

16 MR. VAN DYKE: They carry firearms already as citizens.
17

Citizens are allowed to carry firearms if they are

18

properly registered and so on. So they do carry

19

firearms, but they can't make arrests and bring

20

people into custody as citizens. So it's -- it's in

21

order to --

22 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you run that past me, again,
23

please, Professor? You just told me that citizens

24

can carry firearms but they cannot make an arrest as

25

a citizen? I thought they can make citizen --
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1 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, you can make a citizen's arrest, but
2

as a police officer you have much broader power. A

3

citizen's arrest basically means you're reporting

4

somebody to the police, but whereas a police officer

5

can take somebody into custody in a more formal way

6

without any fear of being sued.

7

You know, if I were to come over and arrest

8

you right now, you could -- you could sue me because

9

I would be engaging in tortious behavior, but if I

10

were a police officer, I would have immunity as long

11

as I was acting within the scope of my duty, and so

12

they're asking for the same power that police

13

officers have to make arrests and serve papers and

14

serve warrants and things of that sort that the

15

police do, and to --

16 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And this would be outside of what a
17

sheriff does for the judicial system? Because the

18

sheriffs serve papers, serve bench warrants and what

19

not. I'm not too clear about what specifically the

20

sheriffs do, but --

21 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, they don't have even the power of a
22

sheriff at the moment. They have no special powers

23

whatsoever at the present time.

24 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama, would you like Mr. Bissen to
25

provide you with an understanding of what their
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investigators are capable of doing or they currently

2

have as far as the powers?

3 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, obviously what I had believed
4

that I expect investigators to do in the Office of

5

Prosecuting Attorney and what Mr. Bissen would like

6

them to do are two different things, chairman. So

7

I'm just wondering, again, why we wouldn't pursue an

8

ordinance to have the type of detailed discussion on

9

this one subject only, instead of part of 17

10

other -- or 16 other proposals, why we wouldn't

11

handle it that way? Because that's where I believe

12

is the more proper venue to do this type of

13

legislation, Chairman. Thank you.

14 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Any further discussion on
15

this item? Mr. Arakawa, Councilmember.

16 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. If I might -17

may address the Doctor. In criminal law and when

18

you're working with -- you have a prosecuting

19

attorney and you have the defense attorney. In

20

allowing the prosecuting -- the Prosecutor's Office,

21

their investigators to go out and actually have the

22

power of the police to arrest and do things, isn't

23

this prejudicing the ability of the Prosecuting

24

Attorney over the defense? Or would that occur?

25

In other words, if I want to make a case
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against somebody, person X, and I can send my

2

representative out in the field and they can arrest

3

the person and then drag them into jail without --

4

without having to go through a neutral body like the

5

Police Department and have a basis for doing it,

6

they can make their own independent judgment, and by

7

virtue of the fact that their job is to take one

8

side and to represent one side, would that not in

9

essence prejudice the positions?

10 MR. VAN DYKE: I think it would be best to ask Mr. Bissen
11

to respond, but the Prosecutor does a wide range of

12

things. Of course, as you say, they do, you know,

13

represent the County in prosecutions, but they also

14

engage in investigations, which require sometimes

15

bringing witnesses into custody. They deal with

16

domestic squabbles sometimes having to do with

17

custody -- difficult custody battles over children

18

and things like that. So they do have

19

responsibilities to apprehend individuals in

20

different contexts outside the criminal trial

21

situation that you're thinking about.

22 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right, but they have to go
23

through -- they have to go through the Police

24

Department, sort of get a neutral body. To actually

25

make the arrest, they have to prove their case. If
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they're allowed to just go ahead and make the

2

arrest, if you were -- if you were on the other

3

side, you don't have the same ability to do your

4

investigation. You don't have the police powers to

5

go ahead and do your investigation. You sort of

6

have to work at a disadvantage if your opposition

7

had those police powers. Would that be a fair

8

statement or not? All I'm trying to do is -- you

9

know, we're talking about this as Charter Amendment,

10

and I'm trying to understand what the ramifications

11

would be if we were to allow the extra powers.

12

(Inaudible).

13 MR. VAN DYKE: I think if we could ask Mr. Bissen to
14

answer, he'd be able to give a much better answer

15

than --

16 CHAIR KANE: Members, are there any objections to -17 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No objections.
18 CHAIR KANE: -- bringing out Mr. Bissen. Okay.
19 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: My purpose, Mr. Chairman, is to -20
21

Mr. Van Dyke is sort of the officer

I mean, he's

a teacher.

22 CHAIR KANE: Right.
23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And I'm trying to get this from
24

the theoretical position. I can understand --

25 MR. VAN DYKE: Okay. Well, why don't we have Mr. Bissen
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1

explain the circumstances in which his investigators

2

operate, and then I'll try to answer your specific

3

question after that.

4 MR. BISSEN: The biggest difference between -5 CHAIR KANE: Just state your name for the record.
6 MR. BISSEN: I'm sorry. Richard Bissen -7 CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
8 MR. BISSEN: -- Junior, Prosecuting Attorney. The
9

prosecution proves the case beyond a reasonable

10

doubt. The defense does not have that same

11

standard, same burden of proof. The Prosecuting

12

Attorney for the County is the chief law enforcement

13

officer for the County. The Police Department --

14

all the investigations that we do come from the

15

police. So we're not initiating new cases. So our

16

guys are not going out arresting people just for the

17

sake of arresting them.

18

The investigators in our office work on a

19

follow-up of what the police investigation has

20

always done -- has already done. The cases come to

21

us from the Police Department, but the investigators

22

help the prosecutor prepare the case for trial. In

23

some instances you have to make arrests, arrest

24

witnesses, for example.

25

There's really a night-and-day comparison
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1

that you make, Councilmember Arakawa, between a

2

defense attorney and all the Constitutional rights

3

that belong to a defendant charged with a crime and

4

the prosecutor's duty to defend all the -- or to

5

prosecute for all infractions of the law.

6

There's a reason why there's a Police

7

Department and a Prosecutor's Office and why there's

8

law enforcement in the community. There's -- there

9

can be no comparison between giving law enforcement

10

powers to a defense person and law enforcement to

11

the law enforcement community. It wouldn't make any

12

sense. We'd all be doing the same thing. There are

13

investigators that defense attorneys hire that do

14

investigations, but they don't have the same

15

requirements that we have.

16

Can I address some of the other stuff?

17 CHAIR KANE: Members, any objections?
18 COUNCIL members: No.
19 MR. BISSEN: I'll try my best to be brief.
20 CHAIR KANE: Proceed. Proceed.
21 MR. BISSEN: I would be happy to have this matter be done
22

by ordinance change, if that is something that can

23

be done. It was my impression that this had to be

24

done by Charter because that's the way it was

25

attempted in 1992, because that's the way it was
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done in the three other counties. This is not a new

2

thing. The Prosecutor's Office has always had

3

police powers for the investigators. That ended in

4

1988 when the HRS was repealed, and it was repealed

5

to give the County the authority to give its

6

Prosecutor's Office the authority they needed. So

7

the other counties did that, and our County hadn't

8

caught up with that.

9

All the other County prosecutors -- this

10

is -- this is not a new thing anywhere else. The

11

Attorney General's Office investigators have police

12

powers. The investigators for the other three

13

counties' Prosecutor's Office have police powers.

14

We tried to get the police powers in 1992 and it did

15

not go through.

16

Now, if you propose an ordinance change, I'd

17

be happy to do it that way, but because the

18

authority that I have to appoint my investigators

19

comes out of the Charter, that's where we went to

20

first, but if we could do this by ordinance, I'd

21

have been here in 1995 when I took over the

22

Department. I didn't know we could do it that way,

23

and maybe I need to talk with Corporation Counsel

24

more about that, but it was my understanding, as

25

Professor Van Dyke had said earlier, that -- to be
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consistent with what the other charters allow.
The combined experience of my four

3

investigators is 41 years of police experience. I

4

handed you packets yesterday -- or I had packets

5

brought to you yesterday. I wanted you to pay

6

special attention to the requirements. They have to

7

be -- had been a police officer for three years

8

before or the equivalent before we would hire them,

9

and I think that addresses Councilmember Hokama's

10

concern about the police officer having to go

11

through recruit training.

12

Even if you've had police training, you still

13

have to be -- you still have to pass a fire --

14

firearms examination. It doesn't matter if you've

15

been a police officer for 20 years, you still need

16

to go and be qualified with your firearm every year.

17

So no one is getting -- we're not hiring

18

inexperienced people, and the people that we are

19

hiring must follow the police procedures of how to

20

handle and use a firearm.

21

In addition, the laws of arrest, as was

22

pointed out, right now our investigators can make a

23

citizen's arrest. The issue we're talking about is

24

efficiency and liability. They all have firearms

25

because the police chief can grant a firearm to
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1

somebody who can show a need for one, but they're on

2

their own, and they shouldn't have to be on their

3

own. The County should allow them while -- within

4

the scope of their duties as investigators to take

5

whatever action they need if that should arise. At

6

times it causes hesitation. At times it causes them

7

to have to call for backup.

8
9

As far as laws of arrest are concerned, too,
someone can sue somebody else for doing a citizen's

10

arrest. Right now they can say you're under arrest.

11

Hang on. I have to call the police to come and get

12

you. That's not efficient. And I'm sorry to say

13

Deputy Chief Akana was here all morning, and his

14

only purpose for being here was to support us.

15

We're not starting a second police force or a mini

16

police force.

17

I cannot stress enough that this was the way

18

it was up until '88, and in '92 it went the other

19

way and we've waited ten years to have this

20

corrected. Whether you want to do it by Charter or

21

ordinance, I support it either way.

22 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Bissen.
23

Mr. Arakawa, you had the floor.

24 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I think he's answered my question,
25

because I was thinking that this might be a new
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area, but if it's something that's already done and

2

it's an old area already, then that allays my

3

concerns on this.

4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Any further questions for
5

Mr. Bissen? He's here for us as a resource. Seeing

6

no other questions, Mr. Bissen, thank you. Than you

7

very much for your input.

8
9

Members, before us we have Proposal No. 4.
Are there any requests for consideration of

10

alternate proposals? Member Johnson, followed by

11

Member Nishiki.

12 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Apropos of what was just said in
13

regard to this either being done by ordinance or it

14

being done by Charter, if it's possible to have it

15

done by ordinance, where we can take public

16

testimony and have a more, you know, good

17

interaction with the public, I would rather -- if

18

this is something that's really important to

19

Mr. Bissen in the effective discharge of his

20

Department's duties, I would not want to see it get

21

shot down on a Charter, and, you know, have the

22

public educated in the ordinary manner that we do

23

when we go through all of our ordinances and take it

24

out to the public and educate them on it. And I

25

don't know, with 17 proposals, my fear is that this
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would get lost. So in that respect, I would ask if

2

it is possible to do it through ordinance, that we

3

consider requesting that the Charter Commission hold

4

this one off of the 17 proposals that they have.

5 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you for your comments.
6

Member Nishiki, comments?

7 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, Brian, do you know offhand
8

that answer in regards to creating ordinance rather

9

than putting it through a process with the Charter?

10 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Moto.
11 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, I was doing an impromptu review.
12

You know, the Charter Commission report says Maui is

13

alone in denying these powers. In other words, that

14

of Maui County -- and I haven't researched this

15

myself, so I'm relying upon the information

16

provided. Assuming that Maui County is the only one

17

that hasn't explicitly granted these police powers

18

to prosecuting attorney investigators, then assuming

19

that's true, then what I find is I've gone

20

through -- I've scanned through portions of the

21

Kauai Charter and Big Island Charter, and I don't

22

see their charters with explicit provisions

23

addressing this issue. The Honolulu Charter does

24

have an explicit provision.

25

So what that tells me -- or what I infer from
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that is that perhaps on Kauai and the Big Island

2

they didn't do it by Charter. They may have done it

3

by ordinance. Again, this is something I've just

4

done a preliminary review, but I think that's the

5

case, if I -- if my quick skim through their

6

charters is correct.

7 CHAIR KANE: Mr. Nishiki.
8 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, thank you. And if this is
9

so after more research, then I would ask that we

10

eliminate this from the Charter proposal also,

11

Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIR KANE: Any further discussion? And just one point
13

that the Chair will make is I believe Mr. Bissen

14

stated that he'll be contacting Corp. Counsel on

15

this item from -- as far as a proposed ordinance,

16

and if that's the case, it would come through --

17

most likely under the Committee of the Whole and we

18

could have the discussion right here with this

19

particular Committee.

20

So I would urge Prosecutor Bissen to pursue

21

that and, you know, bring it through the Council and

22

we can go ahead pursue -- you know, pursue that

23

option as well, and I'm sure that if it's done in a

24

timely fashion, the Charter Commission can take note

25

of perhaps some of the update that we can hopefully
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get in a very timely fashion and they can make that

2

consideration when they have their time.

3

In the meantime, maybe this aspect of the

4

discussion can be put in the Committee report and so

5

when we pass back our recommendations to the Charter

6

Commission, that they're aware of what we discussed

7

this afternoon regarding this proposal. Any

8

further? Hearing none, let's move on.

9
10
11

Again, thank you very much, Mr. Bissen, on
that.
Members, on Proposal No. 5, "Broaden the

12

responsibilities of the Department of Public Works

13

and Waste Management to include Environmental

14

Management and change its title to the Department of

15

Public Works and Environmental Management." Section

16

8-5(3). Mr. Moto and Dr. Van Dyke.

17 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, very briefly, under Proposal 5
18

the Department of Public Works and Waste Management

19

would be renamed to the Department of Public Works

20

and Environmental Management. Also Chapter 5 of the

21

Charter would be amended to repeal that portion of

22

the Charter that currently references the

23

maintenance of County buildings as one of the duties

24

and functions of the Director of Public Works.

25

At this point I must point out a
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typographical error that occurred in the preparation

2

of this report. If I may call your attention to

3

page 12, in the middle of the page you will see a

4

reprint of a portion of Chapter 5 and the -- if you

5

look at Section 8-5(3), paragraph 3, "Supervise and

6

maintain the County's highways, drainage, and flood

7

control systems and sewer systems." There should be

8

a period after the word "systems" and brackets

9

around "and maintain the County's buildings" close

10

bracket.

11 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Dr. Van Dyke, any further
12

comments?

13 MR. VAN DYKE: This proposal was taken out to the
14

community in a broader recommendation that both

15

Environmental Management and Transportation be

16

included in Public Works, and after receiving public

17

comment, the decision was to recommend a separate

18

Department of Transportation, which is one of the

19

next proposals, but to keep Environmental Management

20

in the expanded Department of Public Works.

21

By Environmental Management, the Commission

22

refers primarily to pollution and things of that

23

sort, rather than endangered species, flora, fauna,

24

things like that. The decision was not to use the

25

term environmental protection, which would be a
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broader term and would cover wetlands and so on, but

2

rather Environmental Management to focus on the

3

pollution, which seemed like an appropriate thing to

4

assign to the Department of Public Works, since it

5

already had responsibility over wastes and sewers.

6 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, we're open on this proposal.
7

Any proposed alternatives? Member Arakawa, followed

8

by Member Tavares. We are on Proposal No. 5. Thank

9

you.

10 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, we've
11

had discussions in the past about splitting the

12

Department of Public Works and Waste Management and

13

Solid Waste into two different divisions, two

14

different departments. Public Works has already got

15

a lot on their plate with the combination. To

16

increase the responsibility even more under one

17

Director I think would be really stressing the

18

Department tremendously. And because we're looking

19

at Transportation, I would think that a proposal to

20

have Department Works and Transportation be created,

21

Department of Waste Management and Solid Waste

22

Environmental might be a better way to go, so that

23

would be my suggestion, is we would split it that

24

way rather than the way it's being added on here.

25 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Member Tavares.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. I see that the proposal
2

changes the title but not the duties of the

3

Department. So in the powers, duties, and

4

functions, there really is no mention made of things

5

that would fall under the Environmental Management

6

part of the duties and responsibilities. And was

7

this just an oversight not to put those kind of

8

statements in there?

9 CHAIR KANE: Dr. Van Dyke or Mr. Moto, any response to
10

Member Tavares' issue?

11 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, I'm sorry for pausing here, but it
12

may be that -- Mr. Moto pointed out one typo. It

13

may be that there was to be another line there that

14

also got omitted. It may be that somehow --

15 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman?
16 CHAIR KANE: Member Tavares.
17 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: If I can interject here. If you
18

look under -- where it says the pros, there's -- it

19

explains, you know, the Charter makes no mention of

20

other aspects, such as recycling, litter control and

21

protecting, da, da, da, da, et cetera, so I think

22

there is supposed to be something somewhere, because

23

it's kind of explaining what that -- you know, as a

24

pro for the change.

25 MR. VAN DYKE: Yeah, I'm sorry, I'm --
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1 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: It's just missing -- I think it's

2

missing a statement in here.

3 MR. VAN DYKE: I'll have to check my notes and see what
4

was supposed to be in there, but I think you're

5

correct, that there is supposed to be something else

6

in there.

7 CHAIR KANE: Members, we also have our Deputy Director
8

from the public waste -- Public Works and Waste

9

Management Department, Mr. Arakawa, Milton Arakawa.

10

Members, are there any objections to having him come

11

down and have a seat right here?

12 COUNCIL members: No objections.
13 CHAIR KANE: Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
14 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, while he's coming down, Jon,
15

was this proposed by the Public Works, number one?

16

Number two, as long as you're changing the language

17

and, as Charmaine said, you're giving the pros, why

18

is not also the -- under the powers, duties, and

19

functions any type of management edict there saying

20

that they should be looking at these environmental

21

issues under their powers, duties, and functions? I

22

guess I just don't like changing a name for the sake

23

of changing a name.

24 MR. VAN DYKE: No, no, I think there must be something
25

else that should have been in there, and I
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2

apologize, but I'll have to go back to my notes to
find the exact language. I apologize.

3 CHAIR KANE: And, actually, what the Chair will probably
4

end up doing is asking to defer on this particular

5

item and we move forward, and since I'm anticipating

6

that we're not going to finish all 17 today, because

7

the Chair does intend to recess this meeting until

8

tomorrow morning --

9 COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
10 CHAIR KANE: -- so we can continue, but just so you know,
11

that's -- that's where the Chair would like to go

12

with this, but we do have the Deputy Director here.

13

Perhaps he can shed some light to this discussion at

14

this point before we move to defer.

15
16

Mr. Arakawa, just state your name for the
record, please.

17 MR. ARAKAWA: Milton Arakawa, Deputy Director of the
18

Department of Public Works and Waste Management. As

19

we were going through the Charter Commission's

20

report, we did notice the same concern that came

21

across Councilmember Tavares' mind, and way back in

22

January of this year we did propose some amendments

23

to the Charter -- to the Charter Commission and we

24
25

did have some proposed language which are proposing
amendments to the powers, duties, and functions
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section of the Charter, and if it's okay, I can

2

circulate that to the Committee, you know, for

3

consideration. Maybe we can discuss that in further

4

detail tomorrow when the Committee reconvenes.

5 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Dr. Van Dyke. I'm sorry, Member
6

Tavares.

7 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, I was going to suggest that
8

rather than give it to the Committee, to give it to

9

Dr. Van Dyke so that we can -- so it's still coming

10

from the Commission part, not an alternative

11

proposal from our part.

12 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, and again, I'm -- just to respond to
13

the request of Mr. Arakawa, I just want to make sure

14

that the amendments that he proposed -- I want to

15

make sure that those are in line with the actual

16

proposal that has come to us, and if it's not, then

17

the Chair prefers not to accept that into the

18

discussion and just keep it to what is supposed to

19

be here but apparently is missing from this.

20

So if there are no objections, the Chair

21

would like to defer this item and move on to the

22

next item, and we can get the clarification of what

23

is supposed to be here, and from a technical

24

standpoint, members, I don't know -- we'll deal with

25

the technicalities of inserting stuff that's
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supposed to be there that's not there, and I'm

2

just -- you know, regards to posting and what not,

3

just making sure that we're not doing anything we

4

shouldn't be doing.

5
6

So any objections, members, to just moving on
to the next item?

7 COUNCIL members: No objections.
8 CHAIR KANE: Because we don't have all the information,
9

but Mr. Arakawa.

10 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, just a little bit of
11

discussion before we move on.

12 CHAIR KANE: Okay.
13 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: The only reason that I think it
14

needs to be discussed is because it's the same

15

Department in how we were -- how we try to work with

16

it. Now, what I'll try and do in the interim is

17

I'll ask Department -- there was a proposal that was

18

brought up from the Department to try and split the

19

Public Works and Waste Management at one point a few

20

years back. So maybe we can dig up that proposal

21

the Department came up with and be able to

22

understand why they wanted to do that.

23 CHAIR KANE: Again, my -- the Chair's comments are
24

basically we want to recognize the proposal from the

25

Charter Commission, not proposals from the
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Department to this body. Members --

2 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right.
3 CHAIR KANE: I think, again, we're just trying to be fair
4

with making sure that we're sticking with --

5 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right.
6

CHAIR KANE: -- the Charter Commission's proposals.

7 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: But, again, the point that I'm
8

making is if this specific language -- working with

9

the same Department, if we were to propose contrary

10

language such as I'm suggesting, it will affect the

11

exact same position, same Department, so it

12

overlaps. Whether we want to separate it out or

13

not, it will still overlap in how it would go to the

14

voters. It would be very confusing, which is why I

15

bring this up, and we'll defer this and I'll try and

16

find the old proposal.

17

I know that when we were -- when I was in the

18

Department it was already a topic of discussion to

19

try and split it because it was too cumbersome, and

20

with the Transportation added, you know, we have new

21

Transportation plus we're looking at environment.

22

I'm looking at a lot more being added to an already

23

very large Department.

24 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. Members, any
25

objections to deferral on this item?
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1 COUNCIL members: No objections.
2 CHAIR KANE: Hearing none, thank you very much. Moving
3
4
5
6

on.
And Mr. Arakawa, thank you very much, and
we'll try and get this cleared up by tomorrow.
Members, moving on to Proposal 6, Rename the

7

Fire -- excuse me, "the Department of Fire Control

8

to be the Department of Fire and Public Safety.

9

Rename the Public Safety Commission to be the Fire

10

and Public Safety Commission. Give this Commission

11

the responsibility to hire and fire the Fire Chief

12

with due process protections given to the Chief and

13

to review the budget of the Department of Fire and

14

Public Safety and clarify the duties of the Fire

15

Chief." This is Article 8, Chapter 7.

16

Members, our Fire Chief Ishikawa is here. If

17

we can ask him to come forward, please, if there

18

aren't any objections -

19 COUNCIL members: No objections.
20 CHAIR KANE: -- he can come forward as a resource to this.
21
22

Mr. Moto and Dr. Van Dyke, if you can provide
us with opening statements on this proposal.

23 MR. MOTO: Mr. Chairman, very briefly and without
24

repeating the title of the proposal, which

25

summarizes a great deal of what will be
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accomplished, the proposal will make extensive

2

changes to Chapter 7 regarding the Department of

3

Fire Control.

4

As was noted, the Department would be renamed

5

to Department of Fire and Public Safety. It would

6

also rename the current Public Safety Commission,

7

give it a new title. It will become the Fire and

8

Public Safety Commission, and the Fire and Public

9

Safety Commission, in brief, would become more like

10

the Police Commission is today, in the sense that it

11

would be given expanded powers and duties, such as

12

the power to appoint and remove the Fire Chief, who

13

is currently appointed by the Mayor, the duty to

14

submit to the Mayor the Department's request for an

15

annual appropriation for the operation of the

16

Department.

17

The proposed amendment would make it clear

18

that the public -- Fire and Public Safety Commission

19

would review the operations of both the Department

20

of Fire and Public Safety and the Civil Defense

21

Agency. It would also receive and review charges

22

brought forth by the public, something it currently

23

does. It would also conduct annual evaluations of

24

the Fire Chief and report on such evaluations to the

25

Council and to the Mayor.
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1

In addition to those changes, the proposal

2

would expand the -- and clarify the duties of the

3

Fire Chief. There is a lengthy list of the changes

4

that are set forth on page 15 of the report. For

5

example, the Fire Chief under the proposed

6

amendments would provide public education programs

7

related to fire prevention and public safety and

8

would -- it would be -- the Charter would be

9

clarified to state that among his duties would be to

10

train, equip, maintain, and supervise the force of

11

fire fighting and emergency rescue personnel.

12

Further, Mr. Chairman, the proposal would

13

also amend Section 8-7 of the Charter to provide

14

standards for recruitment, for promotions and other

15

personnel actions, and for training that is

16

required.

17 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Dr. Van Dyke, any additional
18

comments?

19 MR. VAN DYKE: Just one other thought. We heard Elvin
20

Kamoku this morning talk about the title for this

21

new department and suggested that it be called the

22

Fire Department. The reason the Commission utilized

23

this title, Department of Fire and Public Safety,

24

was to be consistent with other use of titles

25

throughout the Charter. Everything else is the
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1

department of something, and so it was thought that

2

it was appropriate to be consistent. And Public

3

Safety was put in because the decision was made to

4

combine the Fire and Public Safety Commissions to --

5

rather to expand the Public Safety Commission to

6

cover Fire as well, more explicitly, and so it was

7

thought to be consistent to have a Fire and Public

8

Safety Commission and a Department of Fire and

9

Public Safety. So that's the explanation for it.

10 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Members, any proposals on
11

this or is having the Chief making some comments

12

appropriate at this time, members? Any objections

13

to the Chief making comments?

14 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Let the Chief make comments.
15 COUNCIL members: No objections.
16 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you.
17

Chief, any comments regarding this proposal?

18 MR. ISHIKAWA: First of all --19 CHAIR KANE: And just state your name for the record,
20

Chief. Thank you.

21 MR. ISHIKAWA: Oh. Clayton Ishikawa, Fire Chief.
22 CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
23 MR. ISHIKAWA: First of all, the proposal, just for
24

history, was proposed by the Hawaii Firefighters

25

Association, the Maui Chair, Elvin Kamoku, and he
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discussed it prior to submitting to the Maui Charter

2

Commission with me and we -- we sat down. We agreed

3

basically was for a change of name and the setting

4

up of a Fire Commission.

5

I agree with the Union proposal of the change

6

of name because of the fact that everywhere people

7

would call the fire -- Maui Fire Department, Maui

8

Fire Department, so I was under the understanding

9

that it would probably be the County of Maui Fire

10

Department, and in short everybody would be calling

11

it Maui Fire Department, MFD, which most of our

12

people have it on their uniform shirts is MFD. So

13

just to be consistent with what our people are

14

putting on their uniform T-shirt, that's why I went

15

along with the change of the name of Maui Fire

16

Department.

17 CHAIR KANE: Chief, before you go -- and I apologize for
18

interjecting. Are you basing your comments on the

19

testimony of Elvin Kamoku this morning and what he

20

proposed to this body this morning, his written

21

testimony?

22 MR. ISHIKAWA: Yes.
23 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, just for clarification.
24

Thank you.

25 MR. ISHIKAWA: And also the -- on the title of the Public
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Safety, I believe Elvin Kamoku stated the reason the

2

Public Safety title would -- is a very broad title,

3

Public Safety. Basically if we say Fire and Public

4

Safety, it can mean a lot of things. If someone

5

from the mainland would come down here, look at our

6

title, they would -- first question they would ask,

7

would the police be under you? Would the medical

8

emergency staff be under you? And that kind of give

9

a wrong connotation of our title, our Department.

10

So we would like to have it just Fire Department or

11

Department of Fire.

12

I understand the reasoning behind -- because

13

of our Public Safety Commission, which we're a part

14

of with Civil Defense, that's where the name came

15

from, and I -- you know, I believe from my meeting

16

with the Commission was that the -- they kept the

17

Fire Public Safety Commission title because Civil

18

Defense was still involved in that and that's the

19

reason, I understand, why it's a Fire Public Safety

20

Commission, but as far as that Commission, I don't

21

have a problem with the name, but it's just -- I

22

think for the name of the Fire Department should

23

stay either County of Maui Fire Department or Maui

24

County Department of Fire, but I wouldn't want the

25

Public Safety to be on that.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Chief, any further comments regarding
2

the proposal that we have before us?

3 MR. ISHIKAWA: No.
4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Members? Member Tavares,
5

and well just work right down.

6 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Chief, I have a question. What is
7

your reaction to -- on page 15 it would be -- you

8

know, where it says it's Fire Chief shall, and then

9

Number 2, the new Number 2, it's provide and perform

10

fire fighting, rescue, emergency services, et

11

cetera. Do you feel that that's appropriate to be

12

worded that way?

13 MR. ISHIKAWA: Well, the provide and perform, it -- just
14

by the first time I read this I kind of had like

15

it's I'm performing --

16 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
17 MR. ISHIKAWA: -- the function. Basically I oversee the
18

whole operations. Maybe a language change could be

19

changed on the word "perform" instead of some --

20

some other word could be there.

21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And also the emergency services,
22

you just alluded to that. You know, when we read

23

this emergency services, are we now going to assume

24

that ambulance services are going to come under the

25

Fire --
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1 MR. ISHIKAWA: Right.
2 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: -- Fire Department or not?

3 MR. ISHIKAWA: Right. By looking something broad like
4

that, anything can be thought of as our

5

responsibility. You know, I think we could get

6

more -- more precise in fire fighting, rescue, and

7

instead of emergency services we could say first

8

responder, which is what we're trained at -- the

9

level we're trained at.

10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.

11 CHAIR KANE: Member Tavares?
12 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I wanted to go to another section,
13

but if somebody else has questions about this

14

section.

15 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any other Member have questions
16

in this particular area? Member Molina.

17 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. Chief
18

Ishikawa, you mentioned about the uniforms. With

19

this proposed name change, would there be any costs

20

associated with uniform changes to match the name or

21

anything of that nature?

22 MR. ISHIKAWA: I don't think so because as it is now we're
23
24
25

the Department of Fire Control, yet we still put
Maui Fire Department on the -- on our patch it would
just say County of Maui Fire. So I don't think --
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or it just says Fire Department, so I don't think

2

we'll change anything.

3 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. And referring to
4

the portion where it says, "Standards for

5

recruitment shall be designed to attract into the

6

Fire Department" --

7 CHAIR KANE: Page -- where are you?
8 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Page 15 for the members.
9 CHAIR KANE: Actually, we're moving on, so I wanted -10 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay.
11 CHAIR KANE: Just in the area that we just opened up with,
12

I wanted to provide Member Tavares and any other

13

person in that area. If you want to move on, then

14

I'd like to --

15 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay. I'm sorry.
16 CHAIR KANE: And I'd like to kind of mix it up too,
17

Ms. Tavares, not to give you first shot at all

18

the --

19 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
20 CHAIR KANE: -- all the points.
21 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: If we just stay with Section A for
22

now, so we don't jump all over the place.

23 CHAIR KANE: Okay. If we can, just the "Fire Chief shall"
24

portion, do you have any --

25 COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No. Mine is on Section B.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any? Member Johnson.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Perhaps to give a little bit more

3

clarity in -- on page 15 where it says A, 1, Be the

4

administrative head of the Department which shall,

5

and then put a colon there, you know, because then

6

that way, you know, the Department is the one that's

7

doing the providing, not you specifically. I mean,

8

that's just one suggestion.

9

But the other question I had pertains to the

10

evaluation and, you know, the whole departmental, I

11

guess, examination that you submitted yourself to

12

and your Department and also the strategic plan that

13

is in the process of being completed. Do you feel

14

that that will have any bearing on what is adopted

15

or what is recommended to be adopted within this, or

16

will it have no bearing on that?

17 MR. ISHIKAWA: Presently I don't foresee any bearing on
18

this, as far as strategic plan and the evaluation

19

for the Department. I think basically the Union

20

brought this about was just -- their main goal was

21

to have a Fire Commission, and that was the proposal

22

for the Charter.

23 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the only reason I ask that,
24

Mr. Chair, is because I just want to make sure that

25

if there's something -- that because there was
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1

reorganization suggested and restructuring, if it

2

would change any element as to who's doing what in

3

the Charter, I don't want to put something in the

4

Charter that would in any way hamper you or

5

recommend to put something in the Charter that would

6

hamper your operation in moving in the direction

7

that I feel is a really good one for your -- you

8

know, for your entire operation.

9 CHAIR KANE: Referencing the strategic plan.
10 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, the whole thing. So that's
11

just my only concern about this, is it's sort of

12

like, well, we're doing this, but I'm not really

13

sure about the recommendations or maybe your

14

strategic plan or any criticism that may come out

15

of -- you know, let's say implementing or I guess

16

deriving a strategic plan and then looking at that

17

and looking at the language here and then zig when

18

we're supposed to be zagging. So I just don't want

19

to put you in that spot either and constrain you by

20

the language that's in here. So I -- I'm just a

21

little concerned about putting the horse before the

22

cart.

23 CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Member Johnson. Good point.
24
25

Member Hokama, any comments, question on
Section A?
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1 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, for the Chief.
2

Chief, the proposed A 2, emergencies arising

3

on land, sea, and hazardous terrain, when we deal

4

with the ocean, if it's land-based ocean situations,

5

I can see you being the primary first responder and

6

the call out to your department, but just

7

emergencies on sea, I'm sure there's a division line

8

on where the Coast Guard is the responsible agency

9

and not the -- our County Fire Department. Any

10

comments on this area?

11 MR. ISHIKAWA: Okay. We do -- presently we do rescues at
12

seas, handle any emergencies at seas.

13 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Regardless of how far out?
14 MR. ISHIKAWA: It depends with the -- depends on where the
15

situation is. We know what our limitations are with

16

our rescue boat, and basically when it's -- we feel

17

it's out of our capabilities, we turn it over to

18

Coast Guard or we work with Coast Guard in unison.

19 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So you wouldn't have any problem
20

with the language as proposed by the Commission?

21 MR. ISHIKAWA: No. Basically this language is very
22

similar of what our scope of responsibilities are.

23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you, Chief.
24

That's -- my second area that I would like to bring

25

up under A, Chief, is proposed -- the new number 7
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1

under Section A. Is this requesting you or your --

2

someone in your Department to be on site being a

3

construction inspector? Is this how you're going to

4

interpret this?

5 MR. ISHIKAWA: You know, I interpreted this as part of our
6
7

8

Fire Prevention Bureau for the Fire Codes.
Basically they do the construction and approval of
commercial buildings per Fire Codes.

9 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Right. So they will be reviewing
10

the construction plans and signing off whether they

11

should be issued a building permit. Now, this says

12

monitor the construction. It is two different

13

things, Chairman.

14 CHAIR KANE: Dr. Van Dyke, if we can have a response from
15

Dr. Van Dyke.

16 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Please, Chairman.
17 CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
18 MR. VAN DYKE: Yes. The responsibility is to monitor the
19

construction and occupancy standards, so you're

20

monitoring the standards. You're monitoring the

21

requirements, but you don't monitor the

22

implementation of those requirements. The Building

23

Department monitors whether the building is being

24

built properly. The Fire Department would not

25

monitor each -- construction of each building. They
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1

just monitor the standards that are applied by the

2

Building Department.

3 CHAIR KANE: Councilmember Hokama.
4 VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, Chairman, for those of us
5

who have been here for a period of time know that

6

the standards depend on what UBC year code we're

7

going to follow. So although the standards may

8

be -- you know, I'm -- you know, I'm not too clear

9

about this and how it relates within the Charter

10

framework, Chairman, so I will just say that I'm not

11

convinced that this is appropriate at this time to

12

be part of the Charter document. Thank you.

13 CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Any further questions regarding
14

Section A on page 15? Member Carroll, pass? Thank

15

you. Member Arakawa.

16 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, Chief, on A 2, the
17

mitigation and stabilization of hazardous material.

18

Currently with the HazMat team -- and I'm thinking

19

specifically from my past experience with chlorine.

20

The Fire Department used to be backup to the

21

wastewater employees who used to -- were required to

22

stabilize the chlorine leak. Is that still the case

23

or is it the Fire Department is going to be lead now

24

and is going to get to the situation, stabilize the

25

situation, and have wastewater back you up? Because
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this says that you're going to be the stabilizer.

2 MR. ISHIKAWA: Presently the way it is, our rescue HazMat
3

team would respond and they would stabilize the

4

situation with the personnel's import for

5

information. Unless they are trained to the HazMat

6

technician level, they cannot enter the HazMat zone.

7 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. So your Department is the
8

one that would go in there. If a cylinder were

9

leaking, you're the ones that would seal the leak

10

and fix the situation? So you would be the

11

stabilizer?

12 MR. ISHIKAWA: We'll go in there, either shutdown the
13

cylinder -- we won't necessarily fix the leak, but

14

we'll try and stop the leak somehow until the

15

situation is stabilized and then whatever department

16

needs to call in experts to finish the job on that.

17 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And again, I'm asking this because
18

of my personal experience. I know that we were

19

required -- my personnel were required to go in,

20

stabilize the leak. We had a patch kit. If it

21

needed to be patched, we put on the patch kit. If

22

it was a valve that needed to be closed, we closed

23

it. The Fire Department used -- were going to stay

24

outside and wait as backup as our personnel were

25

doing it. So you're saying this is reversed.
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1 MR. ISHIKAWA: Yes, you need -2 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: By Charter now it would be
3

reversed.

4 MR. ISHIKAWA: You need to be trained to the HazMat
5

technician level or higher in order to go in and

6

stabilize the situation. If they're trained as --

7

in that department to the HazMat technician level or

8

higher, they can do it. We'll go in as backup and

9

be their safety, but if they're not trained, then

10

they're not allowed in that area.

11 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Again, because if this is
12

implemented, this is by Charter, you would be the

13

lead agency, and in the past there was a lot of

14

dispute over who actually had to patch the leak, who

15

had to actually don the suits and go in and do the

16

work. I thought it was resolved where Wastewater

17

would go in and they would be the initial responder

18

with Fire Department backup. They are trained.

19

Everybody is trained to do this, but according to

20

the -- if this is put into the Charter, then you

21

would be the stabilization group, so Wastewater

22

would now watch you go in there and do the work.

23 MR. ISHIKAWA: Yeah, like -- as stated prior, our HazMat
24

team are trained as at the HazMat technician level.

25

There's different levels, but you need to be at the
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1

technician level or higher to go into a situation.

2

The Waste Management people, if they're trained to

3

the HazMat technician level, then they may do the

4

job too, but if they're not, they're only trained to

5

the HazMat awareness level, then they're -- they

6

shouldn't be in that zone of going in and trying to

7

patch the leak.

8 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, again, I'm just making that
9
10

point because if this is added to the Charter, it
makes you the responsible group and --

11 MR. ISHIKAWA: Well, per the Charter we are responsible
12

for any HazMat incident.

13 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Then in -- I guess in -14

throughout this entire area, the overall stress on

15

the fact that you are the public safety -- you're

16

covering all the other areas such as -- how best can

17

I put this? Essentially with the language that is

18

here, then what your responsibilities are as Fire

19

Chief -- by taking out, for instance, in Number 2,

20

fire -- "Provide fire protection to the people and

21

property of the County," and add and perform fire

22

fighting, rescue, and all of that, adding all of

23

these things, every one of these you can do and you

24

can be lead agency on each of these items and you're

25

comfortable with that?
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1 MR. ISHIKAWA: As the new language put in on A 2?
2 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: A 2.
3 MR. ISHIKAWA: Yeah, the prior language was a broad and
4

short statement, and I guess they intended to put

5

more of a detailed responsibility, and as was

6

brought up earlier, emergency service, that may need

7

to change, the language on that, get it more tight.

8

Emergency service can be many things involved in

9

that.

10 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Fire, ambulance. My
11

understanding -- and correct me if I'm wrong, when

12

you're going to respond to, let's say, a traffic

13

accident, your personnel do stabilization. They go

14

there, they do first responder. They don't try and

15

treat to the level that an ambulance driver or a

16

medic would treat or try and work with victims,

17

so --

18 MR. ISHIKAWA: Our people would do their duty up to the
19

level that they're trained, and they're trained at

20

the first responder level.

21 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: First responder level. So it's
22

not necessarily that you would be able or -- would

23

it be appropriate to take the emergency responder

24

passed that first level. So, again, in looking at

25

the language that's here, you're comfortable that
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that doesn't take you beyond that first level?

2 MR. ISHIKAWA: If the language states first responder, I'm
3

comfortable. If it just states emergency services,

4

it may not be -- it's kind of a broad statement. I

5

don't know what the intent when the language was put

6

in for emergency service. Maybe it was just to

7

encompass a broad statement in there, but as far as

8

our medical -- emergency medical services, as I

9

stated, it's just first responder, and if getting to

10

the traffic accident, basically we have medics on

11

scene, basically we are called in for extraction, to

12

assist the medics in extracting the victim out of

13

the vehicle. So that's our main, plus providing

14

safety in case of a fire in the car or anything to

15

that extent.

16 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And, Mr. Chairman, the reason that
17

I'm spending time in this area is because I don't

18

want someone in the public looking at this Charter

19

Amendment with all of these responsibilities to

20

assume that the Fire Department is supposed to go

21

beyond first responder, and then the Department gets

22

criticized or sued because they couldn't or would

23

not go beyond that first responder to which they're

24

capable, and I'm trying to make sure the language is

25

adequate so that they're comfortable that that
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1

doesn't occur, and the public should also be aware

2

that, you know, the Fire Department is not the last

3

line of medical defense or they're the do-ails and

4

catch-ails from all different kinds of situations.

5

They're very limited. So that's why I'm asking

6

questions in this area.

7 CHAIR KANE: Okay. And your point is well taken
8

There's -- Mr. Moto would like to provide us with

9

some comment.

10 MR. MOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I must make some
11

technical corrections to the draft. On page 15, if

12

you would make the following typographical

13

corrections. Some of the underlining was omitted.

14

In the Section 8-7, Subsection A, that's the one

15

that says, "the Fire Chief shall." If you go down to

16

sentence 3, the word provide, "provide public

17

education programs," the word "provide" should be

18

underlined

19

The next sentence, sentence 4, the word

20

"train" should be underlined, because that's also

21

new. Moving down to sentence 7, "monitor the

22

construction and occupancy standards," the word

23

"monitor" should also be underlined.

24 CHAIR KANE: Okay.
25 MR. MOTO: Thank you.
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1 CHAIR KANE: So noted. Thank you very much.
2

Members, we're at 4:35, and the Chair did say

3

that we'd like to wrap it up at 4:30 and recess this

4

meeting. I'll provide each member with an

5

additional wrap-up comment, unless we want to go on

6

for a little longer time, which the Chair's inclined

7

not to offer that, but if there's a majority of you

8

who would like to, then we'll look at it. Member

9

Tavares.

10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I still have one little thing on
11

Section A, which we're talking about.

12 CHAIR KANE: Proceed.
13 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: On Number 6, the Fire Chief and
14

even the Department doesn't adopt rules, that I know

15

of. I think they can recommend, but the rules are

16

adopted by the Council. So I'm wondering if that

17

needs to be reworded in there, unless there are some

18

rules that the Chief --

19 CHAIR KANE: Are they Administrative Rules? Dr. Van Dyke.
20 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, if it's Administrative
21

Rules, it's not a problem, but the other rules,

22

like, you know, the -- I mean, we adopt the Fire

23

Code. You know, each year we're adopting something

24

on the Fire Code as a Council. Just clarification

25

on that.
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1 CHAIR KANE: Yeah, Dr. Van Dyke.
2 MR. VAN DYKE: That sentence is currently in the Charter.
3 CHAIR KANE: If you could use your microphone, please.
4

Thank you.

5 MR. VAN DYKE: Sorry. That sentence is currently in the
6

Charter.

7 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
8 MR. VAN DYKE: We're not recommending any change on that.
9 CHAIR KANE: That's just a renumbering?
10 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: That's a renumbering, but I'm
11

bringing it up that shouldn't this be changed

12

because that's not in fact a fact? It's not true.

13

I mean, shouldn't we correct it at this point -- or

14

have it corrected if we have an opportunity to

15

correct it? It's incorrect.

16 MR. VAN DYKE: Well, the Fire Chief of course administers
17

the Department, and in the process of administering

18

the Department has all sorts of rules and procedures

19

that his people follow in order to save lives and

20

fight fires. So all we're saying is that in the

21

process of administering the Department, the Chief

22

will have rules that need to be followed by the

23

staff, by the fire fighters.

24 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
25 CHAIR KANE: Okay.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I'll look further into it before
2

tomorrow.

3 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, at this time the Chair's
4

going to ask if we need to pursue or if there's an

5

interest to pursue a lot more or any more discussion

6

on this one? Because if we are, then we'll just

7

start here, or if members are willing to propose any

8

alternatives to this particular item, and if not, if

9

we're able to close on this and start fresh tomorrow

10

on the next proposed item, members?

11 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman?
12 CHAIR KANE: Yes, Mr. Arakawa.
13 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, there's still the other
14

things that were mentioned this morning by Elvin,

15

such as the Commission -- the newly formed

16

Commission creating the budget for the Department.

17

I think things like that we need to discuss a little

18

bit more, so I would prefer continue discussion

19

tomorrow.

20 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, if there are no objections,
21
22

we'll just start up on Section B, I believe,
Mr. Arakawa, is that your --

23 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yes.
24 CHAIR KANE: So we'll end this meeting today in recess,
25

members, and we will -- and I believe looking at
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1

staff that we have an opening for tomorrow morning

2

at 9 a.m. We will reconvene this meeting at 9 a.m.

3

tomorrow morning. Any objections?

4 COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
5 CHAIR KANE: Any comments or closing remarks before we
6

recess this meeting? Member Tavares.

7 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, you said we're going to start
8

with Section B, but if we have some questions on

9

Section A, can we go back to Section A?

10 CHAIR KANE: Oh, yeah, yeah, and I'm just trying to
11

provide some starting point for tomorrow's meeting.

12

That's all.

13 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thanks.
14 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman?
15 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members -16 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman?
17 CHAIR KANE: Yes, Mr. Arakawa.
18 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Just as a commentary, my assistant
19

reminded me some of us may have committed to go to

20

the Lahaina seniors tomorrow at 10, so you might

21

want to check your calendars as to your commitments

22

at 10, and maybe starting at 1 might be more

23

appropriate, but I know that we've got to start as

24

early as we can.

25 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Member Johnson.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I just wanted to also let
2

people know that I will not be here because of that

3

commitment that I made.

4 CHAIR KANE: Okay. And, again, the Chair does remind you
5

all that the reason why we have this meeting in the

6

time frame was specifically for this reason, so we

7

did leave today and tomorrow open specifically to

8

handle these -- to handle this meeting. So, you

9

know, the Chair still feels that it's important that

10

because of the time constraints that we have and

11

because I think the amount of input that this body

12

feels is necessary to be made that we do need to

13

start at 9 o'clock tomorrow, and so the Chair

14

apologizes for any inconvenience to your prior made

15

schedules and I hope can you either make adjustments

16

to that or try to hurry back as soon as possible.

17

Okay. The Chair would, before calling this recess,

18

recognize if there are particular items that members

19

who are not going to be here tomorrow would -- if

20

there's some item or number of items that you would

21

like to participate in, the Chair will recognize and

22

perhaps we can make some adjustments to items being

23

moved around for discussion, just to accommodate,

24

you know, everybody having full participation.

25

Member Tavares.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: May I ask who else isn't going to
2

be here besides Alan and Jo Anne?

3 CHAIR KANE: Members, any other member not going to be
4

here tomorrow morning?

5 COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Alan (inaudible).
6 CHAIR KANE: Member Arakawa?
7 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, Mr. Chairman. No, I'm going
8

to be little bit late, but I'm going to be here.

9 CHAIR KANE: Okay.
10 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I had not committed to that. My
11

aide was just --

12 COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
13 CHAIR KANE: Okay. Oh, okay.
14 COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: -- reminding me that we were
15

asked.

16 CHAIR KANE: So, Member Johnson, so if you can -- as soon
17

as we recess, then just let me know what items you'd

18

like to be a part of and we'll see what kind of

19

adjustments we can make, and I'll suggest it to the

20

body tomorrow for consideration.

21 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the only item would be the
22

item that was brought up by Mr. McOmber, which was

23

13.

24 CHAIR KANE: Oh, okay. And that's probably later on in
25

the calendar, so you'll probably be back by then.
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1 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
2 CHAIR KANE: Yeah. Because we have some -- it seems like
3

some items that members would like to spend some

4

time on prior to that one, so --

5 COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the only reason I want to let
6

other members know is that there is a presentation

7

tomorrow which I would be happy to make on behalf of

8

the Council for the Older American's luncheon.

9

Thank you.

10 CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Members, this Committee
11

stands in recess till 9 a.m. tomorrow morning, May

12

9th. ReceSs.

(Gavel).

13
14

RECESS: 4:52 p.m.
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